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Abstract

Internal flows determine the extent of advective mixing (stretching and folding of fluid

interfaces) between coalescing droplets, effectively defining the initial condition for molec-

ular diffusion to homogenise the fluid. Efficient mixing is essential in applications from

inkjet printing to microfluidic devices, especially where a chemical reaction or biological

process occurs between the droplet fluids. In emerging technologies, coalescing droplets

often have different fluid properties, are in contact with a substrate and are surrounded by

gas. An improved fundamental understanding of the internal dynamics in such cases, as

contributed by this work, is both of significant physical interest and essential for improving

mixing efficiency in applications.

This combined numerical and experimental work considers surface-tension-dominated co-

alescing droplets in two primary configurations: initially-static free and sessile droplets;

impacting and sessile droplets with varied lateral separation. Two high-speed imaging

experimental setups were designed and constructed, including one featuring synchronised

colour cameras yielding simultaneous front and bottom views. A quantitatively-validated

customised numerical simulation code was developed within OpenFOAM, utilising the

Kistler dynamic contact angle model (including contact angle hysteresis) to capture sub-

strate wettability and a conserved passive scalar to assess advective mixing.

The conditions leading to the formation of internal and surface jets between coalescing

droplets are determined, where jet formation can significantly improve mixing efficiency.

In particular, the effect of substrate wettability (principally via capillary waves) and fluid

properties on internal flows are systematically studied in tandem. A mechanism of internal

jet formation between free and sessile coalescing droplets, at volume ratios very different

from those accepted for free droplets, is identified. A mechanism of surface jet formation

between impacting and sessile droplets with a large lateral separation is elucidated, in

which jet formation and mixing is controlled via Marangoni flow for droplets of different

surface tension. Moreover, it is shown that diffusive mixing can be passively assessed via

colour-change reactions, which are in turn used to identify efficient mixing mechanisms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Internal and external dynamics

Droplet coalescence is a pivotal feature in many natural and applied phenomena, including

raindrop formation in clouds, the development of ocean mist, lab-on-a-chip devices, crop

spraying and phase-change heat transfer technologies (Cha et al., 2016; Khatir et al.,

2016). Within the last half-century, the external dynamics of droplet coalescence have

been studied extensively, from the growth of a meniscus bridge between coalescing droplets

(Wu et al., 2004) to pinch-off and satellite formation (Zhang et al., 2009), which may

repeat numerous times to form a beautiful coalescence cascade (Harbottle et al., 2011;

Thoroddsen and Takehara, 2000). Nevertheless, both the conditions required for the

coalescence of colliding droplets (Al-Dirawi and Bayly, 2019) and the physical mechanism

initiating coalescence (Perumanath et al., 2019) remain active areas of research.

However, the range of external dynamics seen during coalescence belies the wide vari-

ety of physical phenomena that occur within coalesced droplets, which has received far less

attention. Perhaps the most famous example of internal flow within droplets is the coffee

ring effect. After a small amount of coffee (or another fluid containing dispersed material)

is spilt on a substrate and the fluid has evaporated, a dense ring along the perimeter of the

former droplet contact patch is seen, instead of a uniform deposit throughout the contact

patch. The cause of the deposit is enhanced evaporation at the contact line, which induces

a radial internal flow towards the contact line in order to replace the evaporating fluid.

This internal flow carries the suspended particles (which can’t evaporate) to, and deposits

them at, the contact line. Given that the contact line does not move (recede) during the

evaporation, a coffee ring is formed (Deegan et al., 1997).

In fact, internal flows initiated by coalescence can be directly seen with the aid of

coffee too. Take a cup of coffee without milk and place a small droplet of milk onto the tip

of a teaspoon. Slowly lower the teaspoon towards the cup such that the droplet of milk

(not the teaspoon itself) comes gently into contact with the free surface of the coffee; the
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milk droplet will detach from the teaspoon and be absorbed into the coffee. Whilst the

initial coalescence dynamics are far too rapid to see, the milk will form a internal jet/vortex

ring under the free surface which should be clearly visible. Now try to detach the droplet

from the teaspoon in mid-air above the coffee and observe the differences in internal flow;

the implementation of detachment is trivial and left as an exercise to the reader. The

dynamics of this surface-tension-driven coalescence process are very intricate, especially

considering the droplet and pool have different fluid properties. It is such internal flows,

but between two droplets rather than a droplet and pool, that are of interest in this work.

1.2 Mixing within coalescing droplets

The internal flows within a coalesced droplet are responsible for redistributing the fluids

from the original droplets. These dynamics effectively define the initial condition from

which molecular diffusion must act to homogenise the coalesced droplet and, in cases

where a chemical reaction takes place between the constituent fluids, the regions in which

a reaction will be initiated. By extending and redistributing the internal fluid interface,

herein referred to as advective mixing, the area over which diffusion can act is expanded,

which improves the efficiency of diffusive mixing. Such advective mixing is very bene-

ficial since molecular diffusion (due to the thermal motion of the fluid molecules) is an

extremely slow process. For example, for a hemispherical sessile water droplet with an

80 µm spread length and its top half-volume dyed, around half a second is required for

diffusion to homogenise the dye distribution. For millimetric droplets, such as those stud-

ied in this work, the required time would be much greater (Wilson et al., 2018). Whilst

such times may seem insignificant, they are far longer than the time scales on which the

internal dynamics generally take place (millisecond for surface-tension-dominant flows of

millimetric droplets) and are much too long for applications that comprise multiple succes-

sive processes. In general, turbulent eddies can engender effective mixing, but turbulence

is difficult to generate and (even harder to) sustain at the millimetric, or shorter, length

scales of droplets (Stone et al., 2004). It is therefore clear that achieving good advective

mixing is crucial to efficiently realise a homogenous coalesced droplet on a desirably short

time scale in many droplet-based applications.

In particular, efficient mixing between coalescing droplets is of great practical impor-

tance in, for example, liquid-liquid extraction systems (Eiswirth et al., 2012), the ignition

of hypergolic propellants (Law, 2012), and droplet-based microfluidic systems (Teh et al.,

2008). Furthermore, effective mixing between droplets of different reagents is required in

applications including chemical synthesis, the formation of particles, and lab-on-a-chip de-

vices (Cristini and Tan, 2004). Lab-on-a-chip devices, which are droplet-based microfluidic

systems that integrate and automate multiple laboratory techniques onto an integrated

circuit (‘chip’), have received a significant amount of attention over the last decade or

so, and have motivated much of the research into droplet mixing. However, an especially

interesting group of emerging applications relying on droplet mixing is based on inkjet
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technologies, which will be discussed in the next section.

1.3 Inkjet-based technologies

Overview

Inkjet is a technique used to efficiently deposit small droplets at precise locations onto

a substrate in a highly controlled way, where the desired product/pattern is formed by

coalescence. Perhaps best known for their use in graphical applications, inkjet technologies

also underpin a wide range of digital manufacturing methods; examples of products include

OLED displays, printed circuit boards, packaging, wearable electronic devices and textiles

(Hutchings et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2017). Biofluids can also be deposited using inkjet

printers to synthesise DNA (Hood, 2008), fabricate living cells (Li et al., 2018), and print

a range of biomaterials (Angelopoulos et al., 2020). The distinctive characteristic of inkjet

compared to other printing/manufacturing technologies is the ability to precisely deposit

droplets of small volume (typically picolitre), which enable high-resolution products to

be fabricated at high speed. Droplets are generated in inkjet printing by one of two

techniques: ejection of a liquid jet that breaks up into a stream of droplets due to the

Rayleigh-Plateau instability, known as continuous inkjet printing, or direct ejection of

single droplets through a nozzle due to a pressure pulse, called drop-on-demand. The latter

technique is the most prominent in modern implementations of inkjet due to improved

print resolution and printer reliability (Guo et al., 2017). However, inkjet technologies

rely on ink formulations that must be carefully controlled to allow the ink to be jetted

(Antonopoulou et al., 2020) – that is, enable the required droplets to be formed – and

to ensure that the deposited droplets behave appropriately on the substrate, all while

maintaining the properties required for the application.

Issues in graphical applications

Mixing between coalescing droplets is often very important in printing applications. At

the most basic level in graphical printing, mixing between adjacent droplets of different

colours (known as colour bleed) can be detrimental to print quality. Internal flows clearly

influence such mixing; for example, it has been demonstrated that if adjacent printed

droplets have different surface tension, then colour bleed can be reduced (Oyanagi, 2003).

Moreover, key challenges in graphical inkjet printing include maintaining the colourant

on the substrate, and avoiding both non-uniform spreading (known as feathering) and

penetration (into porous substrates), in order to maintain optical density.

In order to fix colourants in place, some (typically wide-format) inkjet printers ini-

tiate aggregation/thickening chemical reactions on the substrate, which aim to quickly

immobilise the colourant via a drastic increase in fluid viscosity (Frenkel, 2009). Often,
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the reaction occurs between a reaction liquid that is deposited on the substrate as a film

(by means other than inkjet printing, such as curtain coating) and subsequently printed

droplets that contain dispersed particles, which destabilise and rapidly aggregate upon

mixing with the reaction liquid (Kazuhide and Toshiyuki, 2000; Nito and Hakamada,

2009). For inks containing polymer particles, their aggregation can also increase the ro-

bustness of the print by forming a protective layer above the colourant. However, it is

challenging to manage the competing demands of maintaining the dispersed state of ink

over long periods before use and during jetting, whilst enabling rapid destabilisation on

the substrate. Chemical reactions between inks, typically a second black ink and other

colours in the ink set, are used to reduce colour bleed in a similar manner (Teraoka et al.,

2003). Such reactions between the droplets themselves can also improve print resolution

by reducing droplet spread. Somewhat paradoxically though, there must be some mixing

between the two fluids for the desired reaction to occur, even though reduced mixing is

the purpose of introducing a chemical reaction in such cases.

In graphical printing, chemical reactions are not integral to the application; rather

they are introduced to reduce undesirable side-effects of the dynamic processes involved.

Moreover, components of the ink connected with the chemical reaction (e.g. a reactive dye)

can influence its fluid properties, which as explained above must be carefully controlled

in inkjet printing, and therefore the ability to jet the ink and form the required droplets

(Tang et al., 2020). An improved understanding of flows within coalesced droplets on

substrates, in addition to advances in ink formulation and controlling its interaction with

the substrate, could enable reduced colour bleed and improved print robustness without

the need for such chemical reactions that add significant complication to inkjet printers.

However, a relatively recent application of inkjet has been to harness the potential of

chemical reactions between inkjet-printed droplets in order to open up a new and exciting

range of applications, as discussed in the next section.

Reactive inkjet printing

Reactive inkjet printing (RIJ) describes techniques that use an inkjet printer to deposit

droplets onto a substrate, which subsequently undergo a chemical reaction on mixing to

form the desired product in situ. In contrast to graphical applications, the reaction here is

integral to forming the product of appropriate chemistry. Smith and Morrin (2012) define

two variants of RIJ. In single RIJ, an inkjet printer is used to deposit a droplet that reacts

with a fluid film covering the substrate. Single RIJ is analogous to the reaction liquid-type

of graphical inkjet printing described above. In contrast, two droplets containing different

reactants are deposited onto a substrate using different nozzles of an inkjet printer in full

RIJ ; these droplets coalesce on the substrate, usually via direct impact, to initiate the

chemical reaction that produces the desired product (Smith and Morrin, 2018). Discussion

is limited to the latter variant of RIJ in this work, since it involves the coalescence of two

droplets between which efficient mixing is essential.
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Whilst inheriting the advantages of conventional inkjet printing noted above (espe-

cially print resolution), RIJ addresses what is perhaps its most restrictive limitation: the

range of materials that can be printed. Indeed, inkjet printers require the use of carefully

formulated inks adhering to a narrow range of rheological properties so that they can be

successfully and reliably jetted, which restricts the range of materials that can be directly

printed. By forming the desired product in situ via a chemical reaction between two fluids

that can be jetted, products consisting of materials that might not be directly jettable, but

which have desirable functionality, can be printed. For example, printing of biocompatible

(‘cell-friendly’) scaffolds of gelatin arrays for use in tissue engineering has been successfully

achieved with RIJ, where cells are seeded onto the scaffold during printing, and the scaf-

fold’s properties tailored as desired (Tse, 2015). Other examples of interesting products

that have been printed using RIJ include conductive copper and nickel lines on flexible

substrates (Li et al., 2009), fluorescent quantum dots (Bao et al., 2015), and autonomous

swimming devices called ‘micro-rockets’ (Gregory et al., 2016).

RIJ can also be used as an additive manufacturing (3D printing) technique to fabri-

cate micron-scale products. In particular, RIJ avoids the need to use photopolymer inks

that are required in popular additive manufacturing techniques (e.g. PolyJet), in which

polymerisation leading to solidification of deposited droplets is triggered by UV exposure

immediately after deposition, with the product built layer-by-layer (Napadensky, 2009).

Indeed, RIJ offers the possibility for polymerisation to be initiated by chemical means,

so RIJ-based additive manufacturing methods can produce products consisting of a wider

range of materials, including polyurethanes (Kröber et al., 2009; Schuster et al., 2019),

polyamides (e.g. nylon 6 – Fathi and Dickens, 2013) and polyimides (He et al., 2018). In

addition to an additive manufacturing technique, RIJ can be used for similar purposes

to lab-on-a-chip microfluidic devices with analogous advantages and additional benefits

including increased efficiency, improved reaction yield, reduced material consumption (i.e.

smaller droplet volumes), and that the product can be produced in the desired location

for the next step in the process (i.e. in situ). Hence, RIJ not only extends the range of

products that can derived from an inkjet printer, but also transforms inkjet technology

into a flexible chemical synthesis tool (Smith and Morrin, 2012).

Mixing in reactive inkjet printing

Clearly, efficient mixing between the reactants contained within each coalescing droplet

is required to instigate the all-important chemical reaction in RIJ, meaning that droplet

mixing is fundamental to its efficacy. Hence, the successful deployment of RIJ in the

applications discussed above indicate that efficient mixing occurs in those cases. Moreover,

analysis of fluorescent RIJ-printed droplets of polyurethanes show the coalesced droplets

are homogeneous, which further suggests that good mixing does arise (Kröber et al., 2009).

However, in RIJ of nylon 6, Fathi and Dickens (2013) assessed mixing with fluorescence

imaging of larger droplets (formed by jetting multiple droplets), but little mixing was seen
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Figure 1.1: Asymmetric impact of a dyed glycerol-water mixture droplet (radius 1.20 mm)
onto an undyed sessile droplet (initial radius 1.30 mm) of the same fluid at 1.08 m s−1.
The Weber and Ohnesorge numbers were matched to inkjet values, with surprisingly little
advective mixing seen. Reprinted figure with permission from Castrejón-Pita et al. (2013).
Copyright (2013) by the American Physical Society.

near the contact line and an unclear amount of mixing materialised in the droplet centre.

In an attempt to uncover the dynamics of mixing in inkjet printing, Castrejón-Pita

et al. (2013) used high-speed imaging with a front view to visualise internal flows between

impacting and sessile coalescing droplets. Whilst inkjet droplets have a typical length

scale of ∼100 µm, millimetric droplets were used in this work for visual accessibility, but

with the Weber and Ohnesorge numbers (defined in Section 2.5) matched to typical inkjet

values. Surprisingly, little advective mixing on a short time scale was observed, as seen

in Figure 1.1, an observation that is robust to lateral separation. Of course, the influence

of molecular diffusion will be far less for the millimetric droplets studied than for inkjet-

printed droplets, which may to some extent explain the lack of observed mixing (Wilson

et al., 2018). Furthermore, there is likely to be a complicated two-way coupling between

mixing and reaction kinetics. It is nevertheless clear though that the mechanisms of mixing

between coalescing droplets, and therefore the success of RIJ, are far from straightforward.

1.4 Contributions of this work

The preceding discussion has demonstrated that internal flows within coalescing droplets

are crucial in a multitude of applications, especially those in which good mixing is required.

In particular, adequate mixing is an essential requirement for chemical reactions between

coalescing droplets, but several previous studies have indicated little to no advective mix-

ing in configurations where successful chemical reactions are known to occur. Besides

being a fascinating physics problem to explore, the lack of a fundamental understanding

of droplet mixing is a hindrance to potential applications, with a better understanding

of mixing and linked reaction kinetics identified as crucial for the development of RIJ

towards ultra-miniature high-throughput screening drug discovery methods (Daly et al.,

2015). Whilst this work is strongly motivated by inkjet technologies, the small size of pi-

colitre inkjet droplets means that to study their external dynamics is experimentally very

challenging, let alone their internal and mixing dynamics. Hence, this work is restricted

to millimetric droplets (of microlitre volume, directly relevant to microfluidics), an im-

proved understanding of which will facilitate advances in the understanding of droplets

on the inkjet scale. Moreover, the numerical capabilities developed can be scaled down to

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevE.88.023023
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study scales directly relevant to those prevalent in inkjet applications, with the inclusion

of molecular diffusion.

Mechanisms of mixing between coalescing droplets on a substrate and exposed to

air are especially unclear, despite the relevance to many of the interesting applications

discussed above. The effect of the presence of a substrate and its wettability on internal

flows and mixing during coalescence is largely unknown. The research reported in this work

advances our understanding of the fundamental fluid dynamics underpinning the internal

and mixing dynamics within coalescing droplets in contact with a substrate. Special

attention is given to configurations in which only one of the droplets is sessile at the onset

of coalescence, which is the typical case in inkjet printing. In particular:

� High-speed imaging experiments and volume-of-fluid-based numerical simulations

are developed in parallel to comprehensively elucidate internal dynamics for config-

urations in which the droplets are in contact with a substrate. The Kistler dynamic

contact angle model (with contact angle hysteresis) allows substrate wettability to be

varied in the simulations, which are validated against quantitative image processing

of the experimental results. See Chapters 3 and 4 in particular.

� Unlike many previous studies, the droplets considered are surrounded by air (rather

than a high-viscosity, immiscible fluid such as an oil), which is relevant to a wide

range of the aforementioned applications including inkjet printing, but engenders

vigorous free surface movement.

� Careful validation and verification of the simulations is untaken to ensure their ac-

curacy, both in the droplet configurations of primary interest and others (e.g. free

droplet coalescence). See Chapters 4 to 6.

� The influence of substrate wettability is carefully understood and elucidated, with

respect to capillary wave dynamics and the formation of both surface and internal

jets. See Chapters 6 and 7 in particular.

� The effect of fluid properties on internal flows is systematically determined experi-

mentally and numerically in tandem with substrate wettability, both where they are

the equal and different between the coalescing droplets.

� The conditions leading to surface and internal flows during the coalescence of impact-

ing and sessile droplets are considered experimentally, leading to the identification

of a surface jet in this configuration. See Chapter 7 in particular.

� Mechanisms of mixing with Marangoni flow due to surface tension differences be-

tween the coalescing droplets (as is common in RIJ) are identified. Moreover, the ef-

ficacy of colour-change reactions for passively assessing fluid mixing is demonstrated,

clarifying some ambiguity within the literature. See Chapter 8 in particular.
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The structure of this document is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces some key back-

ground information and describes experimental and numerical methods that have been

used to study internal flows in coalescing droplets. Chapter 3 describes the development

of the two experimental setups used to study free-sessile and impacting-sessile droplet

coalescence. Chapter 4 describes the development of a customised solver based on the

volume-of-fluid method used for numerical simulations in this work. Chapter 5 introduces

initially-static free and sessile droplet coalescence, and describes the numerical verifica-

tion steps undertaken for the customised solver in this configuration. Chapter 6 presents

experimental and numerical results – many of which can be found in Sykes et al. (2020b)

– investigating the aforementioned free-sessile droplet configuration, focusing on the effect

of substrate wettability on internal jet formation. Extensive validation of the numerical

simulations is also untaken in this chapter. Chapter 7 reports the results of high-speed

imaging experiments – many of which can be found in Sykes et al. (2020a) – of impacting

and coalescing droplets, focusing on surface jet formation and control via Marangoni flow.

Chapter 8 considers the same configuration as the previous chapter, but with a focus on

assessing mixing between droplets of different surface tension via colour-change reactions.

Chapter 9 summarises and discusses the key findings of this work.
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Chapter 2

Review of key concepts and

previous work

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the key physical concepts that feature through-

out this work, and to elucidate the state of the art regarding research into the internal

dynamics of coalescing droplets. There is a special focus on substrate wettability and

mixing, both of which are key features of this work. Moreover, experimental and numer-

ical techniques previously used to study the internal flows in droplets are discussed at

some length towards the end of the chapter. However, specific reviews of the literature

with respect to the dynamics studied in this work are deferred to the first section of each

primary results chapter (Chapters 6 to 8).

2.1 Surface tension and its effects

In this section, the concept of surface tension is formally introduced by considering molec-

ular interactions at fluid interfaces, after which the effects of surface tension are discussed.

2.1.1 Molecular origin and definition

At the microscopic scale, each molecule in the bulk of a fluid is surrounded by like

molecules, whereas those molecules at a fluid surface are partially surrounded by molecules

of another fluid. Due to the relative strengths of adhesion and cohesion, surface molecules

occupy a higher energy state than those in the bulk (Berthier, 2013), with the cohesive

forces between fluid molecules forming a sessile droplet portrayed in Figure 2.1. As eluci-

dated by Bormashenko (2013b), it is important to note that the surface molecules do not

acquire a inward resultant force. Instead, as a result of the discrepancy in energy states,

fluids tend to minimise the number of surface molecules to minimise surface energy. More-

over, surface molecules are attracted to each other more strongly than to the molecules
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of cohesive forces between fluid molecules within a sessile droplet.
Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Figure
1.2 from Yuan and Lee (2013). Copyright Springer Nature, 2013.

in the adjoining fluid and so experience asymmetric cohesive forces. At the macroscopic

scale, surfaces therefore have an elastic tendency which is known as surface tension.

The property of surface tension is defined as the normal force per unit length that

the given surface can sustain (Frohn and Roth, 2000). As is common practice, throughout

this work the term surface tension, σ is used in reference to liquid/gas interfaces, whereas

the more general term interfacial tension, γ is used when referring to interfaces between

two liquids. Interfacial tensions tend to be lower than surface tensions, since the greater

number of molecules available for adhesion in the adjoining fluid (being a liquid rather

than a gas) reduces the magnitude of the asymmetric cohesive forces experienced by the

interface molecules. Surface tension can be approximated as

σ ≈ E

2δ2
,

where E is the total cohesive energy of each fluid molecule1 and δ is its characteristic

dimension (Berthier, 2013). As a result, fluids with stronger intermolecular interactions,

and smaller molecules, typically have larger surface tensions. Due to the relatively small

size of H2O molecules, and the presence of hydrogen bonding, water has a high surface

tension of approximately 72 mN m−1 (at room temperature) compared to most liquids.

Hence, certain light objects that are more dense than water can be seen to ‘float’ on the

free surface of a water pool, such as steel needles and small insects.

2.1.2 Capillary waves

Waves propagating on a free surface with a short wavelength (. 1.7 cm for water) are

dominated by the effects of surface tension rather than gravity; these are referred to as

capillary waves (Acheson, 1990). Capillary waves can be seen as ripples on a puddle formed

by the impact of raindrops and are common in droplet dynamics where perturbations, such

as meniscus bridge formation at the onset of coalescence, generate such waves that can

have a significant influence on the dynamics.

1Surface molecules have approximately half the number of like molecules surrounding them compared
to molecules in the bulk, so the ‘cohesive energy loss’ is approximately E/2.
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2.1.3 Chemical modification

As explained in Section 2.1.1, the relative strength of cohesive forces determines the surface

tension of a given fluid, though surface tension can be lowered through the addition of a

surfactant (surface-active agent). Surfactants are generally long organic compounds char-

acterised by having a hydrophilic head and hydrophobic tail (i.e. they are amphiphilic)

that diffuse to and adsorb at free surfaces (Berthier, 2013). Hence, surfactants reduce

cohesive forces between surface molecules (see Figure 2.1) which leads to a reduction in

surface tension. At high concentrations above the critical micelle concentration, surfac-

tants self-assemble into aggregates known as micelles.

Surfactants are used in a wide variety of sectors like pharmaceuticals, inkjet and

agrochemicals as (anti-)foaming agents, wetting agents and dispersants (Mulla et al., 2016).

The surfactant concentration at a free surface can change in time as surfactants diffuse

towards it, leading to a dynamic surface tension. The effect of surfactants on droplet

dynamics is therefore non-trivial and depends on a wide variety of properties including

adsorption rate and diffusivity. In particular, it has been shown that the internal dynamics

and mixing within coalescing droplets in a microchannel depend on the precise chemical

nature of the surfactant used (Nash et al., 2018).

2.1.4 Marangoni flow

Gradients in surface tension along a free surface induce a tangential stress that leads

to tangential flow toward regions of higher surface tension. The induced surface flow

is known as Marangoni flow (Marangoni, 1871), with its motion propagating into the

bulk by the action of viscosity (Berthier, 2013). Since Marangoni flow acts to effectively

replace high surface tension free surfaces with ones of lower surface tension, it acts to

reduce surface energy. Mathematically, the viscous stress resulting from the gradient in

tangential velocity, ut balances the surface-tension-induced tangential stress according to

dσ

dt̂
= −µdut

dn̂
(2.1)

under a lubrication approximation, where µ is the dynamic viscosity, whilst t̂ and n̂ are the

unit tangent and normal vectors to the free surface, respectively, as depicted in Figure 2.2

(Battal et al., 2003).

Surface tension gradients can be caused by temperature variations (surface tension

typically reduces with increasing temperature – Eötvös, 1886), non-uniform surfactant dis-

tribution, differential evaporation in binary mixtures (induces compositional variations),

and even electric fields. In particular, surface tension gradients can be introduced by the

coalescence of two droplets consisting of miscible fluids, with Marangoni flow acting to

cover fluid from the droplet with higher surface tension (Lohse and Zhang, 2020).
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Figure 2.2: Schematic depicting Marangoni flow along a free surface (multicoloured line)
of non-constant surface tension, corresponding to Equation (2.1).

For a sessile droplet consisting of a binary fluid mixture, preferential evaporation

of the more volatile component together with enhanced evaporation at the contact line

(assuming θeq < 90°, see Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3) results in a higher concentration of the

less volatile fluid near the contact line; that is, compositional variation on the free surface.

Hence, for alcohol-water mixtures where the alcohol both has a lower surface tension and

is more volatile, Marangoni flow along the free surface towards the contact line can be

seen (Talbot et al., 2016). Such Marangoni flow in a sessile droplet can interfere with the

evaporation-induced internal radial flows that produce a coffee-ring with particle-laden

fluids, and can even reverse them to yield a uniform deposit (Hu and Larson, 2006).

Marangoni flow is also involved in another classic transport phenomenon: tears of

wine. Wine is primarily an alcohol-water mixture, and at the contact line on the wine

glass, the greater evaporation rate of the alcohol than the water engenders a higher surface

tension there. This evaporation leads to Marangoni flow towards the contact line, and thus

causes fluid to be drawn up the side of the glass. At some point, due to gravity the thin

film of wine formed on the wine glass breaks up into droplets, which fall into the bulk

with the appearance of ‘tears’ (Bain et al., 1994).

2.1.5 Laplace pressure

The action of surface tension to minimise interfacial area engenders an excess pressure

within a fluid volume that has a curved interface, which counteracts interface contraction.

Hence, there is a pressure difference, ∆p across a curved fluid interface known as the

Laplace pressure. For a free spherical droplet of radius rf in mechanical equilibrium, the

force resulting from surface tension, 2πrfσ is balanced by the force due to Laplace pressure,

πr2
f∆p (Frohn and Roth, 2000). Hence, by equating these two forces, the Laplace pressure

for a free droplet in mechanical equilibrium is

∆p =
2σ

rf
. (2.2)
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By convention, positive interface curvature is assumed for convex interfaces. Equation (2.2)

only holds for a free spherical droplet, but it is in fact a special (reduced) form of the

Young-Laplace equation

∆p = σ

(
1

R1
+

1

R2

)
, (2.3)

where R1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature of an arbitrary interface. Equa-

tion (2.3) can be derived by considering the work done in instigating an infinitesimal

displacement of a curved fluid interface (see e.g. Bormashenko, 2013b).

Equations (2.2) and (2.3) demonstrate that the Laplace pressure of a droplet depends

on both its surface tension and geometry; smaller droplets with a larger surface tension

have a greater Laplace pressure. In particular, a Laplace pressure ratio generated by

differences in surface tension and/or size between coalescing droplets can drive asymmetric

internal flows such as jets within the coalesced droplet. Surface tension differences can

therefore induce both Laplace pressure ratios and Marangoni flow, so are particularly

significant in the internal dynamics of droplet coalescence. Indeed, the characteristic time

scale for mixing of droplets with different surface tensions, driven by Laplace pressure, is

8lµd
∆σ

,

where µd is the (constant) dynamic viscosity of the droplets, l is the characteristic length

scale, and ∆σ is the difference in surface tension between the droplets (Kovalchuk et al.,

2019). In fact, both experimental and numerical studies have demonstrated that surface

tension differences have a greater influence than geometric differences on internal flows

and advective mixing in free droplet coalescence (Blanchette, 2010; Nowak et al., 2017).

2.2 Wetting

Wettability describes the ability of a liquid to maintain contact with a solid surface (here-

inafter exclusively known as a substrate) due to intermolecular interactions between the

solid and fluid phases. When a fluid is deposited onto a substrate, it can either spread

to coat the substrate or ‘bead up’ to form a stationary spherical cap, known as a sessile

droplet (as already seen in Figure 2.1). In this section, the properties of substrates and

sessile droplets are explored.

2.2.1 Spreading coefficient

The ability of a fluid to wet (that is, remain in contact with) a substrate depends on a

balance between the adhesive forces between the substrate and fluid promoting wetting and

the cohesive forces between fluid molecules that lead to surface tension (see Section 2.1.1).

This potential can be formalised by considering the interfacial tensions between the three
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of possible sessile droplet regimes on three different substrate types.
Left: a hydrophilic substrate, with the interfacial tensions of the three phases indicated.
Centre: the sessile droplet is hemispherical. Right: a hydrophobic substrate. Reprinted by
permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Figure 1.1 from Yuan
and Lee (2013). Copyright Springer Nature, 2013.

phases: γsl, γsv and γlv ≡ σ which are the solid-liquid (substrate-droplet), solid-vapour

(substrate-air) and liquid-vapour (droplet-air, i.e surface tension) interfacial tensions, as

indicated in the left sketch of Figure 2.3. For a liquid to wet a dry substrate, it must be

energetically favourable to replace the dry substrate with liquid (Carrier and Bonn, 2015).

On this basis, it is useful to define the spreading coefficient, S as

S = γsv −
(
γsl + γlv

)
,

where S ≥ 0 implies that wetting is energetically favourable leading to the liquid spread-

ing to completely cover the substrate, referred to as complete wetting or perfect wetting

(de Gennes, 1985). Conversely, it is theoretically possible that there is no adhesion be-

tween the substrate and liquid, in which case a macroscopic vapour layer is maintained

between the substrate and liquid, referred to as non-wetting (Frohn and Roth, 2000; Bonn

et al., 2009). The intermediate and most common case between these two extremes occurs

when S < 0 but there is adhesion between the substrate and liquid, known as partial

wetting. Note that a macroscopic vapour layer can be maintained between an impacting

droplet and a partially-wetting substrate, leading to bouncing (Chubynsky et al., 2020).

It is this partial wetting case, in which sessile droplets are formed, that is exclusively of

interest in this work.

2.2.2 Young contact angle

Assuming partial wetting, the tangent to the free surface of a sessile droplet at the contact

line forms an angle with the substrate known as the contact angle, θ as seen in the left

sketch of Figure 2.3. On an ideal substrate (atomically flat, rigid, impermeable, perfectly

smooth, chemically homogeneous, etc.), there exists a unique equilibrium contact angle,

θeq defined by the interfacial tensions and derived via a force balance (Bormashenko, 2013a;

Shikhmurzaev, 2008). This equilibrium contact angle is known as the Young contact angle

and is given by the Young equation (Young, 1805), which is

σ cos θeq = γsv − γsl, (2.4)
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where γlv is replaced with σ (surface tension). Equation (2.4) shows that the contact

angle is determined solely by the chemical properties of the three phases via the interfacial

tensions, not by droplet volume. Hence, the Young contact angle is independent of droplet

size given that the ideal substrate assumption holds.

2.2.3 Substrate properties

Substrates are generally somewhat arbitrarily classified according to the equilibrium con-

tact angle of a sessile water droplet (Berthier, 2013):

� If θeq < 90°, meaning that γsl < γsv, then the substrate is said to be hydrophilic. For

fluids other than water, such substrates are referred to as wetting. This situation is

depicted in the left sketch of Figure 2.3.

� If θeq = 90°, meaning that γsl = γsv, then a hemispherical droplet is formed to

minimise the free surface area, as depicted in the centre sketch of Figure 2.3.

� If θeq > 90°, meaning that γsl > γsv, then the substrate is said to be hydrophobic.

For fluids other than water, such substrates are referred to as non-wetting. This

situation is depicted in the right sketch of Figure 2.3.

� Moreover, if θeq ≥ 150° then the substrate is said to be superhydrophobic (Yuan and

Lee, 2013). There has recently being significant attention on such substrates due to

their self-cleaning and water-repellent properties (Geyer et al., 2020).

Substrates need not have a uniform wettability though. Gradients in wettability can

be generated by chemically treating a substrate, which produces an imbalance of the

surface tension forces on either side of a sessile droplet and hence self-induced migration

(Subramanian et al., 2005). Droplets can even “run uphill” against gravity on inclined

substrates with a wettability gradient, if uphill is the direction of decreasing hydrophobicity

(Chaudhury and Whitesides, 1992), though impacting droplets do not necessarily move in

that direction (Wu et al., 2011). There have been several studies concerning mixing during

the coalescence of sessile droplets brought into contact as one migrates along a wettability

gradient into the other. In these cases, the wettability gradient itself has been shown to

enhance mixing (Castrejón-Pita et al., 2013), as will be discussed in Chapter 6.

2.2.4 Contact angle hysteresis

Almost all real substrates are physically or chemically inhomogeneous; they may be rough

on a micrometric scale, possess physical defects from fabrication or subsequent use, and

have non-uniform chemical deposits (Dussan V., 1979; Quéré, 2008). As a result of such

heterogeneities, the contact line may remain static over a certain range of contact angles,
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of a droplet sliding down an inclined non-zero-hysteresis substrate,
with maximum and minimum contact angles of θmax and θmin, respectively. These contact
angles are θa and θr, respectively, at the point the contact lines start to move. Reprinted
by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Figure 1.5 from
Yuan and Lee (2013). Copyright Springer Nature, 2013.

described as contact line pinning (Dettre and Johnson Jr., 1964; de Gennes, 1985). In fact,

even ideal substrates can exhibit contact line pinning due to intermolecular interactions

between the molecules of the droplet and substrate (Bormashenko, 2013b). Hence, the

equilibrium contact angle given by Equation (2.4), based on the assumption of an ideal

substrate, is not in general unique, but there exists a range of contact angles for which

the contact line pins (θr < θ < θa). The limiting contact angle above which the contact

line advances is known as the smallest advancing contact angle, θa whereas the contact

angle below which the contact line recedes is known as the largest receding contact angle,

θr. The difference between θa and θr is called the contact angle hysteresis, θa− θr. A very

low contact angle hysteresis ≤ 1° can be realised by coating a substrate with a lubricating

layer of oil to create SLIPS (Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces) substrates (Guan

et al., 2015).

Contact angle hysteresis has many important consequences, not least that the static

contact angle of a sessile droplet observed depends on how it was formed. Given sufficiently

slow dynamics, for a sessile droplet formed by dewetting the initial static contact angle

(before evaporation) is expected to be θr. Conversely, a pendant droplet very slowly placed

on a substrate to form a sessile droplet is expected to have an initial static contact angle

of θa. Observed static contact angles of a sessile droplet therefore depend on its history,

which must be taken into account when characterising the wettability of a substrate. It

is perhaps more accurate to explicitly highlight this notion by referring to the as-placed

static contact angle rather than ‘the’ static contact angle (Bormashenko, 2013a).

There are several ways in which to measure θa and θr. One option is the tilted

substrate method, where the substrate on which a sessile droplet rests is slowly tilted from

the horizontal. The lower contact-line contact angle (when viewed from the side) increases

whilst the higher contact-line contact angle decreases, as seen in Figure 2.4 where the two

contact angles are denoted θmax and θmin, respectively. If θmax < θa and θmin > θr, then

the droplet remains stationary with the resulting asymmetry creating a Laplace pressure
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Figure 2.5: Sessile droplets with interested capillaries. Left: fluid is infused through the
capillary until the contact line advances, at which point the contact angle is θa. Right:
fluid is removed through the capillary until the contact line recedes, at which point the
contact angle is θr. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service
Centre GmbH: Figure 1.3 from Yuan and Lee (2013). Copyright Springer Nature, 2013.

difference across the droplet, hence a force which resists gravity. This effect can be seen

on the windscreen of a moving vehicle where a rain droplet can ‘stick’ to it for some time,

despite gravity and a shear air flow acting to displace it. The θmax and θmin contact

angles measured at the moment the droplet starts sliding are assumed to be θa and θr,

respectively, in this method. The contact angles measured however may be influenced by

the droplet size due to gravity2.

An alternative method to measure θa and θr, which is adopted in this work, involves

inserting a capillary into a sessile droplet as seen in Figure 2.5. Additional fluid is infused

through the capillary into the droplet until the contact line advances, at which moment

the measured contact angle is assumed to be θa. Fluid is subsequently removed from the

droplet through the capillary to determine θr in a similar way.

There are several other methods available to measure θa and θr, though in practice it

is very actually difficult to accurately measure these values via any method. In particular,

θr is very sensitive to the measurement method used and has been described as “experi-

mentally unmeasurable on the vast majority of solid surfaces” (Bormashenko, 2013a). It

is therefore often preferable to measure contact angles directly during the dynamics of

interest (e.g. coalescence) to pragmatically characterise substrate wettability.

2.2.5 Capillary length

For a sessile droplet dominated by surface tension, the minimum surface energy configu-

ration is a spherical cap, which is part of a sphere cut off by a plane (i.e. the substrate).

Nevertheless, gravity acts to flatten sessile droplets, which can be significant if they are

large. Hence, sessile droplets with a characteristic length scale above a certain value

deviate from being spherical caps.

2Contact angles on a micrometric scale are not influenced by gravity, but the observable apparent
contact angle may well be – see Section 2.6.3 for an explanation of this distinction.
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In particular, gravity has a non-negligible influence on the shape of a droplet if the hy-

drostatic pressure, which is the pressure due to gravity, inside the droplet is not negligible

compared to the Laplace pressure (Lautrup, 2011). To derive the ensuing characteristic

length scale at which gravity becomes significant, consider a free spherical droplet of radius

rf in mechanical equilibrium. The hydrostatic pressure difference across such a droplet is

2ρgrf ,

where g is Earth’s gravitational acceleration. The Laplace pressure for such a droplet

is given by Equation (2.2). The characteristic length scale at which the hydrostatic and

Laplace pressures are similar, known as the capillary length, lc is thus given by

lc =

√
σ

ρg
. (2.5)

Hence, for a sessile droplet which has a characteristic length scale smaller than the capillary

length, the influence of gravity on its shape is negligible and it takes the form of a spherical

cap (Bormashenko, 2013b). Otherwise, the effect of gravity is likely to flatten the sessile

droplet. For water, lc ≈ 2.7 mm, which is larger than the characteristic length scale of

most droplets considered in this work.

The influence of gravity on droplet shape is often characterised by the Bond number,

Bo (sometimes known as the Eötvös number), which is the ratio of gravitational to surface

tension forces. The Bond number is defined as

Bo =
gl2∆ρ

σ
, (2.6)

where ∆ρ is the density difference between the droplet and the surrounding fluid. If

Bo � 1, then the effect of gravity on droplet shape can be neglected. Note that the

capillary length can be recovered from Equation (2.6) by setting Bo = 1.

It should be noted that whilst it is classically considered that any effect of gravity can

be neglected if Bo � 1, the preceding analysis concerns only the influence of gravity on

droplet shape. In fact, it has recently been shown that gravity influences the slow internal

flows associated with evaporation in droplets for which Bo� 1 (Edwards et al., 2018; Li

et al., 2019). As such, it is important to consider the potential influence of gravity on

factors other the droplet shape, independent of the Bond number.

2.2.6 Sessile droplet geometry

For image analysis of experiments and defining sessile droplets in numerical simulations,

mathematical equations for spherical caps are required. Those used in later sections are

given here. Consider a sessile droplet in the form of a spherical cap (i.e. Bo � 1). Let

θ be the contact angle of the spherical cap formed by a sphere of radius R, as seen in
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R
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Figure 2.6: The geometry of a sessile droplet in the form of a spherical cap.

Figure 2.6. Then the apex height of the sessile droplet above the substrate, h in terms of

R and θ is

h = R
(
1− cos θ

)
(2.7)

by elementary trigonometry. The spread length (diameter of the circular contact patch),

s can be related to the same two variables as

s = 2R sin θ. (2.8)

Note that R can not be directly measured experimentally, so it is convenient to eliminate

R between Equations (2.7) and (2.8) to express the droplet height in terms of the spread

length and contact angle as

h =
s

2
tan

(
θ

2

)
. (2.9)

A full derivation is provided in Appendix A.1.

The volume of a spherical cap, V is given by integrating a circular cross-section

between the substrate and the apex. Taking z = 0 at the centre of the sphere forming the

spherical cap,

V =

∫ R

R−h
π(R2 − z2) dz =

π

3
R3
(
2− 3 cos θ + cos3 θ

)
(2.10)

upon substituting Equation (2.7). A full derivation is provided in Appendix A.2.

It is often useful to know the vertical position of the centre (‘centre height’) of the

sphere forming the spherical cap, c which is given by

c = h−R = −R cos θ. (2.11)

Given V and θ, the equivalent sphere radius, R can be obtained from Equation (2.10), and

be substituted into Equation (2.11) to obtain c. Hence, a sessile droplet can be defined in

numerical simulations simply by initialising a sphere of centre height c and radius R.

Attempting to measure droplet volume by fitting a circle to an image of a sessile

droplet is relatively difficult and can lead to unacceptably elevated error, especially since

V ∝ R3 so small errors in measuring R are greatly magnified in determining V . However,
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the spread length, s and contact angle, θ are typically easier to measure with greater accu-

racy. R and h can thus be determined directly from Equations (2.7) and (2.8), respectively.

This is the approach taken in this work.

As a point of comparison, it can be shown (by e.g. Berthier, 2013) that the height of

a large sessile droplet (Bo� 1) is given by

h = 2lc sin

(
θ

2

)
= 2

√
σ

ρg
sin

(
θ

2

)
.

Note that this equation does not depend the droplet size, which confirms that large sessile

droplets are flattened by gravity.

2.3 Droplet interactions and coalescence

In this section, a general description of the dynamics of droplet interactions is given, fo-

cusing on coalescence. Consider the interaction between two identical free droplets (i.e.

those not attached to any structure, and typically spherical) in an immiscible outer fluid,

moving toward each other. Depending on the relative influences of inertia, surface tension,

viscosity and geometry (specifically the lateral offset between their relative velocities), var-

ious outcomes of the interaction can arise (see e.g. Qian and Law, 1997; Al-Dirawi and

Bayly, 2020), including bouncing, merging (i.e. permanent coalescence) and temporary

coalescence (e.g. reflexive separation, stretching separation). It is the permanent coales-

cence interaction that is of primary interest in this work, though bouncing is also seen

under certain conditions in the experiments reported, as discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.

For interacting droplets, the requirement for coalescence is that the gap between

them reduces to a distance comparable with that over which molecular interactions act

(Nikolopoulos et al., 2009), such that van der Waals forces can cause the film of outer

fluid separating the droplets to rupture (Mazutis and Griffiths, 2012). Classical models

suggest a singularity at the point of coalescence due to infinite free surface curvature (e.g.

Eggers et al., 1999), and the formation of single meniscus bridge joining the droplets.

However, Perumanath et al. (2019) recently showed using molecular dynamics simulations

that multiple meniscus bridges (not necessarily axisymmetric) can form between coalescing

nanodroplets due to thermal capillary waves. Moreover, their work suggests that the

driving mechanism at the earliest stage of coalescence is thermal fluctuations, suppressed

by surface tension, before the classical hydrodynamic stage takes over above the thermal

length scale. Hydrodynamic meniscus bridge expansion begins in a viscous regime (when

the meniscus bridge is small, so its dynamics are dominated by viscosity), before an inertial

regime ensues with meniscus bridge width growth classically considered to be proportional

to t1/2 (Thoroddsen et al., 2005; Paulsen et al., 2011). In the latter regime, meniscus

bridge expansion and internal flow are driven by surface tension (due to negative Laplace

pressure) and resisted by inertial and/or viscous forces. However, simulations within the
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inertial regime have demonstrated that the t1/2 scaling law has a limited region of accuracy,

given that it only captures the contribution of longitudinal free surface curvature to the

dynamics. An extension including the azimuthal contribution correctly describes meniscus

bridge expansion throughout the inertial regime (Sprittles and Shikhmurzaev, 2014b).

The sudden release of surface energy, which accompanies meniscus bridge formation

and growth, triggers capillary waves that propagate outward along the free surfaces of both

coalescing droplets. These capillary waves lead to significant free surface deformation,

especially when they meet having travelled around opposite sides of the droplet. More-

over, the (extra) kinetic energy derived from the released surface energy typically leads to

significant droplet oscillations, dissipated by viscosity. Without external influences, the

coalesced droplet will acquire a shape of minimum surface energy. Whilst the external

dynamics of coalescence just described have been studied extensively and are relatively

well understood, this work considers the concurrent internal dynamics (only considering

the inertial regime in practice), especially in relation to fluid mixing as introduced in the

next section.

2.4 Fluid mixing

Mixing on a molecular level

Throughout this work, it is generally assumed that the coalescing droplets consist of

miscible fluids, which means that a homogeneous solution on a molecular level can be

formed in all proportions within the coalesced droplet. Fluids which can not form such a

homogeneous solution in a mixture, at least for some proportions, are known as immiscible;

a classic example of such fluids is water and oil. In this work, the outer fluid (typically air)

is taken to be immiscible with the droplet fluid. Note that the requirement of homogeneity

is key in defining miscibility, since immiscible fluids can form mixtures, but the molecules

of each fluid remain in discrete volumes. Complete mixing requires molecular diffusion to

fully homogenise the fluid, not just advection of the fluid parcels (under the continuum

hypothesis) to produce a macroscopically homogeneous mixture.

Molecular diffusion acts to smooth gradients in concentration, c (e.g. of a dye) ac-

cording to Fick’s first law of diffusion, which gives the diffusive flux as

−D ∂c

∂xi
, (2.12)

where D is the diffusivity. The diffusivity is typically O
(
10−9

)
m2 s−1 for liquids at room

temperature (Cussler, 2009). Note that without gradients in concentration, there is of

course still thermal motion of molecules, but no macroscopic changes in concentration.

As discussed above (in Section 1.2), consider again a static hemispherical (that is,
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θeq = 90°) sessile water droplet (for which D = 10−9 m2 s−1) with its top half-volume

dyed. For such a droplet with a 0.08 mm (80 µm) spread length, Wilson et al. (2018)

found that the dye distribution becomes homogeneous after approximately half a second

due to diffusion, whereas around ten minutes was required for a similar droplet with a

3.80 mm spread length. On the latter time scale, significant evaporation would be expected

(perhaps the entire droplet volume for reasonably volatile fluids). Whilst evaporation-

induced internal flows would constitute an additional transport mechanism that might

improve the mixing rate (Hu and Larson, 2005), such time scales are unacceptably long

for most applications, especially those in which a chemical reaction between the droplet

fluids takes place. As diffusion acts on short length scales, reducing the length scales of

the internal flow features is highly desirable to improve mixing efficiency.

Advection

Advection of fluid parcels, whilst not constituting true mixing, can significantly improve

mixing efficiency. In particular, advection should extend the interfacial area over which

diffusion can act (i.e. stretch the internal fluid interface), and reduce the length scale

over which it must act (i.e. fold the internal fluid interface to create thin striations), to

homogenise the coalesced droplet. Such stretching and folding of an internal fluid interface

is herein referred to as advective mixing. The extent of advective mixing in a coalesced

droplet depends directly on the internal dynamics. Note that simply translating fluid

interfaces does not constitute advective mixing as such an action does not reduce length

scales or increase interfacial area.

Considering both the diffusive (Equation (2.12)) and advective (cui) mass fluxes, an

advection-diffusion equation for concentration, c, assuming no sources or sinks, is given by

∂c

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(
cuj
)
− ∂

∂xj

(
D
∂c

∂xj

)
= 0, (2.13)

where uj is the (prescribed – e.g. from the Navier-Stokes equations) fluid velocity and

summation over repeated indices is implied. With D = 0, Equation (2.13) simply becomes

an equation for the advection of c along pathlines.

The Péclet number, Pe characterises the relative contributions of the advective and

diffusive fluxes in Equation (2.13), and is defined as

Pe =
Ul

D
, (2.14)

where U is the characteristic velocity and l is a characteristic length scale. For mixing

in droplets, these values should be representative of the internal flows rather than the

external dynamics (i.e. U should not necessarily be the impact velocity, for example).

Smaller values of the Péclet number indicate greater importance of diffusion.
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Active vs passive mixing

Effective mixing between miscible fluids contained within coalescing droplets (known as

the precursor droplets) is required in many of the applications discussed in Chapter 1,

such as biochemical reagents in lab-on-a-chip microfluidic devices and chemical reactants

in reactive inkjet printing. Mixing techniques in droplets (including in microfluidic chan-

nels) are generally divided into two categories, depending on whether external energy is

supplied. Techniques that rely on external energy input post-coalescence are described as

active mixing. One means of active mixing for droplets on a substrate is electrowetting,

which entails modifying wettability with an applied electric field. Electrowetting results

in complex flow patterns within the droplet, due to its movement and oscillations of the

free surface, which seem to primarily stretch the internal fluid interface to improve mixing

efficiency (Paik et al., 2003). Other means of active mixing include acoustic oscillation,

microstirrers and ultrasound (Hessel et al., 2005).

However, the provision of external energy is not always practical or desirable, es-

pecially in scenarios involving successive coalescence events on a substrate with evolving

topology. Therefore, the internal flows initiated by coalescence are often solely responsible

for determining the distribution of fluid from each of the coalescing droplets, known as

passive mixing. There is an inherent difficulty with passive mixing in droplets though:

internal flows are generally laminar due to the short length scales (and often small veloc-

ities) involved. Hence, turbulent eddies, which can result in good mixing by augmenting

molecular diffusion by random movements of fluid parcels, are generally not present in

coalesced droplets (Stone et al., 2004; Wilson et al., 2018). Instead, in laminar flow the

fluid parcels move smoothly in parallel layers, with no interlayer transport except due to

molecular diffusion. Hence, for efficient mixing in coalescing droplets (and laminar flows

in general), it is essential to have good advective mixing which constitutes stretching and

folding of the internal fluid interface. It is therefore advective mixing, via the internal

dynamics, that is the primary focus of this work.

Mechanisms of passive advective mixing

At the most basic level, instigating advective mixing between coalescing droplets relies on

breaking symmetry, since no advective mixing can occur during the coalescence of identical

droplets with no lateral offset (Blanchette, 2010). For example, symmetry can be broken

by introducing a Laplace pressure ratio between the droplets, either by difference in surface

tension or size according to Equation (2.2), or the presence of a substrate. However, good

advective mixing relies on the formation of complex laminar flow structures to stretch and

fold the internal fluid interface as much as possible.

Perhaps the most interesting laminar flow structure that can be formed within a

coalesced droplet is an internal jet, which may or may not constitute a vortex ring, but
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Figure 2.7: Example of the form and propagation of a laminar vortex ring generated
by pumping in a deep water pool, visualised by planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF).
Reprinted (with adaptation) by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre
GmbH: Springer Experiments in Fluids Olcay and Krueger (2008). Copyright 2008.

ordinarily has the same form. Internal jets and vortex rings are relatively common in

surface tension dominated flows, such as recoiling liquid filaments where they provide a

mechanism to escape pinch-off (Hoepffner and Paré, 2013). Figure 2.7 shows the form

of a laminar vortex ring, where only a two-dimensional plane through the axis of the

vortex ring is seen. Whilst the vortex ring is formed in a deep pool in Figure 2.7, it has

a similar form to an internal jet generated within a droplet. It is clear that the formation

of the toroidal ring leads to significant stretching of the internal fluid interface, whilst its

poloidal flow leads to considerable folding of the interface as evident from the last frame of

Figure 2.7. The formation of an internal jet therefore constitutes good advective mixing,

which is generally enhanced within the confines of a droplet.

Jets in coalescing droplets

Jets are often seen during the coalescence of a droplet with a pool of either equal or

different fluid properties, as noted in Chapter 1. In particular, vortex rings are formed

due to the vorticity generated by the relaxation of surface stresses during the initial stages

of coalescence (Cresswell and Morton, 1995), whilst the evolution of such vortex rings

has recently been elucidated too (Saha et al., 2019). Surface tension differences influence

vortex rings in this configuration due to Marangoni flow, with the detachment of vorticity

from the free surface favoured when the pool has a lower surface tension than the droplet,

which results in the pool fluid engulfing the droplet fluid (Blanchette et al., 2009).

Internal jets can also be generated in droplet-droplet coalescence, although jets during

the aforementioned droplet-pool coalescence have been the subject of a wider range of

studies. Note that internal flows during latter are typically easier to study experimentally,

since they do not have to be observed via a curved free surface. A sufficient Laplace

pressure difference between free droplets can cause the droplet with higher Laplace pressure

to be injected into the other in the form of a jet. According to Equation (2.2), Laplace

pressure can be modified by varying droplet size or surface tension. Moreover, surface

tension differences also initiate Marangoni flow (see Section 2.1.5 for a comparison to

geometric differences), which is very beneficial for mixing as it constitutes an additional

source of advection for fluid parcels near interfaces, thus augmenting molecular diffusion.

The mixing benefits of Marangoni flow will be explored further in Chapter 7.
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Figure 2.8: An internal jet (visualised with a black dye) formed due to a Laplace pressure
ratio (of approximately six) between two initially static free droplets (attached to capil-
laries), one of which is laden with an anionic surfactant (sodium lauryl ether sulphate),
within a high viscosity immiscible outer fluid (96 mPa s silicone oil) that suppresses free
surface movement. The three frames correspond to times of 0 ms, 10 ms and 100 ms, re-
spectively, after coalescence is initiated. Reprinted from Nowak et al. (2017) – published
by The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 2.8 (from the work of Nowak et al., 2017) exhibits jet formation in coalescing

free droplets with a Laplace pressure ratio of approximately six between them, generated

by differences in both droplet size and surface tension. Since these droplets are contained

within a high-viscosity outer fluid, the jet is formed almost immediately upon coalescence,

before the meniscus bridge connecting the droplets widens significantly. Hence, the jet

is almost exclusively due to the initial Laplace pressure difference between the droplets,

rather than the ensuing free surface dynamics. Internal jets have also been seen during the

coalescence of impacting and sessile droplets, if the latter is much larger (Castrejón-Pita

et al., 2013). Internal jet formation in the presence of a substrate will be explored in

Chapter 6, focussing on the effect of substrate wettability.

2.5 Dimensionless numbers and time scales

Dimensionless numbers

The Weber number, We characterises the importance of inertia compared to surface ten-

sion, and is defined as

We =
ρdU

2l

σ
, (2.15)

where ρd is the droplet density, U is the characteristic velocity, and σ is the surface tension.

l is a characteristic length scale, typically taken to be the droplet radius.

The Reynolds number, Re characterises the importance of inertia compared to viscos-

ity, and is defined as

Re =
ρdUl

µd
, (2.16)

where µd is the droplet dynamic viscosity. Flows in droplet coalescence tend to be laminar
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with low Reynolds number. Usually the Weber number takes precedence over the Reynolds

number due to considerations regarding surface tension.

A useful combination of the Weber and Reynolds numbers is the Ohnesorge number,

Oh, which characterises the importance of viscosity compared to (principally) surface

tension and inertial forces, and is defined as

Oh =

√
We

Re
=

µd√
ρdσl

. (2.17)

The Ohnesorge number enjoys wide-scale use in inkjet printing, where Oh ∈ [0.1, 1] is

a commonly accepted requirement for inks to exhibit satisfactory jetting behaviour in

drop-on-demand printers (Derby, 2010). It is also typically used to characterise regimes of

internal dynamics, where internal jets may form in coalesced droplets of small Ohnesorge

number due to the increased prominence of surface energy, coupled with reduced viscous

dissipation (e.g. Anilkumar et al., 1991; Xia et al., 2017).

Time scales

The external dynamics of droplet coalescence are in general represented by at least two

characteristic time scales. The first is an inertial time scale, τσ given by

τσ =

√
ρdl3

σ
, (2.18)

which describes surface-tension-driven flows. There is also a viscous time scale,

τµ =
µdl

σ
. (2.19)

Note that the Ohnesorge number describes the balance between these two time scales:

Oh ≡ τµ
τσ

=
µd√
ρdσl

.

Hence, the dynamics of low Ohnesorge number flows generally act on the inertial time

scale (McKinley, 2005).

If the coalescing droplets have different surface tensions, then the Marangoni time

scale, τm, which is the characteristic time scale of Marangoni flow (see Section 2.1.4),

provides an additional time scale. The Marangoni time scale is given by

τm =

(
µd + µo

)
l

∆σ
, (2.20)

where µo is the outer fluid (continuous phase) dynamic viscosity and ∆σ is the difference

in surface tension between the droplets (Kovalchuk et al., 2019).
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2.6 Moving contact lines

Having considered static sessile droplets in Section 2.2 above, the contact line dynamics

of droplets that move on substrates are elucidated in this section.

2.6.1 The moving contact-line problem

The movement of contact lines presents a rather fundamental problem with the classical

fluid dynamical description of flow near solid boundaries – that the velocity of fluid flowing

along a boundary matches its velocity, known as the no-slip boundary condition. As a

droplet spreads, the contact line clearly moves with a non-zero velocity relative to the

substrate, which appears to violate the no-slip condition. This phenomenon is known as

the moving contact-line problem and was first pointed out by Huh and Scriven (1971).

In fact, classical theory (Navier-Stokes equations plus no-slip) predicts a singularity in

the shear stress at a moving contact line, giving rise to non-physical divergence of the

energy dissipation rate (Ren and E, 2007). Note that no-slip and contact-line motion are

compatible from a kinematic point of view though, given that no-slip and adherence are

not equivalent (Dussan V. and Davis, 1974; Dussan V., 1979). The moving contact-line

problem has attracted the attention of many researchers who have proposed an eclectic

group of theories to resolve it, from those rooted in fluid dynamics (i.e. the continuum

hypothesis) to purely molecular interpretations. A selection will be addressed briefly thus.

Perhaps the most commonly applied approach to deal with the moving contact-line

problem is to relax the no-slip condition and thus allow fluid to slip (i.e. not match the

substrate velocity) at and near the contact line, whilst ensuring that no-slip is respected

away from the contact line (maybe asymptotically). Models employing this approach are

referred to as slip models. There are various formulations of slip models, including the well-

used Navier-slip model – see Shikhmurzaev (2008), for example. Whilst slip models are

applicable to a wide variety of numerical formulations, they do depend on the prescription

of a slip length (a microscopic length scale) or slip coefficient. However, the slip length is

not particularly well-defined and must generally be determined via detailed experimental

work for all combinations of fluids and substrates of interest, which somewhat degrades

the predictive power of numerical simulations. Moreover, Shikhmurzaev points out that

slip models do not correctly describe many experimental features seen during contact line

motion (e.g. that the interface at a moving contact line appears to ‘roll over’ – see the

end of this section), so appear not to reconcile the fundamental issues underlying moving

contact lines.

An alternative model proposed by Seppecher (1996) considers the free surface at the

contact line to be macroscopically diffuse (the diffuse-interface model – not to be confused

with the interface-capturing technique discussed in Section 2.8) to effectively remove the

singularity. However, for an immiscible fluid interface, the range of intermolecular forces
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determines its thickness, which is negligible under the continuum hypothesis. Typically,

diffuse-interface models lead to a macroscopic interface and so are inconsistent with exper-

imental observations. Another class of model introduces either macroscopic or microscopic

precursor film that precedes an advancing contact line, and is left behind by a receding

contact line. The moving contact-line problem is resolved by effectively removing the

substrate-air interface in the macroscopic case, and modifying the substrate-air interfacial

tension in the microscopic case. However, these models do not describe how such precursor

films arise in the first place, so only seem to make sense in cases where the substrate has

already been wetted.

Perhaps the most promising and consistent explanation of contact-line motion is the

interface formation model due to Shikhmurzaev (1993). As the name suggests, this model

explicitly takes into account that when a contact line advances a new substrate-liquid

interface is formed, i.e. the substrate-vapour interface is replaced by a substrate-liquid in-

terface. Hence, molecules undergo a non-instantaneous transition to their new equilibrium

states during contact-line motion (Wilson and Kubiak, 2016). A particularly attractive

feature of this model is that it explains the existence of maximum contact angle values

less than 180°. Moreover, experiments by many researchers, including Yarnold (1938) and

Dussan V. and Davis (1974), suggest that free-surfaces ‘roll’ over the substrates, which

gives further evidence for the non-equilibrium states of interface molecules not accounted

for by many of the other models discussed above.

2.6.2 Dynamic contact angle

The contact angle of a static droplet is given by θeq, which as already discussed in Sec-

tion 2.2.4 is not uniquely determined for a substrate with non-zero contact angle hystere-

sis. On such substrates, the contact line remains pinned for contact angles θ such that

θr < θ < θa. Once a contact line starts to move, a larger range of contact angles materi-

alises, where the contact angle of a moving contact line is known as the dynamic contact

angle, θd. Consistent with the representations made above, θd is defined here as the angle

formed between the free surface and substrate at the contact line.

Whilst the dynamic contact angle is selected at the molecular scale, it defines the

macroscopic free-surface shape at the contact line (Snoeijer and Andreotti, 2013). The

influence of the dynamic contact angle is therefore non-local to the contact line and can

have a wide-reaching influence on overall dynamics of droplets (Shikhmurzaev, 2008). In a

wide variety of mathematical models (especially ones generally implemented using a finite

volume framework – see Section 2.8), θd must be specified as a boundary condition. Whilst

it is generally considered that θd depends on the contact line velocity, ucl, some authors

assume that θd = θeq for all ucl ∈ R (e.g. Eggers, 2004) as a first approximation, possibly

within a slip model, or that θd is constant for all |ucl| in a given direction of contact line

motion (Malgarinos et al., 2014).
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Some experimental (Blake et al., 1999) and numerical (Wilson et al., 2006) studies

on curtain coating suggest that θd depends not only on ucl, but also on the flow field and

geometry near to the contact line. However, recent numerical work in which air stresses

were accounted for (neglected in previous works) demonstrated that the use of a fixed θd

with the Navier-slip model can correctly describe experimental results regarding wetting

failure in curtain coating (Liu et al., 2019).

For dynamic contact angle models that depend on ucl (i.e. θd = f(ucl)), the contact

line velocity is often characterised by the contact line capillary number,

Cacl =
µd|ucl|
σ

. (2.21)

Indeed, assuming Cacl . 0.1 (such that the contact line speed is small compared to the

capillary speed, so the free surface is weakly curved), that the dynamics can be approx-

imated by Stokes flow and zero contact angle hysteresis, a balance between viscous and

surface tension forces under the lubrication approximation produces a third-order ordi-

nary differential equation for the macroscopic free surface profile (Snoeijer and Andreotti,

2013). An exact solution in an asymptotic limit assuming that the free surface slope

changes slowly with height is the Cox-Voinov law

θ3
d = θ3

eq + 9Cacl log
(
lc/lm

)
, (2.22)

which is expressed here for advancing contact lines, where lc and lm are appropriate macro-

scopic and microscopic length scales, respectively (Voinov, 1976; Cox, 1986). The former

is often taken as the capillary length, as written here. Note that θeq in Equation (2.22)

is generally a ‘local microscopic angle’, which many authors take to be the equilibrium

contact angle (as written here); others acknowledge that its value may be dependent on

contact line velocity (see Blake, 2006, for details). Equation (2.22) is often simplified to

θ3
d ≈ θ3

eq + cTCacl, (2.23)

where cT is a coefficient that is typically approximately equal to 72 (Hoffman, 1975; Göhl

et al., 2018). Equation (2.23) is known as the Hoffmann-Voinov-Tanner law for partial

wetting (Tanner, 1979).

Within the interface formation model introduced in the previous section, θd does not

have to be specified explicitly, which enables the dynamic contact angle to be handled

naturally. In particular, the interface formation model assumes that Equation (2.4) holds

for moving contact lines (with θeq replaced by θd), whilst γsl and γsv have flow-dependent

non-equilibrium values at the contact line that yield a corresponding value of θd. Hence,

the dynamic contact angle emerges as part of the solution, rather than being specified.

The influence of the flow field on θd is therefore captured directly. The interface formation

model has been implemented within a finite element framework to study droplet deposition

(Sprittles and Shikhmurzaev, 2012a), for example.
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Figure 2.9: Sketch of the measured (i.e. apparent) dynamic contact angle, θd against
contact line velocity, ucl, for a substrate with non-zero contact angle hysteresis. Reprinted
from Blake (2006). Copyright (2006), with permission from Elsevier.

An alternative approach introduced by Blake and Haynes (1969) is molecular kinetic

theory, which concerns the adsorption and desorption of molecules onto the substrate

near the contact line. In this model, the contact line advances when the liquid (droplet)

molecules adsorb onto the substrate more than they desorb from it (on average) at the

contact line. The velocity-dependence of θd is due to disturbances in adsorption equilibria,

and so local surface tension changes (Blake, 2006).

2.6.3 Apparent contact angle

Under the continuum hypothesis, the contact line at a given location is a well-defined line

at which the free surface meets the substrate. Therefore, there exists a well-defined angle

between the two, assumed throughout the previous section, which is here referred to as the

actual contact angle. Experimentally however, contact angles are typically measured via

a tangent to the free surface, necessarily at some non-zero height above the substrate as

a result of finite resolution. Therefore, due to free surface bending on the sub-resolution

scale, the measured and actual contact angles may not be equal (Wilson and Kubiak,

2016). In particular, viscous forces can play an important role in determining the free

surface shape on the sub-resolution scale, even at very low contact line capillary numbers

(Dussan V., 1979). To account for this distinction, the term apparent contact angle is

introduced for the contact angle that can be measured experimentally, i.e. from a tangent

to the free surface at some point close to (but not at) the contact line. Whilst the actual

contact angle is well-defined for a given scenario, in most cases the corresponding apparent

contact angle depends on the measurement resolution, so the spatial resolution becomes

an extra unknown. Moreover, whilst actual contact angles are not influenced by gravity,

apparent contact angles can be. Note that the concept of apparent contact angles is more

nuanced for non-dry (e.g. SLIPS) substrates (Guan, 2017).

The behaviour of apparent contact angles naturally accounts for any effects of the flow
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field, since it is a measured (rather than a specified) quantity. The typical dependence of

the measured θd on contact line velocity, ucl for a substrate with non-zero contact angle

hysteresis is sketched in Figure 2.9. In particular, the apparent contact angle increases

with increasing |ucl| when the contact line advances, and decreases with increasing |ucl|
when the contact line recedes (Blake, 2006).

For numerical simulations in which θd is specified directly as a boundary condition,

it is ostensibly the actual contact angle that is prescribed, in so far as θd is applied on

the substrate. However, if molecular length scales are not captured in the numerical

method (i.e. the mesh resolution is greater than the slip length3), then it is effectively an

apparent contact angle that is being imposed. Hence, the dynamic contact angle model

used in such simulations should arguably give θd as an apparent contact angle. Moreover,

in many cases (including in this work – see Section 4.3 and appendix B) the boundary

condition is enforced by prescribing the orientation of the free surface shape close to the

contact line, necessarily on a macroscopic scale. Hence, in such simulations θd is often

given by an empirical correlation of the form θd = f(ucl), recognising the experimentally

observed dependence of θd on ucl (see Figure 2.9) – such empirical correlations are given

in the next section. Hereafter, θd is interpreted as the apparent dynamic contact angle.

2.6.4 Empirical dynamic contact angle models

In carefully controlled experiments, Hoffman (1975) measured the dynamic contact angle

of advancing liquid-air free surfaces in glass capillaries over a wide range of contact line

capillary numbers to show that θd is a function of Cacl, plus a ‘shift factor’ to account

for partial wetting (i.e. that θeq 6= 0°). In particular, the shift factor was found to be a

function of θeq only. As seen from Figure 2.10, the data collapse onto a single curve.

Whilst Hoffman did not provide an explicit mathematical function for the curve,

via a least-square-error fit to Hoffman’s data Jiang et al. (1979) proposed the following

correlation for θd:
cos
(
θeq

)
− cos

(
θd
)

1 + cos
(
θeq

) = tanh
(
4.96Ca0.702

cl

)
. (2.24)

Note that this model has no free parameters that need to be prescribed to permit its use.

In the spirit of Hoffman’s original inference, Kistler (1993) provided an empirical

correlation for the dynamic contact angle. In particular,

θd = fH
[
Cacl + f−1

H

(
θeq

)]
, (2.25)

where fH is the Hoffman function. Note that θd = fH(Cacl) in the case of perfect wetting.

3In the finite element simulations of Wilson et al. (2006), the elements are at least an order of magnitude
smaller than the slip length, so the perceivable contact angle is effectively the actual contact angle.
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Figure 2.10: Dynamic contact angle, θd observed for an advancing liquid-air free surface
in a glass capillary for various fluid and flow conditions, plotted against Cacl plus a shift
factor that is a function of θeq only. All data collapse onto a single curve. Reprinted from
Hoffman (1975), Copyright (2015), with permission from Elsevier.

The Hoffman function is given by

fH(s) = arccos

{
1− 2 tanh

[
5.16

(
s

1 + 1.31s0.99

)0.706
]}

. (2.26)

For low contact line capillary numbers, these empirical models agree well with the

theoretical results of Equations (2.22) and (2.23) (Wilson and Kubiak, 2016). Kistler’s

model, and Hoffman’s inference in general, can be adapted to include contact angle hys-

teresis (see page 76 in Chapter 4) with only θa, θeq (which is in practice inconsequential)

and θr as required inputs, which are all relatively easy to determine compared to the inputs

required in many slip models. Kistler’s model has been used to faithfully capture substrate

wettability for a wide range of droplet dynamics (e.g. Roisman et al., 2002; Graham et al.,

2012; Chu et al., 2020). It does suffer from a theoretical limitation when contact lines are

being formed due to droplet impact where θd = 180° initially, which Equation (2.25) does

not predict, though this theoretical limitation is not necessarily detrimental to elucidat-

ing droplet dynamics in practice (Šikalo et al., 2005; Mukherjee and Abraham, 2007). In

particular, for situations in which contact lines only undergo perturbations from an equi-

librium state (e.g. of a sessile droplet) on partially-wetting substrates (instead of being

formed), consistent with Hoffman’s data, the Kistler model often performs very well. In

particular, the non-zero contact angle hysteresis version of the Kistler model introduced in

Chapter 4 is used to model substrate wettability in this work, with excellent quantitative

experimental agreement achieved.
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2.7 Experimental studies of internal flows

In this section, various experimental techniques that have been applied to study internal

flows within droplets are discussed. Most of these techniques are optical and based on

high-speed imaging, due to the short time scales invariably involved in coalescence.

2.7.1 Flow visualisation techniques

Inert dyes

Perhaps the most common means to visualise internal flows in coalescing droplets is by

adding an inert dye to one droplet and using a high-speed camera to monitor the ensuing

dye movement, as already seen in Figure 2.8. This technique allows for a direct assessment

of fluid transport, enabling the extent of advective mixing to be clearly seen, and is

especially suitable for identifying jet formation and the structure of internal interfaces

more generally. Only an LED light is required to illuminate such flows (rather than a

laser), which reduces experimental complication, though implementing adequate lighting

is often challenging due to the short time and length scales involved (as will be elucidated

in Section 3.3). The lighting requirements also typically limit this technique to the study

of millimetric droplets. A similar effect to inert dyes can be had by seeding the droplet

with a large number of (colloidal) particles instead, though such particles may themselves

have a non-negligible effect on the flow.

Such visualisation generally necessitates viewing the internal dynamics through a

curved free surface, which can have a significant distortive effect. Moreover, it is not

necessarily possible to perceive all of the internal flows occurring within the droplet using

inert dyes, since dye close to the free surface can block the view of the deep interior. These

limitations can be somewhat circumvented by acquiring more than one point of view of

the dynamics using multiple high-speed cameras though. Whilst advective mixing can be

perceived using inert dyes, homogeneous regions (i.e. those mixed on a molecular level – see

Section 2.4) can not be directly identified. Perhaps the main limitation of this visualisation

technique from the point of view of analysis is that it does not acquire the velocity field,

which must be inferred if desired. Hence, it can be challenging to unequivocally determine

the underlying physics driving the dynamics seen using only an inert dye.

Examples of research using inert dyes for internal flow visualisation include Castrejón-

Pita et al. (2013) for impacting and coalescing droplets, Nowak et al. (2017) for coalescing

droplets in oil (see Figure 2.8), and Ersoy and Eslamian (2019) for droplet impact onto

liquid films. With silica colloidal particles, Harbottle et al. (2011) were able to visualise

internal flows during droplet-pool coalescence.
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Fluorescence

Inert dyes can be replaced by ones which fluoresce to display internal flows. To induce

adequate fluorescence for high-speed visualisation, it is generally required to use a laser in

order to excite the fluorescent dye at a specific wavelength, in which case the technique is

known as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). In particular, if the laser light is provided in

the form of a sheet, then a single cross section of the droplet can be visualised – in this

case, the technique is called planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF). The use of PLIF

can reduce some of the issues noted in the previous section concerning imaging internal

flows through curved free surfaces.

Using (P)LIF techniques, aspects of the flow and free surface dynamics occurring

where the fluorescent dye is not present, such as contact line dynamics and capillary waves,

cannot necessarily be perceived. However, fluorescence can be combined with colour imag-

ing to offset this limitation, such as implemented by Castrejón-Pita et al. (2016) who used

PLIF to study droplet impact onto moving liquid free surfaces, where mixing processes

and free surface dynamics were both clearly visible. (P)LIF has similar limitations to

those of inert dyes regarding the lack of flow field and mixed region information, though

it is possible to perform simultaneous optical fluorescence imaging and PIV (see below)

in order to obtain velocity fields too. As for inert dyes, fluorescent dyes can have complex

chemistry and be surface active, which may alter the dynamics being observed. Hence,

such dyes should be used in moderation. It is important to choose dyes (both fluorescent

and otherwise) carefully, characterise their influence on the fluids used, and consider the

potential implications on the dynamics of interest. To improve optical resolution, fluores-

cence techniques can be used with a microscope in fluorescence microscopy, though the

use of such methods is limited by the short time scales involved in droplet dynamics.

Examples of research using P(LIF) include Anilkumar et al. (1991) for droplet-pool

coalescence (LIF), Castrejón-Pita et al. (2012) for visualising von Kármán vortex streets

during droplet impact onto pools (PLIF), and Fathi and Dickens (2013) for mixing between

jetted droplets (fluorescence microscopy using UV LEDs).

Confocal fluorescence microscopy

Confocal fluorescence microscopy is a special type of fluorescence microscopy, which ben-

efits from a higher optical resolution. Unlike standard fluorescence microscopy techniques

that illuminate the whole droplet at once, in confocal microscopy the incident light is fo-

cussed onto a particular point within the droplet, with out-of-focus emitted light (resulting

from fluorescence) blocked. This technique therefore provides a detailed view of a very

small volume of the droplet and so avoids averaging depth-wise, but must be repeated

over many points via scanning to build-up an optical slice through the droplet. Multiple

scans can be completed at different depths to construct a three-dimensional image, which
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can yield a wealth of information about the flow structures within the droplet. Moreover,

it has the potential to enable the investigation of internal flows in smaller scale droplets,

including those prevalent in inkjet printing, than the techniques described above.

Unfortunately, the temporal resolution of planar scanning is generally quite low, so

confocal fluorescence microscopy is not currently suitable for studying the fast dynamics

immediately following coalescence. Nevertheless, the technique is still useful in the study

of mixing. Lai et al. (2010) and Yeh et al. (2013) used confocal microscopes which could

scan a plane (with a pixel resolution of 512 × 512) in 30.5 ms to study the diffusive-

mixing stage which ensued several-hundred milliseconds after the initiation of coalescence

between two sessile droplets, i.e after the initial short time scale surface tension driven

flows subsided. Ingeniously, Kröber et al. (2009) used confocal fluorescence microscopy

to study the morphology of a dried deposit in RIJ (see Chapter 1), where one of the

coalescing droplets contained a fluorescent dye, to determine the final extent of mixing.

Whilst currently available confocal microscopes execute scanning too slowly to be of

use in studying the fast dynamics of surface tension dominated flows, improvements in

scanning speed could enable their use. In particular, such an advancement may revolu-

tionise our understanding of internal flows in (inkjet) printed droplets by enabling the

internal dynamics of micrometric (rather than millimetric) droplets to be observed. In

fact, recent advancements in confocal microscopy have demonstrated much faster planar

scanning (of less than 100 µs in certain circumstances) that could potentially be suitable

for studying short time scale internal dynamics at small scales (Mikami et al., 2018).

Colour-change reactions

The visualisation techniques noted above enable the extent of advective mixing within

coalescing droplets to be determined, but are not able to directly identify regions that are

mixed on a molecular level (see Section 2.4). To expose mixed regions, a colour-change

reaction can be employed where the fluids contained within each coalescing droplet change

colour when mixed due to differences in pH. In particular, the pH indicator is contained

in one droplet that has a particular pH, whereas the other droplet has a different pH such

that when the pH indicator comes into contact with the latter (i.e. when there is mixing

between the fluids) it changes colour. Hence, there is a clear visual identifier of mixing.

Whilst this technique is apt for identifying mixed regions, it does require the use

of colour high-speed imaging which can be challenging (see Section 3.3). Furthermore,

this technique does not clearly display internal flow structures or the extent of advective

mixing, so is perhaps best used in combination with one of the visualisation techniques

noted above. There is also some ambiguity about the effect of the colour-change reaction

on the rate of mixing itself; this ambiguity will be discussed and resolved in Chapter 8.

Examples of research using colour-change reactions for studying mixing in droplets
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include Davanlou and Kumar (2015) for levitated coalescing droplets on an immiscible

liquid layer, Takano et al. (2015) for colliding free droplets, and Khaw et al. (2018) for

two sessile droplets, one of which slides into the other to initiate coalescence.

(Micro) particle image velocimetry

Whilst the visualisation techniques described above are excellent for assessing either ad-

vective or diffusive mixing, they do not provide specific information on the flow field within

droplets. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) derives the flow field (velocity vectors) within

an illuminated plane by determining the relative motion of tracer particles that passively

follow the underlying fluid flow, between two instants a short time apart. A variant of PIV

known as micro-particle image velocimetry (µPIV) is typically used to study flows with

short length scales and evolving free surfaces, utilising fluorescent tracer particles and a

microscope with a small depth of field to observe a single plane without the requirement

to only illuminate the plane of interest. A detailed description of µPIV is provided by

Lindken et al. (2009), but both PIV and µPIV yield velocity vectors (flow fields).

Whilst the flow fields produced by (µ)PIV provide extremely valuable information for

determining underlying flow mechanisms, since they yield the internal flow structure, they

reveal neither the extent of (advective) mixing nor the topology of internal fluid inter-

faces. Hence, (µ)PIV generally needs to be used in combination with one of the methods

described above in the study of internal flows where mixing is of interest. For example,

µPIV and (wide-field) fluorescence microscopy can be accomplished simultaneously.

Examples of research employing (µ)PIV to study droplet dynamics include Castrejón-

Pita et al. (2011) for impacting and coalescing droplets on a substrate, Yeh et al. (2013) for

the coalescence of two initially sessile droplets, and Kovalchuk et al. (2019) for coalescing

droplets within an immiscible oil outer phase in a microfluidic channel.

2.7.2 Challenges and limitations

As insinuated above, most current means of visualising internal flows in coalescing droplets

are only manageable with millimetric droplets. In particular, studies concerning the inter-

nal dynamics of inkjet-scale (micrometric) droplets remain elusive, since the short length

scales of such droplets demand both increased magnification and shorter exposures, the

latter due to their shorter time scales. Both of these requirements exacerbate any dif-

ficulty in providing sufficient illumination without causing the droplets to appear as a

shadowgraph, hence providing no information on the internal flow. Indeed, only indirect

assessments of internal flows and the final extent of mixing have been accomplished for

inkjet-scale droplets. Perhaps the most realistic way in which to study internal dynam-

ics at such scales is via numerical simulations including numerical diffusion, which are

validated with respect to internal flows at the millimetric scale, as described below.
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Internal flows have been studied with respect to a wide variety of droplet configu-

rations, but of special interest are those in which at least one droplet is both free (i.e.

spherical and not attached to any structure) and initially static. Such configurations are

often favoured numerically (see Table 2.1 on page 39), because the lack of initial inertia en-

ables the flow induced by surface tension to be explicitly studied. However, initially-static

free droplets are difficult to generate experimentally. For droplets within a high-viscosity

outer fluid, Anilkumar et al. (1991) used a weak acoustic potential well to generate an ini-

tial condition of two static free droplets, whilst Eiswirth et al. (2012) used rising droplets

with a minimal relative velocity as an approximation to the latter. Due to the diffi-

culty in generating such droplets, some studies approximate free droplets with pendant

droplets attached to capillaries (e.g. Nowak et al., 2017) that may self-detach during the

coalescence process. This configuration is especially suitable for studies concerning only

meniscus bridge growth (Thoroddsen et al., 2005), but capillaries are likely to affect the

delicate free surface dynamics after the capillary waves that accompany coalescence reach

them. An experimental method, similar to that of Zhang et al. (2009), which yields an

effectively-static single free droplet for high surface tension fluids, is introduced by this

work and described in Chapter 3.

2.8 Fluid interfaces in numerical simulations

Numerical simulations of multiphase flows are typically more complicated than those con-

cerning only a single fluid due the inclusion of dynamically-evolving fluid interfaces with

an interfacial tension, across which there are abrupt changes in fluid properties. In par-

ticular, there exists a normal stress jump proportional to the interfacial curvature (Hou

et al., 2001). Moreover, in cases with solid boundaries, there is also a need to accurately

capture the fluid-structure interaction, potentially including wettability.

Mathematical models expressed in the form of partial differential equations (PDEs),

generally based on the Navier-Stokes equations, are used to describe the flow of viscous

fluids, with suitable modifications to represent multiphase flows. Such PDEs do not typ-

ically have closed-form analytical solutions, so it is required to discretise these equations

on a mesh made up of cells, and so into a system of algebraic equations that can be iter-

atively solved to produce approximate solutions. Various methods for discretising PDEs

and describing fluid interfaces in multiphase flows are briefly discussed below, focusing on

their application to internal dynamics and mixing of droplets.

There are two main approaches for describing fluid interfaces: interface-tracking tech-

niques, in which the mesh is aligned with the interface and is updated to remain aligned

with the interface as it moves, and interface-capturing techniques, in which the mesh may

be fixed and the interface propagates thorough it. In the latter, some additional function

‘marks’ the location of the interface, from which its position can be determined. Whilst

interface-tracking techniques are typically characterised by their high accuracy in resolving
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the interface, they generally lack robustness with respect to large interface deformation

and so are typically only suitable for certain classes of droplet dynamics with relatively

modest interface movement (Lupo et al., 2019). Moreover, topological changes in fluid

volumes are not generally handled naturally by interface-tracking techniques. Mesh-free

particle methods such as smooth particle hydrodynamics, moving particle semi-implicit

methods and molecular dynamics are also available for simulating multiphase flows, but

are not typically applied to study the internal dynamics of coalescing droplets (Sun et al.,

2009, being a notable exception), so are not discussed here.

A summary including some of the key numerical works studying internal flows and

mixing in coalescing droplets is given in Table 2.1. In the subsections below, the most

common discretisation methods and ways of describing fluid interfaces listed in Table 2.1

are discussed. Of course, there are several other ways in which to describe fluid interfaces

than are discussed here, such as boundary integral methods and immersed boundary meth-

ods (the latter recently implemented within a volume-of-fluid framework by Göhl et al.,

2018), though these methods are not generally applied to study the internal dynamics of

coalescing droplets and so are not of interest here.

2.8.1 Finite element method

In the context of coalescing droplets, the most common interface-tracking techniques are

based on the finite element method (FEM). In FEM, the domain is discretised into elements

with linear or curved edges/surfaces, where the mesh is fitted to the interface and evolves

with it. As the interface coincides with the boundaries (edges/surfaces) of elements, the

position of the fluid interface is known exactly, across which there is a discontinuous change

in fluid properties. FEM is therefore described as a sharp interface method, which means

that the interface remains well-defined. The outer fluid can either be included directly

within the model or as an inviscid medium of constant pressure (i.e. dynamically passive),

according to its expected influence on the flow.

The preservation of a sharp interface is perhaps the main advantage of FEM, since

it allows additional surface stresses, such as induced by surface tension gradients (to

capture Marangoni flow), and diffusive fluxes for including evaporation to be modelled

(Diddens, 2017). However, such interface-tracking methods are challenging to implement

in complex multiphase flows, which are characterised by significant interface movement

and topological changes such as break-up and coalescence (Hoang et al., 2013; Raman,

2016). Hence, use of the FEM is not widespread in the study of mixing and internal

dynamics, and is typically only used in cases with limited interface movement in highly

viscous outer fluids, and where a substrate is not involved. For example, Nowak et al.

(2017) used a combined FEM and finite volume method (see below) code – Fluidity – to

study the coalescence of droplets with non-equal surface tensions, but with consideration

limited to only the early-time dynamics.
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2.8.2 Marker methods

A family of methods used to describe fluid interfaces employ massless particles known

as markers. In front-tracking methods, such markers are placed on the fluid interface

and advected according to flow after every time step (like in Figure 4.5 on page 89), in

order to keep track of the fluid interface. The interface itself can then be represented

via high-order interpolation polynomials to improve the accuracy of both the interface

position and surface tension computation (Scardovelli and Zaleski, 1999). The markers

are typically redistributed at regular intervals to prevent unwanted accumulation in one

region of the interface. Within such methods, the interpretation of topological changes

must be prescribed.

Unverdi and Tryggvason (1992b,a) implemented such a front-tracking method within a

finite difference method (FDM) framework4, which Nobari and Tryggvason (1994) applied

to study internal flows during the coalescence of initially-static free droplets in a viscous

outer fluid. Since both the internal and external interfaces of the droplets can be captured

using this technique, the extent of stretching and folding of the interface (i.e. advective

mixing) can be easily determined. However, finite-difference-based front-tracking methods

are uncommon in recent studies, having been superseded by the finite volume methods

described below in terms of flexibility and applicability.

Marker-and-cell (MAC) algorithms also employ markers, but the markers are used to

identify one fluid from another and so are spread throughout the computational domain.

Indeed, markers are initially placed throughout the (typically) dispersed fluid phase and

are advected according to the flow every time step so that they remain within the dis-

persed phase, thus identifying its location within the whole computational domain. Both

Blanchette et al. (2009) and Blanchette (2010) use MAC algorithms combined with front-

tracking particles to studying mixing during droplet-pool and free droplet coalescence,

respectively, involving surface tension gradients.

2.8.3 Volume-of-fluid method

A commonly-used, modern means of capturing fluid interfaces is the volume-of-fluid (VOF)

method, originally introduced by Hirt and Nichols (1981). Within VOF, a scalar function

known as the volume fraction is introduced to enable a multiphase fluid to be treated as

a single fluid with combined mixture properties. That is, the fluids share a single set of

momentum equations. Similar to MAC algorithms, the volume fraction is initialised as

unity throughout the dispersed phase, and zero elsewhere. Cells containing a fluid interface

are those in which the volume fraction is between zero and one. An estimate of the interface

position can be used to reconstruct the interface either algebraically or geometrically. The

4The finite difference method is the simplest discretisation technique, based on truncated Taylor expan-
sions. Derivates are given by differences between nodes (mesh points) in space and time.
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VOF method is generally implemented within a finite volume method (FVM) framework5,

and in this case conserves mass by construction, which is seen as a significant advantage

compared to some of the aforementioned ways of describing fluid interfaces (Deshpande

et al., 2012; Ludwicki and Steen, 2020). Moreover, topological changes do not require direct

intervention in VOF, as in front-tracking methods for example, there is little restriction

on domain geometry, and many fluids with different fluid properties can be supported

(Scardovelli and Zaleski, 1999). The VOF method is used within a FVM framework in

this work, about which further details can be found in Chapter 4.

As seen in Table 2.1, several works concerning internal flows have employed the VOF

method. Notably, Xia et al. (2017) used the VOF method within FVM (implemented in

Gerris) to elucidate mechanisms of internal jet formation in free droplet coalescence.

2.8.4 Level-set method

The level-set method is an interface-capturing technique that relies on a signed distance

function with respect to the interface, where the sign of this function distinguishes be-

tween each fluid (Sui et al., 2014). That is, the zero level-set represents the interface, the

position of which is thus precisely known. Level-set methods are particularly well-suited

to problems featuring evolving interface topology and regions of high interface curvature,

especially compared to VOF. However, a well-known disadvantage of level-set methods is

that they do not generally conserve mass (Keshavarzi et al., 2013). This limitation can be

avoided, whilst maintaining the advantages of level-set, by using a coupled level-set and

volume-of-fluid (CLSVOF) method; partial coalescence is a scenario in which CLSVOF

methods are especially advantageous (Deka et al., 2019).

According to Table 2.1, level-set methods have seen limited use in studying internal

flows. One exception is the work of Eiswirth et al. (2012), who used the level-set method

within a commercial FEM code (COMSOL) to investigate coalescence in liquid-liquid

emulsions. However, the numerical setup only allowed internal flows to be represented as

velocity vectors (similar to PIV), which is not ideal for assessing advective mixing.

2.8.5 Lattice Boltzmann method

An alternative to the traditional Navier-Stokes equations-based methods used in flow sim-

ulations, which generally utilise the interface-tracking/capturing methods and numerical

frameworks detailed above, is the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM). Derived from kinetic

theory, LBM is a mesoscale technique based on the solution of the Boltzmann kinetic equa-

tion via collision and streaming of fictitious particles, from which the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions and macroscopic fluid properties can be derived (Chen and Doolen, 1998). There are

5The finite volume method is a discretisation technique in which PDEs are integrated over each cell,
with divergence terms evaluated as fluxes through the cell faces. See Chapter 4 for more details.
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several multiphase formulations of LBM, including the colour-gradient, Shan-Chen pseu-

dopotential (in which evaporation can be readily included), free-energy and phase-field

models (Huang et al., 2015).

Perhaps the main advantage of LBM for droplet dynamics over the traditional simula-

tion methods, being a mesoscopic method, is the relatively natural way in which substrate

wettability is captured, including contact angle hysteresis. Other advantages include the

ability to handle topological changes naturally, relative ease of numerical implementation,

parallel scalability, and the fact that LBM lends itself well to being run on GPUs (Wilson

and Kubiak, 2016; Al-Ghaithi et al., 2020). Notable limitations include the relative diffi-

culty in achieving desired fluid properties, especially realistic density ratios, and that the

interface can be very diffuse, i.e. the interface thickness large (Zhang and Kwok, 2013).

Table 2.1 shows that several authors have used LBM to study the internal dynamics

of droplet coalescence. To assess mixing, massless particles are generally advected with

the flow, similar to MAC algorithms (though having no influence on the flow in LBM),

from which a scalar field can be derived for visualisation purposes (e.g. Sun et al., 2015a).

In particular, several works have used LBM to study the coalescence between impacting

and sessile droplets, which involves both a change in topology and substrate interaction

(Castrejón-Pita et al., 2013; Raman et al., 2017).

2.8.6 Summary

As seen from the sections above, and Table 2.1 (on page 39) in particular, there is a

wide range of numerical methods available to describe the internal dynamics of coalescing

droplets. Most past studies of such dynamics have utilised interface-capturing methods

due to the large amount of interface movement that typically accompanies coalescence.

In particular, most studies used either LBM, which is very adept at capturing substrate

wettability, or FVM, coupled with either a VOF or marker-based method for interface-

capturing. The latter methods have been shown to describe coalescence in various config-

urations appropriately. Hence, this work uses a VOF method within a FVM framework,

as will be discussed and justified in Chapter 4. First though, the experimental methods

utilised in this work are described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Experimental design and

methodology

This chapter describes the experimental methods developed and applied in this work. All

fluids studied were ethanol-water mixtures, or variants thereof, detailed in Section 3.1.

Coalescence took place on a silanised substrate, characterised in Section 3.2, and was

monitored using high-speed imaging, introduced in Section 3.3. Two distinct setups were

utilised to study coalescence: one to study initially-static free-sessile droplet coalescence,

described in Section 3.4, and another to study impacting and sessile droplet coalescence,

described in Section 3.5. The resulting images underwent image processing, as outlined in

Section 3.6.

3.1 Fluids and characterisation

3.1.1 Fluids, dyes and indicators

Base fluids

Since surface tension dominant (low Ohnesorge number) flows are most likely to yield

interesting internal flow structures due to reduced viscous dissipation, the fluid was re-

quired to have relatively low viscosity. Hence, water was the primary fluid used in this

work, which was a very high surface tension too. However, to study the effect of sur-

face tension differences and Marangoni flow, an assortment of fluids with a wide range

of surface tension were needed. To isolate the effect of surface tension differences, it was

desirable that these fluids had similar densities and viscosities.

One option considered was the use of surfactants. However, as noted in Section 2.1.3,

the effect of surfactants on internal flows is not trivial and so it was preferred to avoid their
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Figure 3.1: Surface tension of ethanol-water mixtures, as measured using a pendant droplet
tensiometer in this work (see Section 3.1.3) and by Vazquez et al. (1995). An image of the
pendant droplet experimental setup during a measurement is inset.

use, to focus on the fundamental fluid dynamics. In fact, the addition of a relatively small

amount of another simple fluid such as an alcohol to water can lead to a large reduction

in surface tension, as seen in Figure 3.1 for ethanol. This effect is despite the availability

of hydroxyl groups in alcohol molecules for hydrogen bonding, since water molecules are

much smaller and can form two hydrogen bonds each (Mizuno et al., 1995). Hence,

alcohol-water mixtures enable the desired range of surface tensions with minimal changes

in density or viscosity. Ethanol-water mixtures were chosen, as previously used for similar

reasons by many other authors (e.g. Kooij et al., 2018). Note however that, as discussed in

Section 2.1.4, ethanol is more volatile than water and so preferentially evaporates. Hence,

the surface tension of ethanol-water droplets increases with time, which must be taken

into account in interpreting the results, as discussed in the next section.

All ethanol-water mixtures used in this work, listed in Table 3.1, were prepared from

ethanol absolute (≥ 99.8% purity, Sigma-Aldrich or VWR) and deionised water. All

mixture proportions are specified by mass of ethanol. For the free and sessile droplet

coalescence experiments, substrate preparation and the pendant droplet surface tension

measurements, Milli-Q water (type 1 ultrapure water, resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 °C) was

used instead of deionised water.

Dyes and indicators

To visualise internal flows post-coalescence, a dye was added to the free/impacting droplet

in each experiment. When using monochrome imaging, Nigrosin water soluble (Alfa Ae-

sar), which is a black synthetic dye, was used at a concentration of 0.30± 0.01 g L−1

(300 ppm) to maximise the contrast between the free and sessile droplets. When using

colour imaging, Malachite green (Sigma-Aldrich) was used at an approximate concentra-
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Table 3.1: Density, ρ, dynamic viscosity, µ, and surface tension, σ, of ethanol-water
mixtures at 23 °C. The viscosities reported were derived from González et al. (2007);
Khattab et al. (2012), whilst the density and surface tension are measured.

Fluid No. Ethanol Mass % Mole Frac. ρ (kg m−3) µ (mPa s) σ (mN m−1)

1 0.0 0.000 997± 1 0.93± 0.01 72.4± 0.2
2 4.0 0.016 990± 1 1.07± 0.03 58.0± 0.5
3 8.0 0.033 984± 1 1.20± 0.02 50.5± 0.4
4 18.0 0.079 968± 1 1.56± 0.03 39.9± 0.3
5 50.0 0.281 911± 1 2.28± 0.03 28.2± 0.3
6 100.0 1.000 785± 1 1.10± 0.01 22.2± 0.2

tion of 0.1 g L−1 (100 ppm) to engender additional colour appearance parameter (e.g. hue,

saturation) differences for image processing.

Whilst these inert dyes are effective for visualising internal flows, they do not directly

disclose the extent of (diffusive) mixing. By using a colour-change reaction between the

fluids, where the colour changes only in mixed regions, the extent of mixing can be observed

as explained in Section 2.7.1. To achieve the desired colour change, phenolphthalein

(phph) indicator (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent grade) was used with colour imaging; phph

is colourless in solution at acidic or near-neutral pH values, but pink in basic (alkaline

solution) conditions. When mixing a near-neutral pH fluid containing phph with a strongly

basic fluid, both fluids are initially colourless but turn pink when they mix. Hence, mixed

regions can be clearly identified.

Since phph is not particularly soluble in water, the fluids containing phph were re-

quired to have a relatively high ethanol content. Therefore, the neutral pH solutions used

all possessed an ethanol mass percentage of 18.0% or higher in this work, with the phph

concentration maximised to ensure that mixed regions developed a vivid pink colour, which

could be detected using a high-speed cameras. In particular, phph was added to an 18.0%

ethanol mixture at a concentration of 3.0 g L−1; 50.0% and 100% ethanol mixtures at a

concentration of 5.0 g L−1. To prepare the 18.0% and 50.0% mixtures, phph was dissolved

in pure ethanol before the required amount of water was added. The alkaline solution

consisted of aqueous sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution at a concentration of 0.1 M (0.4

mass percent), which was prepared by adding NaOH (Alfa Aesar, ACS grade), in the form

of pellets, to water. NaOH is a strong base; the pH of 0.1 M NaOH was approximately 13.

3.1.2 Density and viscosity

The density of each fluid mixture at 23 °C was measured using a calibrated density bottle

of nominal volume 25 mL (Brand Blaubrand, s/n 18.06 47), together with an analytical

balance (0.1 mg precision), to determine the mass of an accurately known fluid volume

(0.01 mL precision). The volume of the density bottle was calibrated to 25.07 mL with

both Milli-Q water and ethanol independently, using the known densities at 23 °C. Three
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repeated measurements were made for each fluid studied, with a measurement variability

of 0.1 kg m−3–0.4 kg m−3. Densities are reported to 1 kg m−3 precision in Table 3.1 to

reflect variation between samples. The viscosity of each fluid mixture, which is known to

not vary significantly in ethanol-water mixtures, was derived from either González et al.

(2007) or Khattab et al. (2012). The 0.1 M aqueous sodium hydroxide solution used in

this work has the same density and viscosity as water.

3.1.3 Surface tension

Tensiometry

A collection of experimental techniques to measure surface tension, where the instrument

is known as a tensiometer, is shown in Figure 3.2. Drelich et al. (2002) provide a compre-

hensive description of these methods, whilst a brief overview is given here. The du Noüy

Ring and Wilhelmy plate methods are based on force measurements: the force required

to lift a ring from the free surface, and the force exerted during wetting, respectively

(Wilhelmy, 1863).

The maximum bubble pressure method relies on continuously measuring the internal

pressure of an air bubble formed at the end of a submerged capillary in the fluid of interest

and was pioneered by Schrödinger (1915). The maximum pressure occurs when the bubble

forms a hemispherical cap, with the same radius of the capillary, so the surface tension

can be calculated from the reduced Young-Laplace Equation (2.2). By varying the bubble

lifetime, dynamic surface tension can be measured using this method. The surface tension

of each ethanol-water mixture prepared for the impacting and sessile droplet coalescence

experiments was verified using a bubble pressure tensiometer (SITA pro line t15).

The capillary rise method is based on meniscus formation and wetting properties,

whilst the spinning droplet method is based on a balance between interfacial tension and

centrifugal force; the latter is useful for measuring very low interfacial tensions. However,

the primary surface tension measurements in this work were carried out with a pendant

droplet tensiometer. In this method, the shape of a pendant droplet hanging from a dis-

pensing tip is determined by image processing. The Young-Laplace equation, in the form

of a coupled set of ordinary differential equations, is then fitted to the data, yielding the

surface tension. The density difference between the two phases is a required input though.

The droplet volume can also be determined from the fitted Young-Laplace equation; this

feature is taken advantage of in the free and sessile droplet coalescence experiments to de-

termine the free droplet volume. The precision of a pendant droplet tensiometer depends

on the droplet volume, where larger volumes (preferably such that the droplet is close

to detachment during the measurement) result in greater precision. In fact, Berry et al.

(2015) introduced a dimensionless number called the Worthington number, Wo ∈ [0, 1] to
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Figure 3.2: Schematics of six tensiometers. Reprinted from Berry et al. (2015), Copyright
(2015), with permission from Elsevier.

characterise measurement precision. The Worthington number is defined as

Wo =
gV∆ρ

πσDn
, (3.1)

where ∆ρ is the density difference between the droplet and the surrounding fluid (air for

surface tension measurements), V is the pendant droplet volume and Dn is the dispensing

tip’s outer diameter. Larger values of Wo indicate greater precision.

Ethanol-water mixtures

The surface tension of each fluid mixture at 23 °C was measured using a pendant droplet

tensiometer (Biolin Scientific Theta T200), equipped with a Navitar body tube lens (Zoom

6000 12 mm Fine Focus, 1-60135), and are given in Table 3.1. For each measurement, the

largest sustainable droplet (5 µL–13 µL) was formed at the end of a stainless steel blunt

end dispensing tip (Fisnar 22 gauge), within a sealed cuvette (as seen inset in Figure 3.1)

to raise the ambient vapour pressure and thus suppress (preferential) evaporation. The

pendant droplet was analysed for 60 s in each measurement (repeated at least four times),

with its volume being automatically maintained by infusing additional fluid through the

dispensing tip. The surface tension measured was always consistent with Vazquez et al.

(1995). The error reported combines the random measurement error (±0.2 mN m−1) and

a random error due to variations in each sample prepared.

Note that despite the potential for preferential adsorption of ethanol at the free sur-

face, with its hydrophobic carbon chain (Biscay et al., 2011), and that molecular aggregates

are most likely formed at the free surface and in the bulk (Basařová et al., 2016), no evi-
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Figure 3.3: Surface tension of water at four Nigrosin dye concentrations, measured by
analysing a 13.0 µL pendant droplet in air over 120 s at approximately 21 °C. Anomalous
data over four standard deviations from the mean were filtered out.

dence of non-constant dynamic surface tension was seen with either the bubble or pendant

droplet tensiometers. This observation is consistent with those of other researchers (e.g.

Basařová et al., 2018), indicating that these mixtures behave as simple fluids here.

Whilst NaOH generally increases the surface tension of fluids, the concentration of the

aqueous NaOH solution used in this work (0.1 M) is not sufficient to significantly change

its surface tension from that of water (Lee et al., 2009; Brockmeier et al., 2012).

Dyes

The surface tension of water dyed with Nigrosin at several concentrations (from 0 ppm

to 300 ppm) was measured in open air over 120 s using the pendant droplet tensiometer,

with the resulting time series plotted in Figure 3.3. The data were filtered to remove

points that lie over four standard deviations from the mean; such points would lie outside

a 99.99% confidence level, assuming the data were normally distributed. Note that the

surface tension was measured at approximately 21 °C for Figure 3.3, so the value for the

undyed water is slightly higher than reported in Table 3.1, for which the temperature was

approximately 23 °C. Within experimental error, there was no significant difference be-

tween the surface tension of the undyed and dyed fluids measured, demonstrating that the

presence of Nigrosin dye at the concentration used in this work does not influence surface

tension. A similar analysis produced an equivalent result for Malachite green. Hence,

within experimental error, the dyed and undyed fluids have identical fluid properties.
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Sessile droplet evaporation

For droplets of ethanol-water mixtures, it is important to appreciate that the ethanol will

preferentially evaporate and so the surface tension of the droplet will increase in time

as the proportion of water rises, which was originally noted in Section 2.1.4. The effect

is particularly acute for sessile droplets, where enhanced evaporation at the contact line

(assuming θeq < 90°) occurs (Hu and Larson, 2002). In some of the experiments reported

in this work, a sessile droplet consisting of an ethanol-water mixture is deposited some

time before coalescence; the effect of evaporation on such droplets needs to be understood.

Evaporation was quantified by recording the volume loss over time from sessile droplets

in open air (equivalent to the coalescence experiments) consisting of four ethanol-water

mixtures over 50 s, using the tensiometer described above, as seen in Figure 3.4. The pure

water droplet evaporates to some extent over this period, though the three mixtures that

contain some ethanol lose more volume mainly due to the higher volatility of ethanol. It

can be assumed that most of the differences seen between the pure water droplet and the

three other mixtures shown is due to ethanol loss. However, note that volume (rather

than mass) loss is measured and reported in Figure 3.4, but ethanol is approximately 20%

less dense than water which amplifies the decrease seen; that is, the mass loss of the pure

water droplet is the same as its volume loss, but the volume loss from the other three

mixtures is greater than its mass loss.

Figure 3.4 indicates greater evaporation for the two mixtures with the larger ethanol

contents (8.0% and 18.0%), as expected. Whilst it cannot be stressed enough that the

evaporation rate of a sessile droplet is faster than that of an otherwise identical pendant

droplet due to the contact line, the change in surface tension of a pendant droplet consisting

of these fluid mixtures was measured in time; a surface tension increase of less than 1%

was observed (i.e. at most 0.4 mN m−1 for the 18.0% ethanol mixture) over the first 24 s

(the significance of this time is disclosed in the next paragraph). However, the minimum

surface tension difference between fluid mixtures used in this work is 6.0 mN m−1, an order

of magnitude larger.

The key to reducing the effects of evaporation is to minimise the time that the ses-

sile droplet remains on the substrate prior to coalescence, thus reducing evaporation and

avoiding appreciable changes in surface tension. Note from Figure 3.4 for the smallest non-

zero ethanol mass content (4.0%) fluid, the mass loss is almost identical to that of water

(within experimental error) up to 24 s, delineated by the right-hand dashed line, indicat-

ing that the relative ethanol content of the droplet does not change significantly over that

time period. Hence, ethanol-containing droplets are restricted to being formed at most

24 s before coalescence throughout this work; a minimum time for sessile droplets to be on

a substrate before coalescence of 16 s was adopted also (for consistency), delineated by the

left-hand dashed line in Figure 3.4. Evaporation beyond 24 s is therefore inconsequential

in this work, whilst evaporation up to 24 s does not induce sufficient changes in ethanol
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Figure 3.4: Volume loss of a sessile droplet in open air (equivalent to the coalescence
experiments) consisting of four ethanol-water mixtures from Table 3.1, measured over
50 s. The vertical dashed lines delineate 16 s and 24 s, which is the range of time that
any sessile droplet containing ethanol was allowed to remain on a substrate following
generation before coalescence.

concentration to appreciably change the surface tension. As noted in Section 2.1.4, evap-

oration does induce internal flows in sessile droplets, but these are very slow and act on a

long time scale so are insignificant compared to the internal flows induced by the collision

and coalescence. Ethanol-water mixtures are not used in the experimental work involving

a zero velocity initial condition. Evaporation (preferential or otherwise) therefore does

not affect the conclusions and trends identified in later chapters.

Note that the higher ethanol mass percentage mixtures used (50.0% and 100.0%) are

not included in Figure 3.4 or the previous discussion since they are only utilised for a

qualitative and comparative analysis with each other, so any surface tension variations are

unimportant.

3.2 Substrate

3.2.1 Requirements and choice

The influence of the substrate and its wettability on coalescence is of interest in this work,

so the choice of substrate is significant. The rationale for the choice made is elucidated

here in reference to these requirements and desirable properties:

� Transparency, to enable optical access from below for a bottom view of coalescence
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and to improve droplet illumination (see Section 3.3).

� Moderate hydrophobicity, since acquiring a front view of a droplet with a low contact

angle using a front-lit arrangement (see Section 3.3) is challenging due to reflections.

It was also hypothesised that higher equilibrium contact angles would promote de-

sirable internal jet formation (see Chapter 6).

� High contact angle hysteresis with some pinning, to reduce contact line movement

and increase contact angle variation, whilst providing a challenging test of the de-

veloped numerical simulations which included hysteresis but not pinning. A large

contact angle hysteresis was also helpful for generating the unconventional static

initial condition for coalescence (see Chapter 6).

The transparency requirement was an acute limitation. One substrate type evaluated

was a synthetic polymer (e.g. polymethylmethacrylate, PMMA), which satisfied both the

transparency and hysteresis criteria; it has also been used in related work (e.g. Castrejón-

Pita et al., 2011). However, since θeq ≈ 70° for water on PMMA (Ma et al., 2007),

such substrates were considered too hydrophilic to be used without additional chemical

treatment in this work. Hence, to simply satisfy the transparency requirement glass slides

were chosen, but since untreated glass is extremely hydrophilic (θeq . 10°) a chemical

modification was applied to increase hydrophobicity and hysteresis.

3.2.2 Silanisation

Silanisation is a process of attaching silanes to a substrate via covalent bonds in order

to modify chemical properties. Whilst functional (reactive) silanes are used in products

such as adhesives and paints as coupling agents, non-functional silanes are used to modify

the surface energy and thus wettability of substrates, leading to an increase in its hy-

drophobicity (Arkles et al., 2009). Depending on the robustness and chemical properties

desired, there are many silanisation methods available including immersion (e.g. Xia et al.,

2019) and vapour deposition (e.g. Wang et al., 2010). Here, a similar vapour deposition

procedure to that of James (2018) was employed.

To prepare each substrate, a new glass slide (Fisherbrand plain glass, thickness 1.0 mm

to 1.2 mm) was rinsed with Milli-Q water and dried with a nitrogen gas stream, before

being placed in a sealed container with 0.5 mL of a silane solution (dichloromethyl-n-

octylsilane, 98%, Alfa Aesar) to allow vapour deposition for 6 min to 8 min. The slide

was subsequently rinsed thoughly with Milli-Q water and air dried prior to use. Other

silanisation procedures may produce more robust substrates and ensure that all groups on

the silane and glass surface react, but given that droplets were quickly removed by a shear

air flow following each coalescence experiment with no discernible change in wettability

within a given area, the protocol outlined here is sufficient for this work.

The wettability derived from silanisation depends on the silane structure, orientation
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Figure 3.5: The dependence of the as-placed equilibrium contact angle, measured by the
Theta tensiometer, on duration of silanisation. The error bars indicate the range of average
equilibrium contact angles seen across many substrates produced.

and extent of coverage, i.e. the silanisation duration and the particular silane used. The

dependence of equilibrium contact angle on silanisation duration is displayed in Figure 3.5.

The contact angle measurements were made on a water droplet deposited from a dispens-

ing tip consistent with the deposition of the sessile droplet in the impacting and sessile

droplet coalescence experiments (see Section 3.5); the contact angle was determined by

fitting the Young-Laplace equation via the tensiometer already described in Section 3.1.3.

As the figure shows, the contact angle generally increases quickly with time for short du-

rations before levelling off for longer durations. The maximum equilibrium contact angle

achievable with this protocol and silane combination is approximately 110°. For short

durations especially, the method is extremely sensitive to silanisation time, silane volume

and relative position; UV pre-treatment of the glass slide did not improve this. As such,

Figure 3.5 was only used as a guide and the equilibrium contact angle of a water droplet

was measured on every substrate produced; an individual substrate was retained only if

it had the desired wettability. Whilst many more substrates than were acceptable for use

had to be produced, the procedure provided a valuable method to conveniently produce

substrates satisfying all the criteria outlined in Section 3.2.1.

3.2.3 Wettability

For representative substrates, θa and θr were measured by the tensiometer using the

inflation/deflation method outlined in Section 2.2.4. For substrates with θeq ≈ 90° for

water (consistent with the impacting and sessile droplet coalescence experiments), the

measured values were typically θa ≈ 110° and θr ≈ 70°, respectively, so the desired high

hysteresis was achieved. During the impacting and sessile droplet coalescence experiments

though, the contact line generally remained pinned after the initial spreading and receded
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only for very small contact angles. Hence, these substrates can be characterised as strongly

pinning, with the challenge of measuring θr established in Section 2.2.4.

As contact line velocity affects the observed advancing and receding contact angles,

for making quantitative comparisons to numerical simulations it was preferred to rely on

the image-processed contact angles from the coalescence experiments themselves. Fur-

thermore, the high hysteresis means that a wide range of equilibrium contact angles is

seen; those reported in Figure 3.5 result from a particular deposition procedure so are

not necessarily the same as seen at t = 0.0 ms in the coalescence experiments. Hence,

the tensiometer-measured contact angles were only used as a criterion for admitting sub-

strates for use, and the contact angle was measured from the high-speed camera frames

at t = 0.0 ms for comparison to the numerical simulations in Chapter 6.

3.3 High-speed imaging

Modern high-speed cameras allow fast droplet dynamics to be resolved at incredibly small

length scales, enabling the exploration of physics which would be otherwise unachievable.

A general review of high-speed imaging, including its fascinating history, is provided in

an excellent book edited by Ray (1997). Here, some basic ideas surrounding high-speed

imaging of droplet dynamics, focusing on those important in the study of internal flows

and mixing, are introduced.

Shadowgraphy

High-speed imaging of droplet dynamics typically utilises a shadowgraph setup, where the

focal plane (on which the droplets should be located) intersects the straight line between

the light source and camera. A diffuser is usually added between the light source and focal

plane to produce a uniform background, and sometimes optics are added there to focus the

light too. The shadowgraph setup maximises the amount of light reaching the camera’s

sensor, allowing the use of a short exposure to capture very fast droplet dynamics such as

splashing. With shadowgraphy, excellent contrast between the droplets and background

can be achieved, so the resulting images are amenable to image processing. However, since

the droplets only appear as a shadow, neither variations between nor within droplets can

be seen (whether the camera is colour or monochrome), so shadowgraphy is not suitable

for studying the internal flows of interest in this work.

Front-lighting

The use of front-lighting, where the light source is placed in front of the focal plane (so

pointing roughly in the same direction as the camera lens), is required to study inter-
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nal flows. This approach avoids producing a shadowgraph; instead, the light received

by the camera’s sensor is reflected off the front of the droplet, with different amounts of

absorption/reflection making internal details visible (Kwon et al., 2016). However, with

front-lighting significantly less light is incident on the sensor compared to a shadowgraph

setup, so such arrangements require greater illumination intensity and/or the use of a

higher exposure. The latter limits the potential acquisition frame rate. Careful design of

the experimental setup (e.g. use of a white background) can help improve the efficiency

of the light source in effectively illuminating the droplets. In particular, concurrent illu-

mination from below and the front was found to be crucial to properly expose internal

flows in this work, which necessitated the use of transparent substrates even when not

required to support a bottom view. In contrast to shadowgraphy, the images resulting

from front-lit setups tend to be noisy and have poorer background contrast, both of which

are detrimental to image processing.

Colour vs. monochrome

When used with a front-lit setup, monochrome cameras are capable of capturing variations

within droplets and are utilised to do so in this work. However, the acquisition of colour

images is desirable for studying droplet mixing since a small change in intensity is more

difficult to observe than a corresponding change in other colour appearance parameters

(which may not change the intensity), especially hue and saturation (Balch, 1997). Fur-

thermore, the availability of three colour channels provides additional information about

the flow and aid in image processing. Unfortunately, a considerable disadvantage of colour

cameras is that they are ordinarily much less sensitive than their monochrome counterparts

as a consequence of the indirect way in which they detect colour. As such, the require-

ments for illumination increase substantially with the use of colour high-speed cameras

(Kwon et al., 2016). In fact, instigating sufficient illumination whilst avoiding producing

a shadowgraph was perhaps the greatest experimental challenge in this work.

Rather than detecting the intensity of the three primary colours in the RGB addi-

tive colour model separately, colour cameras typically use a colour filter array (CFA) to

assemble colour images using a single sensor. To form the CFA, a colour filter is placed

onto each pixel of the sensor to filter two out of the three primary colours, arranged as a

mosaic. As such, each pixel only detects light of one colour and a demosaicing algorithm is

used to determine the missing colours in each pixel from the raw data (Balch, 1997). The

intensity of light incident on the sensor is therefore vastly reduced, which in turn reduces

the sensor’s sensitivity. For example, quoted sensitivities of the monochrome and colour

versions of Vision Research’s Phantom v2512 camera (the colour version of which is used

in this work) are ISO 32,000D and ISO 6,400D respectively, where D indicates a daylight

white balance setting.

The Bayer CFA (Bayer, 1976) is the most common CFA and is found in many modern
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high-speed cameras, including the colour version of Vision Research’s Phantom v710 that

is also used in this work (Tribble, 2014). Since approximately 50% of Bayer CFA pixels

detect green light, it is advisable to ensure that the subject is green (e.g. by using a green

dye such as the Malachite green used in this work to visualise internal flows) if possible.

Lens choice

Due to the small length scales involved, a zoom lens system (effectively a microscope)

is typically used with high-speed cameras to achieve the magnification required to study

droplet dynamics. However, the design of such lenses means that they tend to have a

small aperture, which is detrimental for maximising the amount of light incident on the

camera’s sensor. Whilst a shadowgraph setup generally enables enough light to reach the

sensor to support the use of a zoom lens system, the use of zoom lenses with the front-

lighting required for studying internal flows typically demands a relatively high exposure,

which limits the possible frame rate. Hence, especially when using colour cameras, it can

be sensible to compromise on magnification (i.e. image pixel resolution) and use a macro

lens instead of a zoom lens, since the aperture of the former is much larger. Some of

the lost magnification can be recovered by the use of extension tubes though. Extension

tubes contain no optics, but act as a spacer between the camera and lens to reduce the

minimum focus distance of macro lenses, thereby increasing the effective magnification

whilst maintaining a fairly wide aperture. Macro lenses with extension tubes were used

with the colour cameras in this work, whilst a zoom lens was used with the monochrome

camera.

3.4 Initially-static free and sessile droplets setup

Introduction to the setup

Here, the experimental method used to study internal flows during the coalescence of an

initially-static free droplet with a previously deposited sessile droplet is described. The

distinguishing features of this setup in relation to previous work are:

� A front view of coalescence on a substrate is acquired at a sufficient frame rate (6,000

FPS) to capture the fast dynamics of the surface tension dominated flow, suitable for

image processing. In particular, the use of a zoom lens system yields sufficient image

resolution for the contact angles to be accurately determined by image-processing,

whilst the internal flows are concurrently captured (cf. Section 3.3).

� The effectively static initial condition enables the substrate properties to be exam-

ined without any complicating effect of inertia, providing an excellent basis for the

development of numerical simulations in which capturing the substrate wettability
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for studying free-sessile droplet
coalescence. Note the 5 mm acrylic blocks below the silanised glass substrate.

is of paramount importance. In particular, the employed initial condition enables

the droplets to be initialised in the simulations as two slightly-overlapping spherical

fluid regions – see Chapter 4.

� The free droplet at the onset of coalescence is static, yet not attached to any struc-

ture that would influence the ensuing intricate free surface dynamics1, such as the

dispensing tip (cf. Nowak et al., 2017). Hence, obtaining quantitative agreement

between the experiments and numerical simulations is possible.

For all such experiments, the fluid used was Milli-Q water with Nigrosin dye added to the

free droplet to visualise the internal dynamics (see Section 3.1.1). Coalescence occurred on

a silanised substrate (see Section 3.2). The results derived from this experimental setup

are reported in Chapter 6.

Procedure

A schematic with the main features of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.6.

The sessile droplet was manually deposited onto the substrate using either a 26 gauge

needle syringe (Hamilton GASTIGHT 1701N, 10 µL) or a variable volume pipette (Thermo

Scientific Finnpipette F2, 10 µL–100 µL), depending on the desired volume. The substrate

was elevated by 5 mm acrylic blocks above an aluminium foil-covered translation stage

(providing two-axis horizontal motion) to improve illumination, as seen in Figure 3.7. In

particular, this feature enabled concurrent illumination from below, which was found to

aid in the visualisation of the internal flows. The free droplet was generated by dripping

from a stainless steel blunt end dispensing tip (Fisnar 30 gauge), mounted on a vertical

1Preliminary experiments indicated that it was not possible to allow the free droplet to self-detach from
the dispensing tip at the onset of coalescence without significantly influencing the dynamics.
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Figure 3.7: Image of the experimental setup for studying free-sessile droplet coalescence
(left), with the tensiometer in the foreground. The red dotted box in that image indicates
the extent of the right image, which shows the approximate configuration during alignment,
taken from the direction in which the LED light is incident.

motorised stage, attached to an automated syringe pump as part of the tensiometer.

Since only water was used in this configuration, any evaporation at the meniscus of the

dispensing tip was inconsequential.

In each experiment, the sessile droplet was deposited whilst a stable pendant droplet

formed. The sessile droplet was conveyed by the translation stage to ensure axisymmetry

of the pendant and sessile droplets, monitored by the high-speed camera using a long

exposure (low light mode) and an additional alignment camera as part of the tensiometer

(described above), positioned perpendicular to each other as shown in Figure 3.7. Once

good alignment had been confirmed, further fluid was then injected into the pendant

droplet at a rate of 0.1 µL s−1 until it detached due to gravity and fell vertically towards

the sessile droplet. The dispensing tip was carefully positioned such that the droplet free

surfaces were 0.17± 0.01 mm apart at the point of detachment. The volume of the free

droplet, Vf was measured by the tensiometer via an edge-detection routine as 6.2 µL in

all experiments. Having verified the scale provided to the tensiometer’s software before

beginning the experiments, the error in this value is negligible. On the other hand, the

sessile droplet volume, Vs was determined by image processing the high-speed camera

images to nullify any effects of evaporation or uncertainty in deposition; the representative

error is ±0.1 µL due to the resolution of the dispensing devices.

Each experiment was repeated at least five times to establish the typical dynamics that

are reported in Chapter 6. All experiments took place at room temperature (23± 2 °C)

and atmospheric pressure.
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Imaging

A single high-speed camera (a monochrome Photron FASTCAM SA5 775K-M3) captured

the dynamics from the front. The monochrome camera and modest frame rate enabled

a zoom lens system to be used, consisting of body (Navitar 12X Zoom, 1-50486) and

adapter (Navitar 2X F-mount, 1-62922) tubes, with no lens attachment, yielding a working

distance of 86 mm. The pixel resolution was 1024 × 768, giving an effective resolution of

134.5± 1.5 px mm−1 that was sufficient to accurately measure the apparent contact angles.

The camera was inclined downwards approximately 2° relative to the substrate to reduce

glare around the free surface. Images were recorded at 6,000 frames per second (FPS),

with an exposure of approximately 143 µs.

A black reference calibration (shading correction) was carried out before each exper-

iment to ensure uniformity of each pixel’s black level and so good image quality, since the

sensitivity of individual sensor pixels can be influenced by temperature variations during

otherwise consistent operation. The camera was focused on the sessile droplet contact

line and manually triggered upon visual identification of coalescence. The droplets were

front-lit (see Section 3.3) by a single cold white 84 W LED (MultiLED LT) light, posi-

tioned above and to the right of the zoom lens (seen in Figure 3.7) to maximise brightness

and minimise reflections. A white background, in addition to the previously discussed

substrate position, was crucial for enabling the use of a sufficiently short exposure. The

light was only switched on for a short and consistent time (approximately 10 s) during

each experiment.

3.5 Impacting and sessile droplets setup

Introduction to the setup

Here, the experimental method used to study internal flows during the coalescence of an

impacting droplet with a previously deposited sessile droplet is described. The distin-

guishing features of the setup in relation to previous work are:

� The use of dual synchronised colour high-speed cameras to provide simultaneous

front and bottom views of internal flows during coalescence on a substrate (cf.

Section 3.3). Previously, Castrejón-Pita et al. (2013) used one colour and one

monochrome high-speed camera to image internal flows in impacting and coalescing

droplets from the front and bottom simultaneously. Zhang et al. (2015) used an in-

genious setup with a beam splitter to obtain simultaneous front and top views (the

latter in one dimension, at a given instant) of gravity currents in coalescing sessile

droplets.

� The camera, lens and lighting configuration enables a high acquisition frame rate
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Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for studying impacting-sessile
droplet coalescence. The undyed, sessile droplet was deposited from blunt tip 1; the dyed,
impacting droplet was deposited from blunt tip 2.

and resolution for both the front (25,000 FPS) and bottom (7,200 FPS) views, more

than sufficient to study the fast coalescence dynamics without any motion blur.

Castrejón-Pita et al. (2013) captured front and bottom views at 1,000 FPS and 300

FPS, respectively, whilst the density-driven flows studied by Zhang et al. (2015)

occurred on a much longer time scale, so 30 FPS was sufficient.

� The experimental design allows the lateral separation between the droplets to be

easily varied such that the impacting droplet could coalesce with the sessile droplet

either before or after hitting the substrate, whilst maintaining an optical path to

support bottom view imaging in all cases.

These experiments make use of the full range of ethanol-water mixtures identified in Ta-

ble 3.1, with Malachite green dye added to the free droplet to visualise internal flows and

a phph indicator used to establish the extent of fluid mixing (see Section 3.1.1). In all

cases, coalescence occurred on a silanised substrate (see Section 3.2). The results derived

from this experimental setup can be found in Chapters 7 and 8.

Procedure

A schematic with the main features of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.8.

Each precursor (impacting or sessile) droplet was generated by dripping from a stainless

steel blunt end dispensing tip (Fisnar 30 gauge) using a manually-controlled syringe pump

(World Precision Instruments Aladdin), set at a flow rate of 0.5 µL s−1 until the pendant
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Figure 3.9: Images of the experimental setup for studying impacting-sessile droplet coa-
lescence. Left: a wide view of the setup, with the front-view high-speed camera in the
foreground. Right: a view of the cantilevered substrate, with the bottom view camera
lens in the foreground.

droplet detached due to gravity and fell vertically towards the substrate. Independent,

identical dispensing systems (syringe pumps and dispensing tips) were used to generate

the undyed sessile and dyed impacting droplets, with the dispensing tips located 4 mm

apart. The dispensing tip used to generate the sessile droplet was mounted with the blunt

end 5.5± 0.5 mm above the substrate so the droplet was deposited gently and acquired

an approximately circular footprint. The dispensing tip used to generate the impacting

droplet was mounted higher to achieve a greater impact velocity, with the blunt end

16.5± 0.5 mm above the substrate. The impacting droplet was always in the deposition

regime, where it simply spread radially outwards after striking the substrate without any

breakup or splashing which would occur for higher impact velocities (Rioboo et al., 2001),

as studied by others (e.g. Wang and Bourouiba, 2018). Since ethanol-water mixtures are

used in this configuration, evaporation at the meniscus of the dispensing tips is a concern

given that preferential evaporation of ethanol could affect the relative fluid content there,

and thus in the deposited droplet. Hence, an extra droplet was generated (and caught

before hitting the substrate) immediately before each precursor droplet was deposited to

remove any effect of evaporation.

The silanised substrate was mounted as a rigid cantilever on a translation stage pro-

viding 2-axis horizontal motion (Comar Optics), with 10 µm precision in each direction, as

shown in Figure 3.9. The combined structure was mounted on an elevation stage (Comar

Optics), thereby providing the substrate with 3-axis motion. The substrate, supporting

the sessile droplet after deposition, was conveyed by the translation stage to achieve the

desired lateral separation with respect to the subsequently deposited impacting droplet.

Droplet positions were determined by two cameras using a long exposure (low light mode)

and fiducial markers; a front view gave the lateral separation and a bottom view ensured

centreline alignment.

Preferential evaporation of ethanol from the sessile droplet occurred whilst it sat on
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the substrate as the alignment procedure was executed. Hence, the time between successive

droplet depositions (i.e. the sessile and impacting droplets) was kept deliberately short and

approximately constant (20± 4 s). Supported by the evidence presented in Section 3.1.3,

the volume loss over the period of interest (up to 24 s) is not sufficient to appreciably

change the surface tension and therefore does not affect the trends identified in this work.

Furthermore, each fluid mixture was produced on the day of use and the surface tension

of a sample was verified using the bubble pressure tensiometer described in Section 3.1.3.

Each experiment was repeated at least three times to establish the typical dynam-

ics that are reported in Chapters 7 and 8. All experiments took place in air at room

temperature (23± 1 °C) and atmospheric pressure.

Imaging

Previous work imaging internal flows during droplet coalescence on a substrate has gen-

erally been limited to a single perspective, usually with a top or bottom view (e.g. Yeh

et al., 2015), but occasionally complemented by a front view (e.g. Castrejón-Pita et al.,

2013) or two views for slower dynamics (e.g. Zhang et al., 2015). However, simultaneous

imaging has already been shown to be essential for accurately evaluating the extent of

mixing within coalesced droplets, for which relatively low frame rates are sufficient (Paik

et al., 2003). In many published works, the lack of a front view means that the full detail

of the flow through the depth of the droplet cannot be determined, so surface and internal

phenomena cannot be distinguished. Using two high-speed cameras to capture both front

and bottom views simultaneously, a more complete understanding of the internal dynamics

is derived. Moreover, surface and internal dynamics can be distinguished. Colour cameras

are used to provide greater image detail from which to study mixing (see Section 3.3).

A high-speed camera (a colour Phantom v2512) captured the dynamics from the front,

using a Nikon AF Micro 60 mm lens with aperture set to f/4. The effective magnification

of the lens was increased using extension tubes (Kenko 32 mm and a Nikon K extension

ring set) to give a working distance of 37 mm. The pixel resolution was 1024 × 768,

yielding an effective resolution of 91.5± 0.5 px mm−1. Images were recorded at 25,000

FPS, with an exposure of 12 µs. It is important to appreciate that the sensitivity of the

v2512’s sensor is extremely high, which enabled the use of a significantly higher frame

rate (an order of magnitude) than similar experiments reported previously. To reduce

glare around the free surface in this view, the camera was inclined slightly relative to the

substrate (approximately 3°). Note that the use of a Navitar lens was attempted with

this camera configuration, but the minimum usable exposure was approximately 500 µs

(with poor light contrast). The resulting maximum 2,000 FPS frame rate was deemed

unacceptably low, which is why the macro lens assembly was chosen (cf. Section 3.3).

For some experiments, the front view camera described above was replaced by an

alternative high-speed camera (a colour Phantom v710), using the same physical and lens
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configuration. With this camera, the pixel resolution was 1024 × 512, yielding a typical2

effective resolution of 122.5± 0.5 px mm−1. The limitations of this camera compared to

the v2512 necessitated a higher primary exposure of 65 µs, so the frame rate was limited

to 14,000 FPS. Whilst the internal flow features were adequately represented with this

higher exposure, many other areas were saturated due to overexposure. Hence, an extreme

dynamic range (EDR/ secondary exposure) of 20 µs was used. This feature of Phantom

cameras enables the brightest parts of the image to be only exposed for the shorter EDR

time by resetting pixels above a preset threshold to zero for the final part of the exposure;

in this case, the pixels are reset 45 µs into the primary exposure. The result is an image

with more detailed darker features (due to the higher primary exposure), but where the

brighter areas are not overexposed (due to the shorter secondary exposure). When using

this feature, colour casting can arise but was almost completely eliminated in this work

by adjusting the white balance.

A second high-speed camera (a colour Phantom Miro LAB 310) captured the dynam-

ics from below, through the substrate via an optical mirror (Thorlabs ME2S-G01) mounted

45° to the substrate (visible in the right-hand image of Figure 3.9). This configuration is

preferable to a top view, since it clearly captures the droplet footprint on the substrate

and avoids distortion from the curved free surface. A fixed aperture macro lens (Tam-

ron SP AF 90 mm f/2.8) was used with two extension tubes (Kenko 20 mm and 12 mm).

The pixel resolution was 768× 576, yielding an effective resolution of 65.0± 0.5 px mm−1.

Images were recorded at 7,200 FPS, with an exposure of 120 µs.

The camera arrangement is shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. A black reference calibration

(current session reference) was carried out before each experiment. The cameras were

manually triggered by a single 500 µs pulse provided directly to each camera by a pulse

generator (TTi TGP110). Both cameras were focused on the droplet impact point on the

substrate and positioned to fully capture the droplets for all lateral separations studied.

The droplets were front-lit (see Section 3.3) by a single constant light source (200W Metal

Halide lamp, 89 North PhotoFluor II), positioned approximately 50 mm from the impact

point, to the right of the front view camera’s lens and oblique to the horizontal (seen behind

the front view camera’s lens in the right-hand image of Figure 3.9). As in Section 3.4,

a white background in each camera view was found to be essential for maximising the

amount of light reaching the cameras’ sensors. The light source shutter was only opened

for a short and consistent time encompassing coalescence (usually less than 5 s) to maintain

a constant temperature environment.

3.6 Image processing

Image processing utilising custom MATLAB codes was used extensively in this work to

extract quantitative data from the high-speed imaging experiments, both to aid in elu-

2For one experiment reported that uses this camera, the effective resolution was 115.5 px mm−1.
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cidating the physical mechanisms underpinning the flows, as well as for comparison to

numerical simulation results. In particular, it was desired to extract geometric quantities

such as edge profiles, total droplet height, internal interface location/height and spread

length, in addition to apparent contact angles and impacting droplet velocities/radii.

Edge detection

To determine all such quantities, the positions of the internal/external droplet edges are

required. For shadowgraph images, it is typically sufficient to ‘threshold’ the image in order

to separate the foreground (droplets) from the background, based on pixel contrast values,

to identify the external edges. However, with front-lit droplets the contrast difference

between the bulk droplet and background pixels is greatly reduced. Therefore, an edge

detection routine was used to identify discontinuities in pixel contrast (which characterise

edges), rather than thresholding, in this work. To improve droplet contrast for edge

detection, an approximation to the background was subtracted from each image, before the

contrast was changed to saturate 1% of pixels using the imadjust function in MATLAB.

Another effect of front-lighting is that the resulting images are relatively noisy, with

random imperfections that makes edge detection challenging due to detection of erro-

neous edge pixels. To reduce the influence of such random imperfections, each image was

smoothed before edge detection was undertaken. In particular, a Gaussian low-pass filter

(standard deviation 2) was applied via the frequency domain, using a process described

in detail by Gonzalez et al. (2004). Briefly, the image was converted to become square

(by adding zeros as necessary) and additionally zero-padded to reduce wrap-around error,

producing the image f . A Gaussian filter of the same size, h was created before it was

convolved with f to yield

f ∗ h = F−1
{
F{f} · F{h}

}
,

where F is the Fourier Transform operator and · denotes element-wise multiplication. The

padding was then removed from f ∗ h to yield the blurred version of f , on which edge

detection was undertaken.

There are a wide range of edge detection routines available (e.g. Canny, Prewitt,

Sobel), but in this work the subpixel edge detection routine suggested by Trujillo-Pino

et al. (2013) was used, the code implementing which is freely available from the MATLAB

Central File Exchange. This edge detection routine is apt for imperfect (realistic/noisy)

images that typically have close contours, and has been shown to accurately detect edges

in droplets previously (e.g. Andersen and Taboryski, 2017; Jadidbonab et al., 2018). More-

over, it also computes the normal vector (pointing towards regions of lower intensity) with

respect to each edge pixel detected, which is utilised to filter edges and identify the edge

type (i.e. external, internal, superfluous). For example, since the dyed fluid is generally

located above the undyed fluid (the latter of higher pixel intensity), all internal edges

have normals that point approximately upwards. Edge pixels are also filtered based upon

https://uk.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/48908-accurate-subpixel-edge-location
https://uk.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/48908-accurate-subpixel-edge-location
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proximity and associated with each other to define edges. Examples of both filtered and

unfiltered detected edges overlaid onto the underlying image can be found in Figure 6.4

on page 119, where it is clear that the left external edge is not accurately detected in

the upper reaches of the droplet. However, the important quantity in that case (contact

points for the spread length) is accurately and robustly identified – the philosophy of image

processing in this work was to achieve an accurate and robust assessment of the required

quantities, rather than perfectly and uniquely detect all external and internal edges.

For the colour images, exploitation of the constituent RGB colour channels was pos-

sible, with the red channel used to distinguish between dyed and undyed fluid (for internal

edges), whilst the blue channel enabled each droplet to be identified from the background

(for external edges). For experiments benefiting from multiple high-speed cameras (with

front and bottom views), the internal fluid interface between the dyed and undyed fluids

was tracked using the bottom view, which yields a time series of horizontal position in the

plane of the front view. For each horizontal position detected, the height of the free sur-

face above the substrate at that location was extracted from the corresponding front-view

frame. This analysis yielded the two-dimensional position of surface phenomena in the

plane of the front view. Horizontal positions were matched between the front and bottom

views based on the right contact point of the undisturbed sessile droplet. The matched

position was confirmed with a fiducial marker on the substrate, from which distances were

derived accounting for the different effective resolution of each view. Summarising, the

horizontal position of the internal leading edges were tracked from the bottom view, whilst

the corresponding free surface height was acquired from the front view. The timing was

based on the front view (highest frame rate) with each bottom view frame matched to

front-view times. Due to the high frame rates of both views compared to the time scales

of the phenomena studied, the error resulting from the temporal discrepancy is negligible.

Timing was synchronised by identifying t = 0.0 ms independently in each view.

Measurement of contact angles

From the filtered detected external edges of the droplets, it is desired to obtain a time

series for the apparent dynamic contact angle via image processing, for both analysis

and validation purposes. The equilibrium contact angle of a static sessile droplet can be

measured by fitting the Young-Laplace equation or an ellipse. To obtain the dynamic

contact angle of a droplet out of equilibrium, polynomial or linear fitting of the detected

edge at the contact line is commonly used (Atefi et al., 2013; Quetzeri-Santiago et al.,

2020). In this work however, the method suggested by Mirzaei (2017) is used instead,

which does not require fitting of analytical curves. This method was implemented in

MATLAB during this course of this work, strongly motivated by the code3 of Andersen

and Taboryski (2017) that is freely available from the MATLAB Central File Exchange.

3The original code of Andersen and Taboryski supports both the elliptical and polynomial fitting
methods. The contact angle code used in this work was developed from their code, with the general
algorithm maintained, though significant alterations were made to account for the visible internal flow.

https://uk.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/57919-drop-shape-analysis-fit-contact-angle-by-double-ellipses-or-polynomials
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Figure 3.10: Image-processed radius of a 4.0% ethanol-water mixture falling droplet, gen-
erated by dripping, computed as half the distance between the horizontal and vertical
extremities separately. The reported radius (always given to 0.01 mm resolution) in this
case is 1.08 mm (dashed line). t = 0.0 ms at the moment the droplet strikes the substrate.

Briefly, the side-view external edges near the contact line were detected and filtered,

as described above. Reflections in the substrate meant that the detected edges often

continued below the substrate, with the contact-line height and position determined by

identifying the discontinuous change in the edge normal vector evident for contact lines

with θd 6= 90°. The contact angle measurement method of Mirzaei involves the computa-

tion of n contact angles, where n is typically taken to be approximately 10% of the droplet

height in terms of pixels. To determine each contact angle, a linear fit to the detected

edge was made within a mask of height n/2 and width n, with the southern point of the

mask located on each of the first n pixels in the detected edge above the contact line.

The reported dynamic contact angle was calculated as a Gaussian weighted average of

the set of n contact angles measured. Mirzaei suggested that an error of < 1° can be

achieved using this method, but as explained in Chapter 6 an error of ±2° is assumed in

this work. An example of the detected contact angle tangents at the contact points in a

typical free-sessile droplet coalescence experiment can be seen in Figure 6.4 on page 119.

Impacting droplet properties

As explained in Section 3.5, droplets are often generated in this work by dripping from

a capillary, in which case the droplet radius, rf and velocity on striking the substrate

need to be determined for all fluid mixtures listed in Table 3.1. Unfortunately, the falling

droplets generated by dripping are rarely truly spherical due to capillary waves engendered

by detachment, given the low Ohnesorge number. In particular, falling droplets oscillate

about a spherical shape as they fall, and so it is difficult to determine the droplet radius

from a single frame.
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Figure 3.11: Image-processed centre height of a 4.0% ethanol-water mixture falling droplet,
generated by dripping, computed as the mean of the values determined from the horizontal
(inset) and vertical extremities. t = 0.0 ms when the droplet strikes the substrate.

Therefore, in this work a sequence of frames capturing the impacting droplet as it

fell towards the substrate is analysed, with the horizontal and vertical radii computed as

half the distance between the north/south and east/west (as shown inset in Figure 3.11)

points of the droplet on each frame, respectively. Time series of such values for a typical

droplet (consisting of a 4.0% ethanol-water mixture) generated by dripping are shown in

Figure 3.10 (where t = 0.0 ms at the time the droplet hits the substrate), with an approx-

imate 10% variation in the measured radius seen due to the capillary waves. Enabled by

the asymmetry of the capillary wave dynamics, it can be assumed that the ‘true’ value of

rf (corresponding to a spherical droplet) occurs when the horizontal and measured val-

ues are approximately equal. This assumption is supported by the observation that the

opposite local extrema in Figure 3.10 occur at similar times, i.e. when one direction is

maximally stretched by the capillary waves, the droplet assumes its most compressed state

in the other direction. Note that in Figure 3.10 there exist two times at which the mea-

sured radii in each direction coincide, but their values are slightly (< 0.01 mm) different.

The value of rf is chosen as the one with the minimum deviation between measurement

directions at a given time, indicated by the dashed horizontal line in Figure 3.10, with an

error less than the reported resolution of 0.01 mm.

The impact velocity upon striking the substrate also needs to be computed under

similar conditions. To do so, the same underlying data (droplet extremity positions) as for

determining the radius is used, from which the position of the droplet centre is computed

as it falls towards the substrate. In particular, the centre height above the substrate

is calculated twice, from the horizontal and vertical directions independently, with the

mean taken and plotted in Figure 3.11. As for Figure 3.10, t = 0.0 ms at the moment

the droplet strikes the substrate. The gradient of the line in Figure 3.11 gives the falling

droplet velocity, whilst the data should be well fitted by a quadratic polynomial given that
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the droplet detaches from the capillary and falls towards the substrate due to gravity. The

suitability of a quadratic fit is confirmed in Figure 3.11, given the overlap seen. To reduce

error, ten quadratic fits to the data are taken, sequentially and cumulatively excluding the

last ten measured by points before t = 0.0 ms. The median impact velocity (at t = 0.0 ms,

given by the coefficient of the linear term of the fitted polynomials) is reported, which is

always given to a resolution of 0.01 m s−1.

For both the impact velocity and radius, the reported values for each fluid mixture

are based upon between four and ten repeated experiments and analyses, with the mean

value taken (excluding outliers, if applicable). The reported error is the maximum of the

largest underlying experiment value deviation from the mean or 0.02 (mm for rf ; m s−1

for the impact velocity), the latter being a pessimistic estimate of the base error in the

analysis procedure/logic. The impact velocity and droplet radius for each fluid mixture

used in this work are reported with the experimental results in Chapters 7 and 8.
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Chapter 4

Numerical methodology and

development

This chapter introduces the numerical simulations developed and applied to study internal

flows during droplet coalescence in this work. In particular, the choice of a VOF model im-

plemented within OpenFOAM is elucidated and justified in Section 4.1. The mathematical

model and boundary conditions applied are considered in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively,

whilst the numerical implementation within OpenFOAM is discussed in Section 4.4. The

initial conditions are described and assessed in Section 4.5, before the customised solver

developed is applied to free droplet coalescence scenarios from the literature in Section 4.6.

4.1 Preliminary aspects

Choice of mathematical model

The requirements on which basis the mathematical model and interface-capturing scheme

utilised in this work were chosen are listed here:

� Ability to simulate the internal and external dynamics of droplet coalescence, from

the initial stages of post-coalescence to the longer time scale diffusive mixing phase,

in both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric configurations.

� Accurate treatment of substrate wettability and its influence on the dynamics.

� Ability to explicitly assess advective mixing via a passive scalar; not tracer particles.

� Flexibility and adaptability to build upon the initial work on internal jets presented

in this thesis. In particular, the potential to enhance the model by including fluid

miscibility, with and without surface tension differences, and molecular diffusion.
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A detailed exposition of the various mathematical models available to describe fluid

interfaces and discretise the governing equations is provided in Section 2.8 of Chapter 2.

With respect to the characteristics of the various numerical methods discussed in that

section, for flexibility with respect to initial condition, range of dynamics captured and

potential for including miscibility, the use of a sharp-interface model, and FEM more

generally, was ruled out. For solver adaptability and means of tracking advective mixing,

LBM was avoided despite its appealing treatment of wetting. Hence, a diffuse-interface

model within a FVM framework was chosen. With a view to incorporating fluid miscibility

and molecular diffusion, the level-set interface capturing technique (even CLSVOF) was

not appropriate. Therefore, the mathematical model utilised in this work was based on

the VOF interface-capturing technique implemented within a FVM numerical framework.

Choice of numerical framework

A common choice for the implementation of a VOF model to investigate surface tension

driven flows is Gerris/Basilisk, as noted in Chapter 2. However, as the surface tension

is derived from an analytical reconstruction of the interface in these codes, they are not

ideal for modelling molecular diffusion between different fluids, though they do support

molecular diffusion limited to one phase (López-Herrera et al., 2015). Instead, an alternate

numerical framework to implement the VOF model (OpenFOAM) is used in this work

in which the surface tension force is determined algebraically directly from the volume

fraction.

It should be noted that the rationale behind to the choice of numerical framework

was not limited to the precise physics explored in this work. Rather, to some extent

the intention instead was to develop numerical capability ripe for future development

and deployment to other scenarios. Therefore, whilst Gerris/Basilisk possess many of the

features required to produce the results presented here, the numerical framework developed

in OpenFOAM has many other advantages (discussed below) and can be easily adapted

to include additional physics and support other droplet configurations as will be described

in relation to future work.

OpenFOAM

OpenFOAM (an abbreviation of ‘Open-source Field Operation And Manipulation’) is an

open-source toolbox for solving PDEs discretised using the FVM, particularly relating to

fluid dynamics. Developed originally as FOAM primarily by Henry Weller and Hrvoje

Jasak (though credit for the vanilla solver that was customised in this work is mainly due

to Henrik Rusche) as PhD students at Imperial College in the ’90s, the code was first

released under an open-source licence (and the name ‘OpenFOAM’ introduced) in 2004

(Chen et al., 2014). OpenFOAM has suffered a somewhat convoluted and contentious

history, splintering into three flavours, but all have a very similar codebase with some
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alterations/enhancements. In particular, the OpenFOAM Foundation flavour (version

4.1), maintained by Weller and others, was used in this work.

High-level advantages of OpenFOAM include solver efficiency (the code is written in

C++, a modern programming language), code quality, its open-source but well-supported

nature, stable MPI parallelisation, and relative ease of adaption (Deshpande et al., 2012).

Hence, OpenFOAM allows users to focus on the physics and dynamics, rather than prob-

lems with the code and its use. Moreover, the VOF implementation within OpenFOAM

has been successfully applied in many droplet dynamics studies of impact/splashing (Feng,

2017; Boelens et al., 2018), collisions (Li and Fritsching, 2011), droplet-droplet coalescence

(Farhangi et al., 2012; Ghaffari et al., 2015), droplet-pool coalescence (Berberović et al.,

2009), coalescence-induced jumping (Khatir et al., 2016; Wasserfall et al., 2017; Chu et al.,

2020), and boiling (Kunkelmann, 2011). However, OpenFOAM does not appear to have

been applied to study internal flows and mixing in coalescing droplets previously.

4.2 Mathematical model

Mixture properties

The VOF method introduced in Chapter 2 allows a multiphase fluid system (e.g. droplets

and vapour) to be modelled as a single fluid with combined fluid properties, known as

mixture fluid properties. To do so, a conserved scalar known as the volume fraction,

α ∈ [0, 1] is defined. The volume fraction identifies the dispersed phase (the droplets,

where α = 1) within the continuous phase (the air, where α = 0) – see Figure 4.1 on

page 75. Through the definition of the volume fraction, the mixture fluid properties can

be calculated as weighted averages of the physical properties of each single fluid phase. In

particular, the mixture density, ρm is given by

ρm = αρd + (1− α)ρo, (4.1)

where ρd and ρo are the droplet and air densities, respectively. Similarly, the mixture

dynamic viscosity is given by

µm = αµd + (1− α)µo, (4.2)

where µd and µo are the droplet and air dynamic viscosities, respectively. In OpenFOAM,

the viscosity is specified as the kinematic viscosity, ν, defined as

ν =
µ

ρ
, (4.3)

where µ and ρ are the appropriate dynamic viscosity and density, respectively. Note that

whilst the properties of the droplets and air may be constant, the mixture properties
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defined by equations (4.1) and (4.2) are not constant over the domain.

Navier-Stokes equations

A single set of Navier-Stokes equations is solved for the combined fluid. Whilst the in-

dividual fluids are incompressible, the density of the combined fluid varies in space and

time. Hence, the continuity equation is

∂ρm
∂t

+
∂

∂xj

(
ρmuj

)
= 0, (4.4)

where uj is the fluid velocity and summation over repeated indices is implied. The Cauchy

momentum equation reads

∂

∂t

(
ρmui

)
+

∂

∂xj

(
ρmuiuj

)
=
∂Tij
∂xj

+ Fi, (4.5)

where Tij is the stress tensor and Fi represents the body forces. A derivation of these

equations can be found in many standard textbooks (see Acheson, 1990, for example).

As the fluids here are Newtonian and incompressible, the stress tensor is given by

Tij = −pδij + τij = −pδij + µm

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
, (4.6)

where p is the pressure and δij is the Kronecker delta. To improve numerical efficiency

within OpenFOAM, the divergence of the viscous stress tensor is reformulated as

∂τij
∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

(
µm

∂ui
∂xj

)
+
∂µm
∂xj

∂uj
∂xi

,

assuming that the divergence of velocity is zero, i.e. incompressibility (Rusche, 2002).

For several reasons, including simplifying the specification of pressure boundary con-

ditions, in OpenFOAM the pressure, p is generally replaced by a modified pressure,

p′ = p− ρmgjxj (4.7)

in which the hydrostatic contribution is subtracted, where gj is the acceleration vector

due to Earth’s gravitational force. Note that in terms of p′, atmospheric pressure is zero

assuming incompressibility and a quiescent flow (Rusche, 2002). The pressure gradient

term, which is implicit in Equation (4.5), is therefore rewritten as

∂p

∂xi
=
∂p′

∂xi
+ gjxj

∂ρm
∂xi

+ ρmgi. (4.8)

However, gravity is neglected in the simulations of this work (see below), so gi = 0 m s−1

and the last two terms in Equation (4.8) are zero. Hence, p = p′ in this work.
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Body force

Note that a surface force due to surface tension is not included in Equation (4.5). The

reason for this is that surface tension is included within this model through approximation

as a body force. Indeed, the contribution of momentum due to surface tension can be

determined by integrating the force per unit free surface area due to surface tension over

the free surface as ∫
S(t)

σκn̂i dS,

where S(t) represents the free surface, κ is the free surface curvature, σ is the surface

tension and n̂i is the unit normal to the free surface pointing out of the dispersed phase.

This integral can be converted to a volume integral by the introduction of the Dirac delta

function, δ as ∫
V
σκn̂iδ

(
xj − x′j

)
dV, (4.9)

where V represents the volume of the domain and prime denotes values on the free surface.

Thus the integrand is formally zero everywhere except on the free surface. In particular,

the integral in Equation (4.9) can be used to determine the momentum contribution due

to surface tension with a diffuse-interface as in the VOF method, but the position of the

free surface must be known explicitly.

It is however possible to infer the position of the free surface from the volume fraction,

where the gradient of volume fraction is only non-zero in the region of the free surface.

Indeed, Equation (4.9) is replaced by a body force in Equation (4.5) through the Brackbill

continuum surface force model (Brackbill et al., 1992) by approximation as

Fi = σκ
∂α

∂xi
. (4.10)

The free surface curvature, κ is given by

κ = − ∂

∂xj

[
∂α

∂xj

/(
∂α

∂xk

∂α

∂xk

) 1
2

]
, (4.11)

where the quantity in square brackets represents the unit normal to the free surface.

The normal is therefore computed algebraically from the volume fraction, rather than a

geometric reconstruction of the free surface.

Equation (4.10) is the final form of Fi used in Equation (4.5), since simulations are

restricted to cases where gravity is negligible (classically Bo� 1). In fact, the inclusion of

the gravitational body force in Equation (4.10) would cancel the hydrostatic component

that would arise in the modified pressure – see Equation (4.8). Despite this observation, it

was noticed during the course of this work that the inclusion of gravity had an unexpected

deleterious effect on the ability to accurately capture surface tension effects in the numeri-

cal simulations, most likely due to the density gradient term in Equation (4.8), since ρm is
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inhomogeneous within the VOF model. Whilst not an issue in this work, this observation

would warrant further investigation if the inclusion of gravity was desired.

Final form of the momentum equation

Taking into account the modified pressure, the reformulated gradient of the viscous stress

tensor, the inclusions to the body force term, and setting gravity to zero (all discussed

above), the final form of the momentum equation used in this work is

∂

∂t

(
ρmui

)
+

∂

∂xj

(
ρmuiuj

)
= − ∂p

′

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(
µm

∂ui
∂xj

)
+
∂µm
∂xj

∂uj
∂xi

+ σκ
∂α

∂xi
. (4.12)

Volume fraction advection

The volume fraction, α is advected according an an advection-diffusion equation (see

Section 2.4) of the form

∂α

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(
αuj

)
+

∂

∂xj

(
uc,jα(1− α)

)
= 0, (4.13)

where uc,j is a compression velocity. The third term on the LHS of Equation (4.13)

is present solely to yield a sharp free surface by limiting numerical diffusion associated

with advection of an (analytical) step function. It is only non-zero in the region of the

free surface, as α(1 − α) vanishes away from the free surface. The coefficient of the

compression term is taken to be unity. Further discussion regarding the compression term

and the numerical implementation of this equation are deferred to Section 4.4.6.

Passive scalar

For coalescing droplets of identical miscible fluids, there is no physical internal interface

between the fluids from each droplet within the coalesced droplet, in which α = 1 ev-

erywhere. From the volume fraction alone, only velocity vectors and contours (pressure,

velocity, etc.) are available to visualise internal flows. Thus, in order to assess advective

mixing an additional passive scalar, β is included in the model. This scalar is transported

according to an equivalent advection-diffusion equation to that for α, which is

∂β

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(
βuj

)
+

∂

∂xj

(
uc,jβ(1− β)

)
= 0. (4.14)

Recall that advective mixing is of interest in the current work, consistent with the size

of the droplets (millimetric) and short time scales (millisecond) considered, so there is no

molecular diffusion term in Equation (4.14). It is important to note that, unlike α (i.e.

Equation (4.13)), there is a one-way coupling between β (i.e. Equation (4.14)) and the
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α = 1

α = 0

β = 1

β = 0

β = 1

β = 0

(a) Domain coloured by α (b) Domain coloured by β (c) α ≥ 0.5 coloured by β

Figure 4.1: A passive scalar, β is used to assess advective mixing, initialised as unity
within one droplet (the free droplet here) and zero elsewhere, as shown in panel (b).
α = 1 is initialised in both droplets, as depicted in panel (a). Hiding the vapour phase
(thresholding such that α ≥ 0.5), the fluid from each droplet can be distinguished via β,
as in panel (c). Note that the sessile droplet free surface, delineated by a dashed line, is
not perceivable in panel (b).

flow (i.e. Equations (4.4) and (4.12)). Hence, β is truly passive and has no influence on

the dynamics.

Whilst α is initialised as unity within both droplets, β is initialised as unity within

exactly one of the droplets, and zero elsewhere. Hence, hiding the vapour phase by thresh-

olding α ≥ 0.5 and colouring the droplets by β, each droplet appears a different colour

(with a visible internal interface), as demonstrated in Figure 4.1. Hence, advective mixing

can be assessed.

The provision and transport of a non-diffusive passive scalar is not a standard part

of OpenFOAM and so had to be implemented within the solver customised in this work

in a similar way to that of α. Moreover, the same discretisation schemes and solver

settings were used for Equation (4.14) as for Equation (4.13). Details about the numerical

implementation of β and verification are given in Section 4.4.6.

4.3 Boundary conditions

Generally in this work, droplets in contact with a substrate within an immiscible vapour

phase are considered. Hence, there are two physical boundaries for which boundary condi-

tions on ui, p
′, α and β need to be specified: the substrate and an (arbitrary) atmospheric

boundary. Additionally, simulations were performed in a quarter domain with symme-

try planes on the inner boundaries to reduce computational cost – see Section 4.4.3, and

Figure 4.2 on page 81 in particular. On the symmetry planes, a zero Dirichlet bound-

ary condition is applied to the normal velocity, with zero normal Neumann boundary

conditions on the volume fraction, passive scalar and modified pressure.
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Substrate

As explained in Chapter 2, the dynamic contact angle implies a boundary condition on

the free surface shape near the contact line. Within the VOF framework, θd is therefore

specified as a boundary condition on the volume fraction, α in addition to the passive

scalar, β for consistency. Hence, a dynamic contact angle model is required to prescribe

θd, with Kistler’s model selected for use in this work. Moreover, in order to capture contact

angle hysteresis, a modified form of Kistler’s model to that given in Chapter 2 was used,

which has previously been applied by several other authors to study various aspects of

droplet dynamics (e.g. Farhangi et al., 2012; Moghtadernejad et al., 2015; Ludwicki and

Steen, 2020). In particular, the dynamic contact angle is given by

θd = fH
[
Cacl + f−1

H

(
Θ
)]
, (4.15)

where Cacl is the contact line capillary number (Equation (2.21)) and fH is the Hoffman

function,

fH(s) = arccos

{
1− 2 tanh

[
5.16

(
s

1 + 1.31s0.99

)0.706
]}

. (4.16)

Unlike in Chapter 2, θeq does not appear in Equation (4.15), but is replaced with a

dummy variable, Θ to allow contact angle hysteresis to be captured. The value of Θ in

Equation (4.15) depends on the direction of contact line motion via

Θ =


θa for ucl > 0,

θeq for ucl = 0,

θr for ucl < 0,

(4.17)

in which θa, θeq (which is inconsequential in practice as ucl is seldom identically zero) and

θr are prescribed. Between Equations (4.15) to (4.17), only these three parameters need

to be prescribed. Hence, this dynamic contact angle model can be used without a wealth

of experimental data to fix various free parameters. Note however that the model does

not include pinning; the prescribed dynamic contact angle is discontinuous at ucl = 0 and

there is no explicit boundary condition on the position of the contact line. Fortunately,

the lack of pinning turns out to be inconsequential, as elucidated in Chapter 6.

The dynamic contact angle model specifies θd for a given contact line velocity, which

is applied on each and every time step in the numerical simulations. By definition, contact

angles determine the orientation of the free surface, characterised by its normal, at the

contact line. Hence, the boundary conditions on α and β are actually applied to the free

surface normal at the contact line (located by the volume fraction), which feeds into the

advection of the volume fraction (equivalently passive scalar) to ensure that the prescribed

dynamic contact angle is adhered to.

However, the free surface normal emerging on each time step need not be the same as
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that prescribed by the dynamic contact angle model. Hence, the boundary condition on

α and β is actually applied as an update to the free surface unit normal that emerges at

the contact line, n̂0,i. In particular, the updated free surface unit normal at the contact

line, n̂c,i is given by

n̂c,i = a n̂s,i + b n̂0,i, (4.18)

where n̂s,i is the unit normal to the substrate, whilst a, b ∈ R are scalars into which

the dynamic contact angle specified by the dynamic contact angle model is fed – the

expressions for, and derivation of, these scalars are given in Appendix B.

This free surface normal update procedure is implemented within vanilla OpenFOAM

and is used to apply static and dynamic contact angle boundary conditions alike. Whilst

there is a dynamic contact angle model implemented within vanilla OpenFOAM1, Kistler’s

model is not. Hence, the solver customised in this work was adapted to support the use

of Kistler’s model based upon code available on GitHub (Rattner and Garimella, 2014;

Nabil and Rattner, 2016). Validation of this code by means of quantitative comparison to

experiments is undertaken in Chapter 6.

Coupled with Kistler’s model, no-slip is enforced on the substrate, while the bound-

ary condition on the modified pressure, p′ is chosen to be determined by the velocity

(fixedFluxPressure in OpenFOAM). In particular, the no-slip boundary condition is

applied to the cell faces on the substrate within the finite volume representation, but since

OpenFOAM uses a collocated methodology the cell-centre values closest to the substrate

are non-zero. Moreover, the mass flux of the cell at the contact line is determined by inte-

grating over the whole cell, whilst no-slip is only applied to the one face coinciding with the

substrate. Hence, an effective slip is introduced via the numerical method that removes

the shear stress singularity, which is the crux of the moving contact-line problem (Afkhami

et al., 2009). Note that molecular slip (O
(
10 nm

)
according to Geng et al., 2019) would

be on a much smaller scale than the cell size, which is typically ∼14 µm in the simulations

quantitatively compared to experiments in Chapter 6, to which contact-line motion is not

very sensitive (Saha and Mitra, 2009). The contact line velocity determined from the

centre of the cell closest to the substrate at the contact line (characterised by α) with this

effective slip is fed into the dynamic contact angle model via Cacl and Equation (4.17).

Atmospheric boundary

Atmospheric boundaries are artificial in the sense that they must be specified at an ar-

bitrary position, where no such physical boundary exists, to restrict the domain size.

There are some theoretical issues regarding choices for boundary conditions on atmo-

spheric boundaries (see e.g. Kirkpatrick and Armfield, 2009), but the domain size was

always chosen in this work such that the atmospheric boundaries remain sufficiently far

1The existing dynamic contact angle model in OpenFOAM is θd = θeq +
(
θ1 − θ2) tanh

(
ucl/ul

)
, where

θ1, θ2 define the limits of θd and ul is some velocity scaling (see e.g. Feng, 2017). It does not support
contact angle hysteresis and does not appear to have a firm physical basis so its use is avoided in this work.

https://github.com/MahdiNabil/CFD-PC
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from the droplets that their precise properties had a negligible effect on the dynamics –

see Chapter 5. Zero normal Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions were applied for

velocity and modified pressure respectively:

∂ui
∂n

= 0, p′ = 0 ∀ xi ∈ ∂Ω, (4.19)

where ∂/∂n denotes the (boundary) normal gradient and ∂Ω denotes the boundary itself

(Wasserfall et al., 2017; Deka et al., 2019).

The volume fraction, α and passive scalar, β obey zero Neumann and Dirichlet bound-

ary conditions for outflow and inflow, respectively (Boelens et al., 2018). Mathematically,∂α/∂n = 0 for ujnj > 0 and xi ∈ ∂Ω,

α = 0 for ujnj < 0 and xi ∈ ∂Ω,
(4.20)

where nj is the outward pointing normal to the boundary. Hence, droplet fluid can leave

the domain, but only vapour can enter to ensure that the solution remains theoretically

consistent. However, as the droplets remain far from the atmospheric boundaries at all

times, the boundary condition there is somewhat inconsequential as there is only ever

vapour near such boundaries.

4.4 Numerical framework

In this section, the numerical framework used to solve the mathematical model, subject

to boundary conditions specified above, is described. Briefly, the equations are discretised

onto an adaptively-refined hexahedral mesh using the finite volume method and solved

using the PISO algorithm. The solver details and the numerical implementation of the

crucial bounded scalars α and β are described in some detail.

4.4.1 Finite volume method

As noted before, this work makes use of the finite volume method (FVM), which is briefly

outlined here – for a more detailed exposition, see textbooks such as Patankar (1980)

and Versteeg and Malalasekera (1995). In FVM, the domain is discretised into cells (also

known as control volumes), which are all hexahedral in this work. The precise structure of

the mesh used will be discussed in Section 4.4.3. Typically, fluid properties are calculated

and stored at cell-centres with interpolation used to derive cell-face data from cell-centre

data as necessary, which is the case in OpenFOAM.

The equations to be solved are integrated over each cell (control volume), which

implies integral conservation of the physical quantities over any group of cells (Patankar,

1980). In particular, the divergence terms are transformed to surface integrals via the
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divergence theorem and are thus evaluated as fluxes through each of the cell faces. For

example, the advective term in the momentum equation is integrated as2

∫
V

∂

∂xj

(
ρmuiuj

)
dV ≈

∑
f

unf,i
(
ρn+1
m un+1

j

)
f
Snf,j ,

where f denotes a cell face, Sf,j is the cell-face area vector and V is the volume of the cell

over which the term is integrated (Albadawi et al., 2013). Thus,
(
ρmuj

)
f
Sf,j is the mass

flux through the cell face f . For neighbouring cells, the mass flux through the shared face

out of one is equal to that into the other, ensuring mass conservation.

The remaining volume integrals are approximated by finite-difference-like formula-

tions (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995). For example, the volume integral of transient

terms are replaced with an implicit Euler formulation in this work, so

d

dt

∫
V
ρψ dV ≈ ρV ψ

n+1 − ψn
tn+1 − tn , (4.21)

where ψn is the value of ψ on time step n, tn.

Once each integral has been appropriately approximated, the integral equations over

each cell are reduced to a system of algebraic equations of the form

ai,jxj = bi, (4.22)

where xj represents the unknown variables and ai,j , bi are arrays of known values, which

needs to be iteratively solved at each time step based on either the initial condition or the

solution on the previous time step. The pressure-velocity calculation procedure used by

the solver in this work (PISO algorithm) is discussed in Section 4.4.5.

4.4.2 Discretisation

The section above describes the principles of discretisation, but there is a requirement to

choose specific discretisation schemes in practice; schemes are required to integrate tran-

sient terms (as demonstrated for an implicit Euler formulation in Equation (4.21)) and for

spatial gradients to be used in combination with the divergence theorem. Spatial schemes

rely on interpolation from the cell-centres to cell-faces for fluxes to be computed, where

inaccurate fluxes can lead to unphysical numerical solutions with spurious oscillations and

other numerical issues (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995). To help ensure accurate compu-

tation of fluxes, codes such as OpenFOAM generally employ flux-limited high-resolution

schemes which are total variation diminishing (TVD)3, a property from which preserva-

tion of monotonicity follows. Hence, spurious oscillations are prevented to yield a physical

2Note that the advection term is treated semi-implicitly in the numerics – see Section 4.4.5.
3Such schemes ensure that the total variation (the sum of absolute difference in the field over each cell

in the discretised domain) does not increase on each and every time step.
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Table 4.1: OpenFOAM discretisation schemes used in this work.

Term OpenFOAM Scheme Reference

Time derivatives Euler Kunkelmann (2011)
Gradients Gauss linear Wasserfall et al. (2017)
Tensor advection Gauss limitedLinearV 1 Larsen et al. (2019)
Viscous stress Gauss linear Wasserfall et al. (2017)
Scalar advection Gauss vanLeer01 Larsen et al. (2019)
Scalar compression Gauss interfaceCompression Deshpande et al. (2012)
Laplacian Gauss linear corrected Kunkelmann (2011)

solution (Tu et al., 2013).

The OpenFOAM discretisation schemes used in this work are listed in Table 4.1. The

limited linear scheme used was a variant which takes the direction of steepest gradients

into account within the calculation – Albadawi et al. (2013) give a detailed description of

this second-order TVD scheme. A special version of the van Leer scheme (van Leer, 1979)

was used for the advection of α and β to bound the blending factor between 0 and 1. In

particular, the underlying scheme is van Leer, but becomes upwind if the blending factor

goes out of bounds to stabilise the solution. The Gauss interface compression scheme

is specifically designed for the compression term described above (Rusche, 2002). See

Moukalled et al. (2016) and the OpenFOAM documentation for further discussion. Note

that the scheme selection reported in Table 4.1 does not necessarily represent an optimum

choice, but was found to be appropriate in practice.

4.4.3 Computational domain and mesh

Geometry

The computational domain used in this work was three-dimensional. However, the sim-

ulations reported are axisymmetric so, to reduce computational cost, a quarter domain

was used with symmetry planes on the inner boundaries. An image of the mesh within

the quarter domain used is shown in Figure 4.2, with the initial condition for a typical

free-sessile droplet coalescence simulation set. The size of the domain was set based upon

the free droplet radius, rf so to allow changes in scale to be made whilst maintaining

effective domain size. A domain size of 4rf × 5rf × 4rf was generally used (where 5rf

corresponds to the direction in line with the droplet axis of symmetry), with the dynamics

found to be very insensitive to the domain size, as demonstrated in Chapter 5.

For the droplet configuration shown in Figure 4.2, 2D-axisymmetric simulations would

of course be sufficient. However, 2D-planar simulations, in which the droplets would be

approximated by infinite cylinders, are not appropriate, as explained in the next section.
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Figure 4.2: A depiction of the quarter domain and hexahedral adaptive mesh used in this
work, with the initial condition for free and sessile droplet coalescence. Note that only the
mesh on the boundary of the domain (i.e. not the inner mesh) is shown to make the mesh
structure visible. From this viewpoint, the bottom boundary is the substrate; forward and
right (inner) boundaries are symmetry planes; the other three are atmospheric boundaries.

Vorticity considerations

The behaviour of vorticity is different in 2D-planar flows compared to 2D-axisymmetric/3D

flows. The vorticity, ωi of a flow is defined as the curl of the flow velocity ui,

ωi = εijk
∂uk
∂xj

, (4.23)

where εijk is the Levi-Civita symbol. Vorticity is a measure of the local rate of rotation of

fluid elements (Acheson, 1990). Assuming that the fluid is Newtonian, incompressible and

isotropic, taking the curl of the momentum equation (assuming constant density) yields

the vorticity equation, which reads

Dωi
Dt

=
∂ωi
∂t

+ uj
∂ωi
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸

Vortex advection

= ωj
∂ui
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸

Vortex stretching & tilting

+ ν
∂2ωi
∂xj∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸

Vortex diffusion

, (4.24)

where the physical interpretation of each term is indicated below it. Equation (4.24)

assumes that Fi is a conservative force, which is equivalent to its curl being identically

zero, i.e.

εijk
∂Fk
∂xj

= 0. (4.25)
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Whilst gravity is a conservative force, it is not true that the force due to surface tension

(Equation (4.10)) is conservative. However, in this exposition it is the behaviour of vortic-

ity within a bulk single phase that is of interest, so this inconsistency with the momentum

equation used in this work (Equation (4.5)) is not a concern here.

The specific contribution of the individual terms on the RHS of Equation (4.24) can be

made clear by expansion of an individual component. In particular, the second component

is
Dω2

Dt
= ω1

∂u2

∂x1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vortex tilting

+ ω2
∂u2

∂x2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vortex stretching

+ ω3
∂u2

∂x3︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vortex tilting

+ ν
∂2ω2

∂xj∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vortex diffusion

.

It is thus clear that the components of the ωj
∂ui
∂xj

term act to stretch and tilt/turn the

vortex tubes separately, allowing vorticity to be transferred across scales. Crucially, it is

the only term in Equation (4.24) that describes the influence of the flow on the structure

of vorticity – the others describe the transport and diffusion of vorticity due to viscosity

only. The stretching and tilting mechanisms are particularly important in vortex rings,

where vorticity is transferred to smaller scales within the toroidal ring (see Figure 2.7).

In contrast to vortex stretching and tilting, vorticity diffusion described by the last term

on the RHS of Equation (4.24) only scales the intensity of vorticity.

Having elucidated the behaviour of vorticity in 3D (equivalently 2D-axisymmetric)

flows, the differences that arise with 2D-planar flows, defined as

u1 = u1(x, y, t);u2 = u2(x, y, t);u3 = 0,

are now considered for comparison. For 2D-planar flow, there is only one non-zero com-

ponent of the vorticity vector, which is

ω3 =
∂u2

∂x1
− ∂u1

∂x2
,

so the vorticity vector, wi is parallel to the nil third axis. Moreover, the vortex tilting and

stretching term is identically zero since ω1 = ω2 = 0 and u3 = 0. Hence, Equation (4.24)

reduces to
Dωi
Dt

=
∂ωi
∂t

+ uj
∂ωi
∂xj

= ν
∂2ωi
∂xj∂xj

(4.26)

for 2D-planar flow. Comparing Equation (4.26) to Equation (2.13), it can be determined

that, for 2D-planar flow, the vorticity equation is simply an advection-diffusion equation,

with the consequence that vorticity acts only as a diffusive transported scalar. In other

words, in 2D-planar flow vorticity is simply advected from where it is generated at fluid

interfaces (or initialised elsewhere) into the bulk and diffuses due to viscosity, without being

influenced – only transported – by the flow itself. No vortex enhancement or transfer of

vorticity to smaller scales is possible.

Hence, the action of vorticity between 2D-planar and 3D (equivalently 2D-axisymmetric)
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flows is qualitatively different. Given the relationship between vorticity and internal jet

formation elucidated by Xia et al. (2017) for free droplet coalescence, it is therefore not

appropriate to study internal flows during droplet coalescence with 2D-planar simulations,

especially those in which jet formation is expected. Nevertheless, 2D-planar simulations

of such dynamics can be found in the literature (e.g. Eiswirth et al., 2012), though sig-

nificant qualitative differences between those simulations and experiments (especially a

lack of recirculation within jets) are evident. Therefore, 3D simulations (with a quarter

domain to reduce computational cost) were exclusively deployed in this work.

Mesh

The domain was discretised into regular hexahedral cells, producing a highly-orthogonal

good-quality mesh with minimal skewness. As for domain size, the mesh density is de-

fined by the number of cells per (smallest) free droplet radius, rf . Since the vapour has

little effect on the droplet dynamics of interest, the use of adaptive mesh refinement was

desirable to ensure that the mesh was more dense within the droplet than the vapour

phase, reducing computational cost both in terms of time and memory. The whole droplet

region is of interest for the internal dynamics, rather than just the droplet interface as

in most studies. Therefore, the entire droplet region, defined by α > 0.01, was refined.

Each cell such that α > 0.01 (defining the refinement criterion) was divided into eight

equally-sized new hexahedral cells – the data was interpolated and fluxes recalculated to

populate the new cells. Moreover, the new cells could themselves be refined at the next

opportunity if they met the refinement criterion; cells were unrefined if they ceased to meet

the refinement criterion (i.e. if droplet cells became vapour cells). Each cell was assessed

for (un)refinement every two time steps. Mesh adaption is computationally expensive in

itself; whilst the (un)refinement interval could have been increased without a significant

influence on the results, it was preferred to keep it small, favouring accuracy over speed.

In this work, a base mesh density of 10 cells per rf was used, which is the minimum

mesh resolution in the vapour phase. Three levels of adaptive mesh refinement (i.e. a

multiple of 23) were deployed such that the mesh resolution throughout the droplet was

80 cells per rf . Despite the diffuse interface, further refinement had a negligible effect

on the results – a mesh sensitivity analysis is presented in Chapter 5. For a typical free-

sessile droplet coalescence simulation, the mesh structure at t = 0.0 ms and t = 0.2 ms is

shown in Figure 4.3. The high mesh density within the droplet region mentioned above

is clearly evident. Figure 4.3 also indicates that the maximum number of cells is at

t = 0.0 ms, which is due to practical considerations in ensuring that the region where the

droplets were initialised was refined4. Indeed, for t > 0.0 ms the adaptive mesh refinement

algorithm ensures that few cells in the vapour phase are refined.

4The rectangular refined volume seen in Figure 4.3a was manually set to encapsulate the volume in
which droplets were defined – see Section 4.5 for details.
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(a) t = 0.0ms (b) t = 0.2ms

Figure 4.3: Mesh structure for a typical free-sessile droplet coalescence simulation at
(a) t = 0.0 ms and (b) t = 0.2 ms. Top row: the mesh on a complete inner boundary
(symmetry plane). Bottom row (rotated): the region near to the droplets. All cells
are hexahedral, with a 10 cells per rf base mesh density, and 3 levels of adaptive mesh
refinement everywhere α > 0.01 (i.e. 80 cells per rf within the whole droplet region).

4.4.4 Customised solver

The VOF model described above is implemented within the interFoam solver of Open-

FOAM 4.1, which has been extensively validated (see e.g. Deshpande et al., 2012) and is

a transient isothermal multiphase solver that supports the modelling of two immiscible

phases. The source code of the interFoam solver was customised during the course of this

work, with the following modifications implemented:

� Merging of the codes for static and adaptive mesh (interDyMFoam) versions of

interFoam to create the base of the new solver (a single interFoam solver is provided

as standard in OpenFOAM 6 and later versions);

� Inclusion of the Kistler dynamic contact angle model (see Section 4.3);
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� Addition of a bounded passive scalar, β which enabled internal flows and advective

mixing to be monitored (see Sections 4.2 and 4.4.6);

� Alteration of the time step control such that the initial time step could be explicitly

specified at run-time and enforced (see Section 4.4.8).

4.4.5 Pressure-velocity calculation procedure

The pressure-velocity calculation procedure for the Navier-Stokes equations employed by

the customised solver is briefly described in this section. The PISO (Pressure-Implicit

with Splitting of Operators) algorithm, originally proposed by Issa (1986), is used5. Note

that α and β are advected at the beginning of every time step, whereas the dynamic

contact angle model is applied during the PISO algorithm when the surface tension force

is computed. For each time step, the PISO algorithm consists of three primary steps:

1. Momentum predictor step. The velocity is updated by solving the momen-

tum equation (Equation (4.12)) with the modified pressure, p′ treated explicitly.

Moreover, the nonlinear advection term ∂
∂xj

(
ρuiuj

)
is handled by treating it in flux

form ∂
∂xj

(
ρφuj

)
, where φ is the explicit flux – this treatment is permissible as the

pressure-velocity coupling is much stronger than the nonlinear velocity coupling.

2. Pressure corrector step. An equation for the modified pressure, p′ (derived from

the momentum equation) is solved, using the velocity from the previous momentum

predictor step6. The mass flux is first computed with the pressure treated explicitly;

then the pressure equation is solved nNonOrthogonalCorrectors times to obtain p′.

3. Momentum corrector step. The velocity is updated using the value for pressure

obtained in the previous pressure corrector step.

The pressure and momentum corrector steps (2 and 3 in the list above) are repeated

nCorrectors times on each time step. The ‘PIMPLE controls’ (those controlling the

PISO algorithm) chosen are displayed in Table 4.2. More details about the general PISO

algorithm are given by Versteeg and Malalasekera (1995), whilst Moukalled et al. (2016)

describe the PISO implementation in OpenFOAM.

4.4.6 Bounded scalars

The advection of physically bounded scalars poses a particular challenge for diffuse-

interface FVM methods. Indeed, both the volume fraction, α ∈ [0, 1] and passive scalar,

5Within OpenFOAM, the PIMPLE algorithm (which combines the PISO and SIMPLE – typically used
for steady-state simulations – algorithms) is used. However, as nOuterCorrectors is set equal to one it
effectively reduces to the standard PISO algorithm described here.

6If the momentum predictor step were not performed (i.e. momentumPredictor were set to no), then
the velocity would be treated explicitly in the pressure corrector step.
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Table 4.2: PISO algorithm controls which are specified in the PIMPLE subdictionary of
system/fvSolution in each OpenFOAM case. No under-relaxation was applied.

Option Value Notes

Momentum predictor yes Update velocity before solving for p′.
No. outer correctors 1 Reduces PIMPLE to PISO.
No. correctors 3 No. pressure and momentum corrector steps.
No. non-orthogonal correctors 1 Repeated solution of pressure equation.
Mesh dynamic yes Correct pressure for moving mesh.

β ∈ [0, 1] change rapidly between zero and one across their respective interfaces and so

accurate computation of their flux through cell faces is required in order to avoid excessive

numerical diffusion. Such numerical diffusion may lead to inaccurate computation of the

surface tension force and cause the scalars not to respect their physical bounds. The next

couple of subsections discuss the computation of α, whilst β is considered in the last.

Interface compression

The third term – that is, the compression term – on the LHS of Equation (4.13),

∂

∂xj

(
uc,jα(1− α)

)
is present to reduce numerical diffusion on the α interface by effectively compressing

it through the introduction of a small compression velocity, uc,j perpendicular to the

interface. Note that the compression term has a user-modifiable coefficient, cα. Many

values of cα can be found in the literature, where unity is usually the lowest and a common

choice for generic free surface problems (Theobald et al., 2020). An optimum choice of cα

does not necessarily exist, and the appropriate value depends on many factors including

the underlying flow physics and other solver settings – see Appendix C. The value of cα

therefore should not be treated independently. The approach taken in this work was to

specify cα = 1, a low value to avoid over compression that might have an undue influence

on the delicate free surface dynamics, and then adjust the solver settings and mesh density

as required to remove any undue numerical diffusion.

The compression velocity, uc,j acts perpendicularly to the interface and is based on

the cell-face volumetric flux, φ in the discretised version of Equation (4.13). Formally,

φ = Sf,juf,j where Sf,j is the cell-face area vector and uf,j is the velocity projected onto

the cell face (not the cell-centre value). In practice, φ emerges from the solution of the

momentum equation (see Section 4.4.5). In OpenFOAM 4.1, the compression velocity is

given by

uc,i = cα

∣∣∣∣∣∣ φ(
Sf,jSf,j

) 1
2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ n̂i, (4.27)

where n̂i is the unit normal to the interface. Note however that Equation (4.27) is actually
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an equation for the flux-flux compression velocity; that is, the velocity on the cell-face

rather than at the cell-centre. Indeed, the fluxes of Equation (4.13) are computed across

cell-faces in the discretised form as explained in Section 4.4.1. Equation (4.27) can be

found in the alphaEqn.H file of the vanilla interFoam solver.

As insinuated in Equation (4.11), n̂i is mathematically defined as

n̂i =
∂α

∂xi

/(
∂α

∂xk

∂α

∂xk

) 1
2

. (4.28)

As was the case for velocity though, the cell-face values are required in Equation (4.27).

Hence, the volume fraction gradients are actually interpolated from the cell centres to the

cell faces in the numerical framework before being substituted into Equation (4.28). Note

that away from the free surface, the volume fraction gradients vanish so Equation (4.27)

becomes zero (i.e. there is no compression). To stabilise the computation, an additional

small term, δN is added to the denominator of Equation (4.28), which is given by

δN = ε

(∑N
k=1 Vcell,k

N

)− 1
3

,

where N is the number of cells, ε is a scaling constant (typically taken as 1× 10−8) and

Vcell,k is the volume of the kth cell. The formulation in brackets represents the average

cell volume, so it is clear than δN is typically a very small number. The same approach

is used to compute the normal for the free surface curvature, κ in Equation (4.11) and is

implemented in the interfaceProperties.C file within the OpenFOAM source code.

Flux-corrected transport algorithms

The inclusion of the compression term in the advection-diffusion equation for α successfully

limits numerical diffusion in pseudo-static configurations. However, standard numerical

schemes are far too diffusive to support the advection of bounded scalars, even with in-

terface compression. Hence, OpenFOAM uses a flux-corrected transport (FCT) algorithm

to guarantee boundedness in the solution of hyperbolic problems with bounded variables;

in particular, the advection of α via Equation (4.13).

Originally introduced by Boris and Book (1973), the essence of FCT algorithms is

to introduce an anti-diffusive stage into the computation of the cell-face flux such that

neither new extrema are generated in the solution, nor are existing extrema accentuated.

In particular, Zalesak (1979) introduced the multidimensional version of the algorithm

which is suitable for use in fluid dynamics, ensuring transported properties are maintained

within physical limits (e.g. α ∈ [0, 1]). To elucidate the concept, the FCT algorithm in

one dimension computes the corrected cell-face flux, FC as

FC = FL + λ(FH − FL),
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0.0 ms 14.0 ms 25.0 ms 100.0 ms

Figure 4.4: An example of a free droplet coalescence simulation using a variant of the
customised solver in which the passive scalar, β is implemented with a standard numerical
scheme (not the MULES FCT scheme). Excessive numerical diffusion is clear.

where FL is the cell-face flux computed using a low-order, bounded scheme and FH is the

cell-face flux computed using a higher-order, but potentially unbounded, scheme. FH−FL
can be considered to be an anti-diffusive flux, whilst λ ∈ [0, 1] is a blending factor chosen

such that no new local extrema are generated in the solution. As a result, the higher-order

method is used away from regions of rapid change in the solution, and is replaced by a

lower-order monotonicity-preserving method in the region of rapid change, where the use

of higher-order methods would violate physical bounds on the solution (Zalesak, 2005). A

multidimensional extension can be applied within FVM.

MULES (Multidimensional Universal Limiter for Explicit Solution) is the OpenFOAM

iterative implementation of the multidimensional FCT algorithm. In MULES, λ is deter-

mined iteratively and global extrema can be set (e.g. min(α) = 0 and max(α) = 1),

the latter ensuring that it is not only local extrema that are respected (Márquez Damián,

2013). The combination of the compressive term in Equation (4.13) and the use of MULES

enables the advection of α with limited numerical diffusion, whilst ensuring α ∈ [0, 1].

Passive scalar

Whilst MULES and Equation (4.13) are implemented for the volume fraction, α within

vanilla OpenFOAM, there is no default support for the transport of a bounded passive

scalar, β that is necessary for assessing advective mixing. Hence, a separate implemen-

tation of Equation (4.14) was required within the customised solver under the framework

described above to enable the advection of β without excessive numerical diffusion. Indeed,

the requirement for MULES is obvious considering Figure 4.4 in which Equation (4.14)

was solved for β using a standard numerical scheme instead of MULES for demonstration

purposes. Excessive numerical diffusion (especially at t = 100.0 ms) is clear in Figure 4.4,

whilst the interface remains appropriately compressed when Equation (4.14) was solved

using MULES (see e.g. Figure 4.5).

The MULES implementation of Equation (4.14), for β, within the customised solver

was verified using massless particle tracing7 on the velocity field as seen in Figure 4.5 for

7The particle tracing seen in Figure 4.5 was implemented within ParaView, with particles are advected
along pathlines using simulation data written 0.5 ms apart, rather than every simulation time step.
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t = 0.0ms

t = 5.0ms

t = 10.0ms

t = 12.5ms

Figure 4.5: Frames showing both the droplet and air phases coloured by the passive scalar,
β for a typical free and sessile droplet coalescence simulation from Chapter 6. Only part
of the computational domain is shown. Blue regions indicate where β = 0, whilst red
indicates where β = 1. At t = 0.0 ms, massless particles are initialised toward the left of
the internal interface (seen as a horizontal black line) and are advected along pathlines
by the velocity field (independent of β) with 0.5 ms time resolution to verify the passive
scalar implementation within the customised solver.
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a typical free and sessile droplet coalescence simulation from Chapter 6. This means of

testing the passive scalar implementation is appropriate since there is a one-way coupling

between β and the velocity field. In particular, the particles in Figure 4.5 are initialised

coinciding with the internal interface of β at t = 0.0 ms and, as seen from the figure, remain

on the interface for all t > 0.0 ms which verifies the implementation of β, i.e. β captures

the internal interface as desired. Moreover, qualitative and quantitative experimental

validation of the coalescence results is provided in Chapter 6.

4.4.7 Iterative algorithms

Once the PDEs describing the flow are reduced to a system of algebraic equations (Equa-

tion (4.22)), an iterative algorithm is required to solve the linear system on each time step.

Full details of the iterative solution algorithms and controls used are given in Appendix C

so only an overview is given here.

The linear systems for the bounded scalars (α and β) are solved using a precondi-

tioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method, using a diagonal-based incomplete Cholesky

(DIC) preconditioner, as solving these linear systems is not particularly computationally

intensive. In contrast, solving linear system for pressure is the most computationally ex-

pensive step of the solution algorithm, so a multigrid solver (GAMG – geometric-algebraic

multigrid) was deployed, using a few iterations of the Gauss-Seidel method as a smoother

to reduce high-frequency errors. GAMG was found to be far more efficient (by at least a

factor of two) than the PCG method for pressure in this work, which is consistent with

the findings of Márquez Damián (2013). Finally, the velocity was updated using a con-

jugate gradient method for asymmetric matrices (PBiCG – preconditioned bi-conjugate

gradient), with a diagonal-based incomplete lower–upper decomposition (DILU) precondi-

tioner, which is the asymmetric equivalent of DIC, due to the relatively low computational

cost of this step in the PISO algorithm.

4.4.8 Time marching

A Courant number, Co is computed over each cell in order to determine an appropriate

time step, ∆t. Within FVM/OpenFOAM, the Courant number is a measure of the rate at

which information is transported under the influence of the cell-face flux, φ and is defined

as

Co =
∆t
∑

f |φ|
2V

, (4.29)

where
∑

f denotes a sum over each cell face and V is the cell volume. It was found

during the course of this work that a very small Courant number was required to maintain

interface stability. Hence, a maximum Courant number (of any individual cell) condition
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of the adjustable time step over a typical free-sessile droplet coales-
cence simulation from t = 0.0 ms to t = 20.0 ms, with max(Co) = 0.15 enforced.

of 0.15 was imposed on all simulations reported8.

To reduce computational cost, the time step was adjusted throughout the simulation

to ensure that ∆t was as large as possible, whilst respecting max(Co) ≤ 0.15. The evolu-

tion of the time step throughout a typical free-sessile droplet coalescence simulation from

Chapter 6 is shown in Figure 4.6, which indicates a typical time step of ∆t ≈ 10−6 s.

Whilst max(Co) ≤ 0.15 was found to be a sufficient condition for maintaining interface

stability throughout the majority of the simulation, a much smaller initial time step was

required. The initial time step determined by OpenFOAM was found to be invariably too

high, so the customised solver was modified to enable a user-selected initial time step to

be specified. The initial time step was set as 1× 10−9 s throughout this work. As can be

seen in Figure 4.6, ∆t rapidly rises from its enforced initial value to be generally three

orders of magnitude higher, but the initial period of small time steps was enough to ensure

that the interface remained stable as the meniscus bridge expanded between the droplets.

4.5 Initial condition

4.5.1 Volume fraction and passive scalar

Since the volume fraction, α describes the position of the droplets, its initial condition

defines the initial droplet configuration. Recall from Section 4.4.3 that the base mesh of

10 cells per rf was refined where α > 0.01 to achieve a suitable resolution for representing

droplets. However, setting the α distribution directly on the base mesh would yield very

poorly defined droplets. Hence, before the initial α (and passive scalar, β) distribution was

8In OpenFOAM, there is also the possibility to set the maximum Courant number on the interface
(maxAlphaCo) separately to the whole domain. This value is chosen to be 0.15 here, which is less restrictive
than max(Co) ≤ 0.15 so that it had no practical influence on the simulations.
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set, the mesh underwent a refinement process in a manually-selected volume encompassing

the whole region in which the droplets were to be initialised. The initial mesh for a typical

free-sessile droplet coalescence simulation can be seen in Figure 4.3a, whereas the mesh

after adaptive mesh refinement had taken over is shown in Figure 4.3b.

Free droplets are assumed to be spherical with volume Vf , so were initialised as spheres

with the requisite radius, rf . The volumes of free droplets were precisely known in the

experiments described in Chapter 3, so Vf (rather than rf ) was used to match free droplet

sizes when comparing simulations to experiments.

Sessile droplets, defined by their volume, Vs and equilibrium contact angle, θeq, are

assumed to be spherical caps (see Section 2.2.6), which is consistent with the Bond number

of all droplets simulated in this work. Sessile droplets were also initialised as spheres, but

with their centre outside of the domain for droplets with θeq < 90°, according to Equa-

tion (2.11). The radius, R of the sphere can be calculated using Equation (2.10) from Vs

and θeq. Unlike free droplets though, the volume of the sessile droplets in the experiments

was not necessarily precisely known, so the spread length, s and equilibrium contact angle,

θeq – both of which are relatively easy to accurately determine via image processing – were

used to match sessile droplet sizes when comparing simulations to experiments, instead of

Vf . R was then calculated from Equation (2.8) rather than Equation (2.10).

4.5.2 Meniscus bridge

Coalescing droplets were initialised as just-touching spheres such that they would meet at

a single point with an interface-fitted mesh. However, due to the discrete nature of the

free surface caused by the hexahedral mesh and interface-capturing scheme used in this

work, the initialisation of α inevitably yields a meniscus bridge of finite width between the

droplets. Due to the diffuse interface and discrete nature of the mesh, such initialisation

can lead to vapour being trapped within the droplet (due to α = 1 droplet cells being

separated by only one or two α = 0 vapour cells) and forming a high-pressure vapour

bubble shortly after the meniscus bridge begins to expand, as seen in Figure 4.7a at

t ≈ 5.0 ms. The process of vapour trapping seen (‘bleeding’ of α = 1 cells) would not

be expected physically and is a well-known numerical artefact of VOF-based simulations

that can be noticed in many published works (e.g. Deka et al., 2017; Viswanathan, 2019),

though it is generally inconsequential in studies considering only the external dynamics of

coalescence.

It is important to distinguish the unphysical vapour trapping discussed here from

toroidal bubbles caused by capillary waves (that is, free surface disturbances due to either

meniscus bridge formation or building) that arises in some simulations of low-viscosity

fluids that do not model the viscous vapour phase9 (e.g. Duchemin et al., 2003; Sprittles

9Such toroidal bubbles have themselves been shown to not arise experimentally in gases, with their
formation suppressed by viscous vapour (Sprittles and Shikhmurzaev, 2014a).
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(a) Coloured by α. (b) Coloured by β.

Figure 4.7: A typical free-sessile droplet coalescence simulation at t ≈ 5.0 ms with droplets
simply initialised as spheres. (a) Vapour is trapped within the coalesced droplet during the
initial meniscus bridge building processes, highlighted by the dashed red circle. (b) The
trapped vapour bubble destabilises the internal interface to produce a non-physical ‘jet’
due to its high pressure. The initial condition is modified as indicated in Figure 4.8
to prevent such vapour trapping and interface destabilisation in the results presented in
following chapters.

and Shikhmurzaev, 2012b). In such cases, capillary waves propagate ahead of the expand-

ing meniscus bridge, which brings the coalescing droplets’ free surfaces into close-enough

proximity that at least one additional meniscus bridge is formed, thus causing a toroidal

bubble to be trapped. In contrast, the vapour trapping seen in this work occurs before

there is any significant free surface movement, caused by α ‘bleeding’ into neighbouring

vapour cells – that is, numerical diffusion. Moreover, only the post-coalescence dynamics

(from a finite meniscus bridge width) are considered in this work.

Such unphysical vapour trapping as seen in the uncorrected simulations in this work

is detrimental to studies of internal flows as it may lead to the destabilisation of passive

scalar interfaces, as seen in Figure 4.7b. The condition leading to vapour trapping was

determined in this work to be droplet (α = 1) cells separated by a one-cell vapour (α = 0)

layer at t = 0.0 ms, as seen in Figure 4.8a that shows the meniscus bridge region of just-

touching droplets10 in which α = 1 (red cells) regions were simply defined by spheres,

as discussed above. The yellow cells indicated in this figure are initialised with α = 0,

but these cells prematurely ‘fill’ to have α > 0, causing the vapour (where α = 0) in the

inner cell (indicated white in Figure 4.8a) to be trapped. The trapped vapour gathers

on the axis of symmetry as seen in Figure 4.7a. Note that approximating a curved free

surface by a piecewise linear function is the cause of the one-cell-thick vapour layer, not

mesh resolution (or lack thereof). There was no evidence of vapour trapping or an unstable

interface (as in Figure 4.7) in the experiments, giving confidence that such vapour trapping

was a numerical artefact rather than a physical effect.

To eliminate vapour trapping in this work, the initial condition on α was modified

10The refined mesh resolution in Figure 4.8 is 50 cells per rf (instead of 80 cells per rf as typically used
in this work) to ensure that all of the features being discussed in this section are seen.
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(a) Original initial volume fraction, α distribution.

(b) Modified initial volume fraction, α distribution.

(c) Modified initial passive scalar, β distribution.

Figure 4.8: Initial volume fraction, α and passive scalar, β distribution in the region of
the meniscus bridge between droplets, with α > 0.5 displayed and the hexahedral mesh
shown (50 cells per rf – less than usual in the refined region). Red cells: α = 1 set by
defining droplets as spheres. White cells: α = 0. Yellow cells: α = 0 but which ‘fill’ to
trap vapour. Green cells: α = 1 set manually to prevent vapour being trapped. Orange
cells: β = 1. Blue cells: β = 0. All orange and blue cells are initialised with α = 1.

in all simulations reported by extending the meniscus bridge resulting from the definition

of droplets as spheres to remove one-cell-thick vapour layers in the initial condition. The

extension is indicated by green cells in Figure 4.8b, which are initialised with α = 1 in

addition to the red cells. In particular, the meniscus bridge is expanded to such a radial

extent that all one-cell-thick vapour layers are removed, and vapour layers of greater cell

thickness are less than a multiple of two cells wide than they are thick. For example, in

Figure 4.8b one radial cell is removed from the four-cell-wide, two-cell-thick vapour layer

in addition to the entire one-cell-thick vapour layer. Such a modification11 was applied

to the α (and thus β) initial condition for all simulation results reported this work; no

trapped vapour was observed during meniscus bridge expansion in any simulation to which

this modification of the initial condition was applied.

Importantly, the volume of ‘additional’ fluid introduced by expanding the meniscus

bridge in the initial condition is extremely small and so has no appreciable side-effect

on the dynamics of interest in this work. Moreover, it does not affect the propagation

of capillary waves resulting from meniscus bridge expansion, as verified in Section 5.2.3.

The modification is however successful at preventing non-physical destabilisation of the

internal interface during meniscus bridge expansion, enabling quantitative agreement of

11To initialise α, the droplets were defined as spheres as described above and then the meniscus bridge
expanded by setting α = 1 within the appropriate cylindrical region.
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Figure 4.9: Analytical pressure difference droplet across the free surface, compared to
simulated results, for a free water droplet of radius rf after 5× 10−3 capillary time units.

the internal dynamics between the simulations and experiments. The passive scalar, β

is initialised as unity in every cell where α = 1 above the horizontal level nominally

separating the droplets, as shown in Figure 4.8c.

4.5.3 Velocity and modified pressure

In the numerical results presented, all droplets are initially static so the domain was

initialised with zero velocity (ui = 0) everywhere. The modified pressure, p′, which recall

from Equation (4.7) is the total pressure with the hydrostatic contribution subtracted,

must also be specified. Clearly the modified pressure is initially non-zero within the

droplets due to Laplace pressure (see Section 2.1.5), the value of which is well-known

within the bulk of each precursor droplet. However, as described in the previous section,

the initial meniscus bridge between the droplets inevitably has a finite width near which

the modified pressure distribution is not clear a priori. Hence, the modified pressure was

initialised as zero (p′ = 0) everywhere to allow the simulation to freely recover the modified

pressure distribution.

It is clearly important to verify that the known analytical value of the modified

pressure within the droplet bulk is correctly recovered in a sufficiently short time, so as not

to have an undue influence on the dynamics. In any case, confirming that Equation (2.3)

for the Laplace pressure is correctly recovered is an important benchmark for validation

of surface-tension-driven flow simulations, whatever initial condition is specified (Ahmad

et al., 2018; Raman et al., 2016).

In order to verify the correct recovery of Laplace pressure, a single free spherical water

droplet was initialised in the standard numerical setup used for the coalescence results

reported, for which the analytical value of Laplace pressure is given by Equation (2.2).
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0.0ms 3.0ms 14.0ms 25.0ms 100.0ms

Figure 4.10: External dynamics during the coalescence of two initially-static free toluene
droplets in water, initialised as two just-touching spheres with size ratio 0.69. This simu-
lation is consistent with an experiment of Eiswirth et al. (2012).

Multiple droplet radii, from 0.5× 10−3 m to 2.4× 10−3 m, were considered. Recall that

gi = 0 so such a droplet is temporally stable. However, to be consistent across the

droplet sizes considered, the Laplace pressure was measured after 5× 10−3 simulated units

on the applicable capillary time scale (i.e. at t = 0.005τσ). For a droplet with rf =

1 mm, t = 0.005τσ ≈ 19 µs, before which time meniscus bridge growth is expected to

be negligible. The analytical and simulated mean Laplace pressure within the droplet

(defined as cells where α > 0.9999 here) are plotted against the reciprocal of droplet

radius in Figure 4.9. Excellent agreement between the simulated and analytical results

is seen, confirming the correct rapid recovery of Laplace pressure and validating both

the surface tension formulation within the numerical framework and the employed initial

condition for pressure.

4.6 Free droplet coalescence examples

In this section, examples of free droplet coalescence simulations using the customised solver

described in previous sections are presented.

Toluene droplets in water

Figure 4.10 shows the external dynamics during the coalescence of two initially-static free

droplets, consistent with the experiments of Eiswirth et al. (2012). In particular, the

droplets consist of toluene and are immersed in water as the outer fluid phase – the fluid

properties given by Eiswirth et al. are used. As seen, the dynamics are characterised by

rapid growth of the meniscus bridge between the precursor droplets of size ratio 0.69, with

the initially-smaller droplet forming a tail that is injected into the larger droplet. After

injection, the droplet shape is highly deformed from equilibrium (t = 25.0 ms frame), but

relaxes towards a spherical shape (t = 100.0 ms frame), aided by the relatively high outer

fluid viscosity (compared to if the outer phase was a gas).

The results in Figure 4.10 compare favourably to the experimental results of Eiswirth

et al., though with an approximate 2.0 ms timing discrepancy, which may be due to the

initial condition, since in the experiments the droplets were rising at the point of coa-
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0.0ms 1.2ms 2.4ms 3.6ms 4.7ms

Figure 4.11: Internal and external dynamics during the coalescence of two initially-static
low-viscosity free droplets, initialised as two just-touching spheres with size ratio 0.481.
Top row: simulations using the customised solver developed in this work. Bottom row:
finite-difference-method front-tracking simulations of Nobari and Tryggvason (1994). Here,
Oh = 2.4× 10−3; ρd/ρo = 20.0; µd/µo = 0.1.

lescence and so were not completely static as they were in the simulations. Note that a

corresponding simulation to that shown in Figure 4.10 was conducted using a 2.5D domain

(planar), though vastly different results that were inconsistent with the experimental data

were obtained, as expected from Section 4.4.3 due to vorticity.

Low Ohnesorge number droplets

Figure 4.11 shows the internal and external dynamics during the coalescence of two

initially-static free droplets, as simulated with the customised solver (top row), along-

side the finite-difference-method front-tracking simulations of Nobari and Tryggvason

(1994) with equivalent parameters (bottom row). In particular, the droplets have Oh =

2.4× 10−3 (using the smaller droplet diameter as the length scale) and size ratio 0.481,

with ρd/ρo = 20.0 and µd/µo = 0.1. The smaller precursor droplet is injected into the

larger one in the form of a jet, aided by the low droplet viscosity. The results derived from

the customised solver (top row) compare well with those seen in the simulations of Nobari

and Tryggvason (bottom row), though the former progresses slightly faster. Note that

Nobari and Tryggvason did not make a direct comparison of their numerical results to

experiments and so a clear-cut comparison concluding the accuracy of the simulations can

not be justly made. However, it is clear that the customised solver is able to capture both

the internal and external dynamics of the free droplet coalescence appropriately, whilst
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qualitative and quantitative experimental validation of the customised solver for free and

sessile droplet coalescence is presented in Chapter 6.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, the framework for the OpenFOAM numerical simulations utilised in later

chapters was introduced. The simulations use a customised version of the interFoam

solver, which is based on the VOF method. Several modifications were made to vanilla

interFoam in order to create a customised solver suitable for studying the internal dynamics

of coalescing droplets. These modifications included the addition of the Kistler dynamic

contact angle model (enforced as a boundary condition on the substrate) and a bounded

passive scalar to enable advective mixing to be assessed. The implementation of the

VOF model in OpenFOAM using the FVM was discussed, including the treatment of the

bounded scalars (α and β) that are especially important in this work. The boundary and

initial conditions were also explained and verified to be appropriate wherever necessary,

before the customised solver was deployed to simulate the coalescence of free droplets,

which demonstrated its efficacy for studying such coalescence dynamics.

Additional validation and verification of the customised solver introduced in this

chapter is undertaken in the following chapter in the context of free and sessile droplet

coalescence, before it is deployed to elucidate the physics of such coalescence events.
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Chapter 5

Numerical verification for free and

sessile droplet coalescence

In this chapter, the favoured numerical configuration of axisymmetric initially-static free

and sessile droplet coalescence is introduced. This configuration is of particular interest in

this work since it accentuates the effect of both capillary waves and substrate wettability on

the dynamics of coalescence, which will be explored in Chapter 6, without any interference

from initial droplet inertia. An equivalent experimental configuration was described in

Section 3.4, which is used to quantitatively validate the simulations in Chapter 6. The

focus of this short chapter is numerical verification of the customised solver described in

the previous chapter, whilst the effect of fluid properties on the dynamics of coalescence

in this configuration is also discussed.

5.1 Free and sessile droplet coalescence

5.1.1 Numerical setup

Droplets were initialised as just-touching spheres, with the joining meniscus bridge mod-

ified as described in Section 4.5. The centre of the sphere of which the sessile droplet

(assumed to be a spherical cap) is part was placed such that some of its volume lies out-

side the domain (below the substrate) to define the spherical cap of the desired volume,

Vs. Full geometric information regarding spherical caps can be found in Section 2.2.6, but

a sessile droplet form can be uniquely defined by any two of θ, s, c, R and h, which are the

contact angle, spread length, centre of the defining sphere, radius of the defining sphere

and cap height, respectively.

Recall from Section 4.4.3 that an adaptively refined mesh with 10 base cells per free

droplet radius, rf and 3 levels of refinement was used for typical simulations in this work,
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Figure 5.1: Free surface and internal interface profiles of free and sessile water droplet
coalescence, with a contour plot coloured by modified pressure, p′. In this simulation,
θa = 100°, θeq = 82°, θr = 50°, Vs = 3.9 µL and Vf = 6.2 µL.

within a (quarter) domain of size 4rf × 5rf × 4rf . An initial time step of 1× 10−9 s was

enforced, but thereafter was adjusted whilst respecting a maximum Courant number of

0.15 – see Section 4.4.8. Under these conditions, a typical simulation of free and sessile

water droplet coalescence from t = 0.0 ms to t = 20.0 ms required approximately 300

core hours, with a wall clock time around 23 hours, using 16 cores on a single node (of

the ARC4 CentOS 7 cluster at the University of Leeds) containing Intel Xeon Gold 6138

(‘Skylake’) processors.

Throughout the numerical work, it can be assumed that the droplets consist of water

in air at 23 °C, unless otherwise stated. In particular, the droplets have a density of

ρd = 997 kg m−3 and a kinematic viscosity of νd = 9.3× 10−7 m2 s−1 (as specified in

OpenFOAM), corresponding to a dynamic viscosity of µd = 9.3× 10−4 Pa s. The air

has a density of ρo = 1.2 kg m−3 and a kinematic viscosity of νo = 1.5× 10−5 m2 s−1,

corresponding to a dynamic viscosity of µo = 1.8× 10−5 Pa s.

5.1.2 Initial coalescence dynamics

The initial dynamics during free and sessile droplet coalescence (Vs = 3.9 µL; Vf = 6.2 µL;

θa = 100°; θeq = 82°; θr = 50°) are shown in Figure 5.1, with a contour plot of modified

pressure1 (effectively Laplace pressure) allowing capillary waves to be seen.

The large region of negative modified pressure in the meniscus bridge leads to its rapid

expansion that triggers capillary waves. These capillary waves propagate outward along,

and significantly disturb, the free surface of the coalesced droplet during the meniscus

bridge building stage of the dynamics. After approximately 2.0 ms, the leading downward

travelling capillary waves reach the substrate and cause the contact line to recede. These

capillary waves are effectively reflected away from the substrate and back up the free

surface of the droplet in tandem with the ongoing meniscus bridge building dynamics.

Moreover, the initially upward travelling capillary waves act to stretch the droplet upwards.

1The t = 0.0 ms frame in Figure 5.1 is not coloured due to prescription of the zero modified pressure
initial condition – see Section 4.5.
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As seen, the capillary waves and their interaction with the substrate play a significant

role in the coalescence dynamics shown in Figure 5.1, pronounced by the lack of initial

inertia. Indeed, all of the coalesced droplet’s kinetic energy hails from excess surface

energy due to the non-equilibrium initial condition in the droplet configuration studied.

Hence, this configuration is a very challenging test of numerical simulations for studying

surface-tension-driven flows involving non-trivial substrate interaction. The study of the

mechanisms of internal flow and mixing, in addition to the effect of substrate wettability

and experimental validation of the numerical simulations, is deferred to Chapter 6.

5.2 Sensitivity analyses

5.2.1 Mesh

It is important to determine the sensitivity of the simulation results to the resolution of

the mesh. As an adaptively refined mesh is used, with refinement throughout the whole

droplet volume, it is important to consider both the refined and unrefined parts of the mesh

within this mesh sensitivity analysis. To do so, six meshes with three different numbers of

cells per free droplet radius, rf within the droplet were considered as detailed in Table 5.1.

Two different levels of refinement were considered. For example, a mesh with 10 cells per

rf and 3 levels of refinement (as used in this work) has 10×23 = 80 cells per rf within the

whole droplet volume. With each of these six meshes, a typical simulation from Chapter 6

was conducted involving the coalescence of a free and sessile droplet with Vs = 3.6 µL,

Vf = 6.2 µL, θa = 100°, θeq = 82° and θr = 75°. The evolution of spread length, internal

interface height and total droplet height are presented in Figures 5.2 to 5.4, respectively.

All of the meshes considered are relatively fine within the droplet region (especially

compared with mesh resolutions generally used in the literature) so it is not surprising that

there is no large quantitative difference between any of them in any of the three metrics

considered. Even in regions of rapid change, where differences are likely to be accentuated

as only the cell-centre values are used to derive the plotted data across a diffuse interface

(the interface is defined as either α = 0.5 or β = 0.5, as appropriate), the differences due

to the number of cells in the droplet region are small and, in particular, negligible for the

conclusions of this study. Moreover, the dynamics were found to be remarkably insensitive

to the mesh resolution within the air, characterised by the number of base cells per rf .

Higher numbers of base cells with a constant refined region resolution (achieved by fixing

the number of cells within the droplet region and reducing the number of refinement levels)

have been considered than are shown here with almost no quantitative difference in any

of the three metrics.

In this work, 80 refined cells per rf were deployed, with a base mesh resolution of 10

cells per rf , indicated by the green markers in Figures 5.2 to 5.4. The mesh sensitivity

analysis detailed here confirms that all free surface and internal features are sufficiently
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Table 5.1: Meshes employed in the mesh sensitivity analysis. ‘Refined cells’ refers to
those cells within the refined region of the domain (the entire droplet volume and near
its free surface), while ‘base cells’ specifies the minimum resolution in the air (the unre-
fined regions). Droplet resolutions are computed with rf = 1.14 mm, consistent with the
(numerical and laboratory) experiments predominant in Chapter 6.

No. Refined No. Base Refinement Total No. Cells Refined Mesh
Cells per rf Cells per rf Levels at t = 0.2 ms Resolution (µm)

64 4 4 0.58× 106 17.81
64 8 3 0.58× 106 17.81
80 5 4 1.06× 106 14.25
80 10 3 1.06× 106 14.25
96 6 4 1.76× 106 11.88
96 12 3 1.78× 106 11.88

Figure 5.2: Spread length evolution, normalised by its initial value, for the six meshes
detailed in Table 5.1. Vs = 3.6 µL, Vf = 6.2 µL, θa = 100°, θeq = 82° and θr = 75°. The
green filled marker represents the mesh resolution typically used in this work.
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Figure 5.3: Internal interface height evolution, normalised by its initial value, for the six
meshes detailed in Table 5.1. Vs = 3.6 µL, Vf = 6.2 µL, θa = 100°, θeq = 82° and θr = 75°.
The green filled marker represents the mesh resolution typically used in this work.

Figure 5.4: Total droplet height evolution, normalised by its initial value, for the six
meshes detailed in Table 5.1. Vs = 3.6 µL, Vf = 6.2 µL, θa = 100°, θeq = 82° and θr = 75°.
The green filled marker represents the mesh resolution typically used in this work.
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Table 5.2: Error over time of three key quantities (droplet height; interface height; spread
length) for a typical free-sessile droplet simulation assuming various (quarter) domain
sizes, compared to the typical domain size of 4rf × 5rf × 4rf . Absolute differences are
scaled by the minimum value at each time step. Bold font identifies values ≥ 1%.

Domain Droplet Height Error Interface Height Error Spread Length Error
Size Mean Max. Mean Max. Mean Max.

2rf × 4rf × 2rf 0.1% 0.9% 0.6% 4.5% 0.2% 1.1%
2rf × 5rf × 2rf 0.1% 0.5% 0.2% 0.9% 0.1% 0.4%

3rf × 4rf × 3rf 0.1% 0.6% 0.3% 1.7% 0.1% 0.5%
3rf × 5rf × 3rf 0.1% 0.8% 0.2% 1.1% 0.1% 0.5%

4rf × 4rf × 4rf 0.1% 0.9% 0.3% 1.7% 0.1% 0.4%
4rf × 6rf × 4rf 0.1% 1.4% 0.1% 0.6% 0.1% 0.3%

5rf × 5rf × 5rf 0.1% 0.7% 0.4% 2.6% 0.1% 0.4%
5rf × 6rf × 5rf 0.2% 0.9% 0.1% 0.8% 0.1% 0.4%

resolved with such a mesh resolution, whilst further refinement would have had a negligible

effect on the results presented in this work.

5.2.2 Domain size

As noted in Section 4.4.3, a domain size of 4rf × 5rf × 4rf was chosen for the quarter

domain used in the simulations reported in this work. Since the substrate and symmetry

boundaries are always in contact with the droplets, the domain size only determines the

distance of the droplets to the atmospheric (open) boundaries. Whilst it is desired to keep

the domain as small as possible for computational efficiency, the domain must be large

enough that the artificial, arbitrarily placed atmospheric boundaries have no appreciable

effect on the dynamics of interest.

To determine the sensitivity of the simulation results to domain size, eight simulations

assuming different domain sizes (both smaller and larger than the one typically used in

this work) were conducted, with the error in three metrics of interest computed relative to

a simulation using the typical domain size of 4rf ×5rf ×4rf . The simulation was a typical

free-sessile droplet coalescence simulation seen in Chapter 6 (Vs = 3.9 µL; Vf = 6.2 µL;

θa = 100°; θeq = 82°; θr = 50°), from t = 0.0 ms to t = 20.0 ms. The three metrics

were the total droplet height, internal interface height and spread length (thus covering

the internal dynamics, external dynamics and substrate interaction). For each metric, the

absolute difference between its value for the domain size in question and 4rf×5rf×4rf was

computed at each write time (every 0.25 ms), then scaled by the minimum (Table 5.2) or

mean (Table 5.3) value on each time step. The mean and maximum values of this quantity

over all (write) times considered are displayed in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Mathematically, the

maximum spread length error, for example, in Table 5.2 is calculated as

max
t

|sm,t − so,t|
min

(
sm,t, so,t

) ,
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Table 5.3: Error over time of three key quantities (droplet height; interface height; spread
length) for a typical free-sessile droplet simulation assuming various (quarter) domain
sizes, compared to the typical domain size of 4rf × 5rf × 4rf . Absolute differences are
scaled by the mean value at each time step. Bold font identifies values ≥ 1%.

Domain Droplet Height Error Interface Height Error Spread Length Error
Size Mean Max. Mean Max. Mean Max.

2rf × 4rf × 2rf 0.1% 0.5% 0.6% 4.5% 0.2% 1.3%
2rf × 5rf × 2rf 0.1% 0.4% 0.2% 0.9% 0.1% 0.5%

3rf × 4rf × 3rf 0.1% 0.4% 0.3% 1.7% 0.1% 0.5%
3rf × 5rf × 3rf 0.1% 0.4% 0.2% 1.1% 0.1% 0.6%

4rf × 4rf × 4rf 0.1% 0.6% 0.3% 1.7% 0.1% 0.5%
4rf × 6rf × 4rf 0.1% 0.7% 0.1% 0.6% 0.1% 0.4%

5rf × 5rf × 5rf 0.1% 0.4% 0.4% 2.6% 0.1% 0.5%
5rf × 6rf × 5rf 0.1% 0.5% 0.1% 0.8% 0.1% 0.4%

where sm,t and so,t are the spread length at time t computed on the domain size in question

and the typical domain size of 4rf × 5rf × 4rf , respectively.

As seen in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, both the maximum and mean errors on all three

metrics are generally very small and, importantly, show no clear trend with respect to

the typical domain size. The largest errors arise in the maximum internal interface height

– the reason being that this height becomes almost zero when the interface reaches the

substrate, so small differences appear as much larger scaled errors. Hence, the mean error

yields a better reflection of the genuine error for this metric. Given the small errors, it

can be concluded that the dynamics are very insensitive to the precise domain size chosen.

Indeed, the flow within the coalesced droplet itself dominates the dynamics in practice,

rather than those within the (low-viscosity) air. In fact, many simulations of such droplet

dynamics do not include air within the model (e.g. Duchemin et al., 2003; Sprittles and

Shikhmurzaev, 2012b), though the inclusion of air is an inescapable feature of the VOF

simulations used in this work. From the analysis in this section though, it is clear that

the use of a 4rf × 5rf × 4rf domain size is appropriate to study dynamics of interest in

this work.

5.2.3 Initial meniscus bridge width

As discussed in Section 4.5.2, the initial meniscus bridge joining the coalescing droplets is

not only finite in the interface-capturing numerical simulations used in this work, but its

width is also modified from the shape defined by the spheres used to initialise the droplets

(enacted on a hexahedral mesh) in order to prevent non-physical air entrainment at the

onset of coalescence. The effect of the initial meniscus bridge width on the capillary waves

emitted during its expansion is determined in this section. In particular, it is important to

know whether the meniscus bridge modification (described in the aforementioned section)

is detrimental to accurately capturing the dynamics of interest, i.e. whether the dynamics
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(a) Height 0.0 mm (spread length) (b) Height 0.5 mm

(c) Height 2.0 mm (d)

Figure 5.5: Simulations of free and sessile droplet coalescence, varying the initial menis-
cus bridge width. ‘Unaltered’ refers to the initial volume fraction condition defining the
droplets without the modification described in Section 4.5.2. rc is the radius of a horizon-
tal cross-section of the coalesced droplet at a given height (rc = rc,0 at t = 0.0 ms). For
all simulations, θa = 100°, θeq = 82°, θr = 75°, Vs = 3.6 µL and Vf = 6.2 µL.

are strongly dependent on the precise initial meniscus bridge width. To make this determi-

nation, a typical free-sessile droplet coalescence case was simulated (θa = 100°; θeq = 82°;

θr = 75°; Vs = 3.6 µL; Vf = 6.2 µL). Several simulations were conducted with varying

initial meniscus bridge forms, including that derived from simply defining the droplets as

spheres (‘unaltered’) which results in air being trapped, with the modification described in

Section 4.5.2 applied (leading to an initial bridge width of 0.091 mm within the domain),

and four other wider or narrower meniscus bridges.

Figure 5.5 presents the results of these simulations. To assess the effect on emitted

capillary waves, the horizontal extent of the droplet was measured at various heights, over

a period from t = 0.0 ms to t = 2.5 ms – that is, the radius of the horizontal cross-section,

rc at a given height, where rc = rc,0 at t = 0.0 ms. The three heights considered are
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0.0 mm (i.e. the spread length), 0.5 mm and 2.0 mm, where the meniscus bridge is located

approximately 1.1 mm above the substrate. Hence, this analysis captures both upward

and downward propagating capillary waves, and the all-important substrate interaction.

The evolution of rc for each meniscus bridge width is plotted in Figure 5.5, at each height

considered, alongside the normalised interface height.

All lines seen in Figures 5.5a to 5.5c are almost indistinguishable from each other,

even for the simulation with an unaltered meniscus bridge that results in air being trapped.

This observation confirms that the precise initial meniscus bridge width and form does not

greatly influence emitted capillary waves in the simulations within this work. Moreover,

the meniscus bridge modification described in Section 4.5.2 is certainly not detrimental to

accurately capturing the dynamics of interest.

However, considering Figure 5.5d it is clear that modification of the meniscus bridge

is crucial to avoid trapping air at the onset of coalescence, and thus faithfully capture

internal flows2. Indeed, Figure 4.7 on page 93 shows frames which are similar to those

of the unaltered simulation in Figure 5.5 – the internal interface height of the simulation

with the unaltered meniscus bridge plotted in Figure 5.5d is influenced by the air bubble,

which is unphysical. However, it can be seen that the internal dynamics are only very

weakly dependent on the precise meniscus bridge width for all other simulations (in which

air trapping does not occur). Moreover, it has been checked that the long-term dynamics

(both external and internal) are not significantly influenced by the precise meniscus bridge

width either, verifying that the initial condition used (including the modification) in this

work is appropriate.

5.3 Effect of fluid properties

5.3.1 Matched Ohnesorge number

At least after the earliest stages, the coalescence dynamics of the low Ohnesorge num-

ber droplets considered in this work are expected to occur on the inertial time scale, τσ,

which is defined by Equation (2.18) in Section 2.5. Within the customised solver, di-

mensional variables are specified so it is worth checking that consistent dynamics with

respect to the inertial time scale are seen for simulations with fixed Ohnesorge number

(Oh = 3.57× 10−3, with rf constituting the length scale, in this case), but different under-

lying dimensional values of parameters that feed into it. Such a test not only constitutes

numerical verification for the customised solver, but will also confirm that the dynamics

proceed on the expected time scale.

Simulations assuming five value combinations of the parameters rf , µd and σ were

2Quantitative experimental validation of the internal interface height, matching the profiles in Fig-
ure 5.5d with the initial bridge modification, are presented in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 of Chapter 6.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Total droplet height and spread length evolution in time, each normalised by
their value at t = 0.0 ms. Oh = 3.57× 10−3 is fixed, though µd, rf and σ are varied.
Time is normalised by the inertial time scale, τσ. The fluid and geometric properties
corresponding to each simulation (identified by τσ in the legend) are given in Table 5.4.
For all simulations, θa = 100°, θeq = 90°, θr = 80° and Vs/Vf = 0.667.

carried out, with R set dependent on the value of rf in order to maintain a constant

droplet volume ratio of Vs/Vf = 0.667. The parameter value combinations used are

listed in Table 5.4. All other parameters (ρd, ρo, µo, etc.) are fixed. Note that both

values of rf used are large enough that the Péclet number is negligible (i.e. molecular

diffusion is equally insignificant for all simulations). Whilst the Ohnesorge number is

fixed, τσ ∈ [4.9, 7.1] ms for each combination.

The evolution of two important metrics characterising droplet coalescence on a sub-

strate (the total droplet height and spread length, both normalised by their values at

t = 0.0 ms) are plotted in Figure 5.6 for each of the five simulations. All data collapse

onto a single curve as expected, given that time is non-dimensionalised by the inertial time

scale. Only very minor deviations are seen in regions of most rapid change. Hence, the

dynamics proceed on an inertial time scale and it is confirmed that the customised solver

correctly rationalises the dimensional parameters to produce non-dimensional results as

would be expected for a fixed Ohnesorge number.

Table 5.4: Fluid and droplet properties for the five simulations seen in Figure 5.6,
all of which have Oh = 3.57× 10−3. R is the equivalent spherical radius of the ses-
sile droplet (θeq = 90°). For all simulations, ρd = 997 kg m−3, ρo = 1.2 kg m−3 and
µo = 1.5× 10−5 Pa s (the properties of water – see Section 5.1.1).

τσ (ms) rf (mm) R (mm) µd (mN m−1) σ (mPa s)

4.9 1.127 1.241 0.93 60.3
5.4 1.127 1.241 0.85 50.0
6.0 1.360 1.498 1.10 70.0
6.5 1.360 1.498 1.02 60.0
7.1 1.360 1.498 0.93 50.0
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.7: Simulations of free and sessile droplet coalescence, with surface tension, σ
varied. For σ ∈ [20.0, 70.0] mN m−1, Oh ∈ [0.003, 0.006] and τσ ∈ [6.0, 11.2] ms. For all
simulations, θa = 100°, θeq = 90°, θr = 80°, Vs = 7.0 µL and Vf = 10.5 µL.

5.3.2 Surface tension

In this section, the effect of varying surface tension on the internal and external dynamics

of free-sessile droplet coalescence is investigated. All fluid properties except surface tension

are fixed, assuming values consistent with those of water (see Section 5.1.1), whilst the

other parameters are θa = 100°, θeq = 90°, θr = 80°, Vs = 7.0 µL and Vf = 10.5 µL. Surface

tension is varied such that σ ∈ [20.0, 70.0] mN m−1, leading to Oh ∈ [0.003, 0.006], with

rf being the length scale underpinning the latter.

The total droplet and internal interface heights, both normalised by their values at t =

0.0 ms, are plotted in Figure 5.7 – against dimensional time in Figures 5.7a and 5.7b, and

time non-dimensionalised by the inertial time scale in Figures 5.7c and 5.7d. Decreasing

surface tension leads to slower dynamics, but all data collapse almost exactly onto a single
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curve when both axes are non-dimensionalised (Figures 5.7c and 5.7d), which confirms that

the dynamics proceed on an inertial time scale for all surface tensions considered. Note

however that there is not precise overlap between the curves (most noticeable in regions of

most rapid change), which is expected due to the variation of Ohnesorge number, though

it is clear that the dynamics do not materially change with respect to τσ for the range of

surface tensions considered. However, in Chapter 6 it is shown for similar simulations with

varying droplet viscosity (µd ∈ [1.2, 2.2] mPa s) that substantial changes in the internal

dynamics can arise. Equivalent absolute changes in µd thus tend to be more significant

than those in σ, since Oh ∝ µd whilst Oh ∝ σ−1/2, τσ is a function of σ but not µd,

and changing µd not only affects the Ohnesorge number but also the droplet/outer fluid

viscosity ratio (see the next section).

As seen in Figures 5.7a and 5.7b, varying the surface tension greatly varies the time

scale of the dynamics. Hence, for droplets on a scale at which molecular diffusion – which

acts on a time scale ∼ l2/D, where l is the characteristic length scale and recall from

Equation (2.12) that D is the diffusivity – is significant, the increased time over which

diffusion has to act may alter the mixing dynamics, though changing the droplet viscosity

(assuming that the flow is surface-tension-dominated) has no such effect. Hence, absolute

changes in σ may be more significant than those in µd for small droplets due to the action

of molecular diffusion, assuming that the shorter length scale does not push the dynamics

out of the range over which the inertial time scale is prevalent.

5.3.3 Outer fluid

For microfluidic channels, it is known that the outer fluid properties (notably the viscosity,

µo) can influence the internal dynamics of coalescing droplets, and hence that µd/µo is

an important parameter in determining the flow (Nowak et al., 2016). Here, the effect of

the outer fluid is characterised for free-sessile droplet coalescence in Figure 5.8 by varying

µo through two orders of magnitude from the typical value of 1.8× 10−5 Pa s (i.e. that

of air). An increase of one order of magnitude has almost no influence on both the

external and internal dynamics, whilst an increase to 1.8× 10−3 Pa s results in significant

changes, with a lack of a rapid decrease in the internal interface height seen – using the

terminology of Chapter 6, the internal dynamics are ‘transitional’, whilst a jet forms in

the two other cases. It is therefore important to consider the outer fluid properties here

as in microfluidic channels, though it is clear that smaller changes in such values do not

necessarily lead to large changes in the dynamics. In particular, similar dynamics are

likely to be seen for most gases, with the outer fluid therefore playing a minimal role

on the flow. This observation rationalises the lack of sensitivity to both mesh resolution

outside the droplet (Section 5.2.1) and domain size (Section 5.2.2) seen. Whilst it may be

tempting to conclude that gases have no influence on coalescence dynamics, as noted in

Section 4.5.2 numerical artefacts (such as toroidal bubbles) can arise if the outer fluid is

treated as inviscid and dynamically passive in simulations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: Simulations of free and sessile droplet coalescence with the outer fluid viscosity,
µo ∈ [0.018, 1.800] mPa s varied. For all simulations, θa = 100°, θeq = 90°, θr = 80°,
Vs = 4.0 µL and Vf = 6.0 µL.

5.4 Summary

This chapter has briefly described and elucidated the dynamics of free and sessile droplet

coalescence, including the effects of capillary waves, time and surface tension. More im-

portantly though, the results presented comprise numerical verification of the customised

solver and simulation setup for the specific droplet configuration of interest in this work.

Hence, there is significant confidence in the numerical simulations such that they can be

deployed for predictive and analytical purposes in the next chapter, where quantitative

and qualitative comparisons to the experiments described in Chapter 3 are also be made.
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Chapter 6

Internal jets

This chapter considers the effect of substrate wettability on internal jet formation during

the coalescence of initially-static free and sessile droplets. Indeed, substrate wettability

has been the subject of surprisingly few studies concerning droplet mixing despite its

importance in a wide range of applications, especially in additive manufacturing-based

technologies which often rely on printing onto materials of varying wettability. Droplet

volume ratio and fluid properties are also considered to yield a more detailed exposition

of the dynamics. Most of the content in this chapter has been published in Sykes et al.

(2020b), though significantly more detail, and many additional results, are given here.

6.1 Introduction

As described in Section 2.4, a desirable way to improve advective mixing is through the

formation of an internal jet that stretches and folds the internal fluid interface. Inter-

nal jets in coalescing droplets not in contact with a substrate (free droplets) have been

studied extensively, with their properties and dynamics primarily determined by Laplace

pressure differences as explained in Section 2.1.5 (Anilkumar et al., 1991; Eiswirth et al.,

2012). As the kinetic energy of internal jets is inherited from excess free surface energy,

jet formation relies on the flow being dominated by surface tension (Liu et al., 2013b).

Given a sufficient increase in Ohnesorge number, enough surface energy can be eliminated

by viscous dissipation that the smaller droplet is simply lodged into the larger droplet

with little advective mixing (Nobari and Tryggvason, 1994). Recently, jet formation in

free droplets has been associated with the formation of a vortex ring, where growth and

eventual detachment are both required, after which the vortex ring must have sufficient

momentum to overcome viscous dissipation for a jet to form (Xia et al., 2017).

Internal jets can be seen in other cases too, such as colliding droplets where jet

emergence has a non-trivial relationship with velocity (Tang et al., 2016). Another example

is droplet-pool coalescence (the limit of large size ratio) for both slowly coalescing and
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impacting droplets (Saha et al., 2019). In these cases, jets may be enhanced by surface

tension gradients due to Marangoni flow and the influence of surface tension on Laplace

pressure (Nowak et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2019). Hence, a size difference between coalescing

droplets of different fluids is not necessarily required for jet formation.

There is limited study of internal jet formation in the presence of a substrate, though

as mentioned in Section 2.4 a jet can be formed during the coalescence of an impacting

and a sessile droplet if the latter is much larger. When a substrate is involved, there is

the added aspect of a three-phase contact line which can affect the flow (Narhe et al.,

2004). Several studies have considered internal flows within coalescing sessile droplets on

a substrate with a wettability gradient, which can enhance mixing (Castrejón-Pita et al.,

2013). Motion of the contact line during coalescence has been shown to be beneficial for

mixing by inducing jet-like horizontal recirculatory flow for both identical and distinct

fluids (Lai et al., 2010; Yeh et al., 2013). However, a recent numerical study has indicated

mixing is not enhanced by a wettability gradient for simultaneously deposited droplets

with non-zero lateral separation (Raman, 2018), emphasising the dependence of mixing

on the initial droplet configuration.

Dynamic contact angles also play a role in mixing on substrates with uniform wetta-

bility. Internal flows have been considered between impacting droplets with varying lateral

separation and (fixed) non-zero hysteresis, but little mixing was observed (Raman et al.,

2016). For initially sessile, sliding droplets on superhydrophobic substrates, low contact

angle hysteresis enhances the rate and extent of mixing due to increased droplet oscil-

lation and deformation compared to high hysteresis substrates (Nilsson and Rothstein,

2011). However, Nilsson and Rothstein compared only two substrates (of 3° and 50° hys-

teresis) and measured the extent of mixing rather than determining the internal dynamics.

In particular, though dynamic contact angles have recently been shown to be important

in determining droplet dynamics during splashing (Quetzeri-Santiago et al., 2019), there

is a lack of a systematic study of their effect on mixing during coalescence. Moreover,

recall from Table 2.1 (on page 39) that no numerical studies have considered the effect of

substrate wettability on mixing, except for substrates with a wettability gradient.

In this chapter, the influence of substrate wettability on internal jet formation during

the coalescence of an initially-static free droplet with a sessile droplet of the same fluid

is systematically studied for the first time, using both high-speed imaging and numerical

simulations. The customised solver introduced in Chapter 4 is used for this study, whilst

numerical verification of this solver for the droplet configuration of interest was undertaken

in Chapter 5. The experimental procedure (described in Section 3.4) ensures that the

droplets are dominated by surface tension and have negligible velocity at the onset of

coalescence. Hence, the influence of capillary waves reflected from the contact line on the

internal flow and jet formation are determined in tandem with the effect of volume ratio

and droplet fluid properties. Throughout, careful comparison to the more widely studied

free droplet coalescence is made to elucidate the differences caused by the substrate.
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−28.0ms −22.0ms −16.0ms −14.0ms −12.0ms −10.0ms −8.0ms −6.0ms 0.0ms

Figure 6.1: Image montage illustrating the bouncing dynamics that generate the effectively
static initial condition for free-sessile droplet coalescence.

6.2 Experimental observations

6.2.1 Initial condition

The experimental results in this chapter are derived from the free and sessile droplet ex-

perimental setup described in Section 3.4. Recall that only water was used as a fluid in

these experiments, with the free droplet formed by gravity-induced detachment from a

dispensing tip directly above an already-deposited sessile droplet. As seen in Figure 6.1,

coalescence did not occur immediately after the free droplet landed. Instead, the free

droplet slowly bounced on a trapped air layer that was sufficiently thick to prevent inter-

molecular (van der Waals) forces from causing it to instantly rupture, delaying coalescence

(Al-Dirawi and Bayly, 2019). Viscous dissipation reduced the minimal initial kinetic en-

ergy during this time. After one bounce, the high surface tension recovered the original

spherical droplet shape and coalescence was initiated at the point of separation, which

defines the initial condition for coalescence (Berry and Dagastine, 2017). The relative

droplet velocity was estimated to be � 5× 10−2 mm ms−1 at this time, which is suffi-

ciently small that any remaining kinetic energy was dominated by meniscus bridge growth

post-coalescence (Zhang et al., 2009). Hence, the initial condition is effectively two static

droplets, where the free droplet was not attached to any structure which would influence

the ensuing intricate free surface dynamics. Time zero (t = 0.0 ms) is taken as the frame

immediately before the air layer visibly ruptured.

To achieve bouncing as seen in Figure 6.1, the flow was required to be surface tension

dominated (thus only water was used), whilst the substrate needed to have a high contact

angle hysteresis so as to ensure that the contact line of the sessile droplet remained pinned

and the sessile droplet regained its initial spherical cap shape at the onset of coalescence.

Bouncing (rather than immediate coalescence) was desirable since it minimised the initial

kinetic energy of the free droplet to match the static initial condition used in the simula-

tions – the importance of minimisation of initial kinetic energy is discussed in relation to

the forthcoming Figure 6.3 on page 118.
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6.2.2 Fluid properties

The Ohnesorge number, with the length scale chosen as the free droplet radius (rf ≈
1.14 mm), is Oh ≈ 3.2× 10−3. This value indicates that the flow was dominated by

surface tension. The corresponding Bond number is Bo = 0.18. Furthermore, it was

observed that the sessile droplet forms a spherical cap for moderate volumes (≤ 10 µL),

confirming that surface tension dominates gravitational forces and the dynamics can be

appropriately modelled without including gravity.

6.2.3 Droplet volume ratio

Figure 6.2 shows a montage of experiments for four different sessile droplet volumes, with

a fixed free droplet volume of Vf = 6.2 µL. As elucidated for the simulations described in

Section 5.1.2, in each case rapid widening of the meniscus bridge between the coalescing

droplets generates capillary waves that propagate outwards along the free surface, both

towards the top of the coalesced droplet and towards the substrate. The upward travelling

capillary waves converge at the top of the droplet (visible at t = 3.0 ms), where they stretch

the free surface upwards to form a tall cylindrical column (visible at t = 6.0 ms). Due to

the excess surface energy and higher internal pressure acquired, the column subsequently

collapses towards the substrate to form a sessile droplet of lower surface energy (Xia

et al., 2017). Free surface oscillations are initially large due to the substantial conversion

of surface energy to kinetic energy, but subsequently reduce due to viscous dissipation.

The dye added to the free droplet allows the internal dynamics to be visualised. In

Figure 6.2a, where Vs = 3.9 µL, the coalesced droplet flattens after column collapse to a

pancake shape (visible at t = 12.0 ms) at its maximum spread length, but subsequently

recoils to reveal a flat internal interface at t = 25.0 ms. Any advective mixing is in-

significant, so the subsequent diffusive mixing stage required to homogenise the coalesced

droplet could be on the order of minutes (see Section 1.2). However, on increasing the

sessile droplet volume to Vs = 5.5 µL in Figure 6.2b, a vertical flow of dyed fluid into the

undyed fluid below is visible at t = 15.0 ms, which quickly develops into an internal jet.

The jet appears to be slightly offset in Figure 6.2b due to slight asymmetry in the initial

condition, but its presence is a consistent feature of multiple repeated experiments. More-

over, the jet is maintained on increasing the sessile droplet volume to Vs = 11.0 µL and

Vs = 17.0 µL in Figures 6.2c and 6.2d, respectively. In the latter two cases, the jet encom-

passes a greater volume of the undyed fluid, yielding a disproportionally larger internal

interface with respect to the increase in sessile droplet volume, which can be considered

to be improved advective mixing.

Figure 6.2 demonstrates a significant difference between internal flows in configura-

tions involving sessile droplets and those with only free droplets. Indeed, in Figure 6.2b

the larger volume droplet is injected into the other to form a jet, which is opposite to the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

0.0ms 3.0ms 6.0ms 9.0ms 12.0ms 15.0ms 25.0ms

0.0ms 3.0ms 6.0ms 9.0ms 12.0ms 15.0ms 25.0ms

0.0ms 3.0ms 6.0ms 9.0ms 12.0ms 15.0ms 25.0ms

0.0ms 3.0ms 6.0ms 9.0ms 12.0ms 15.0ms 25.0ms

Figure 6.2: Front views of coalescence between a dyed free droplet and an undyed sessile
droplet of the same fluid. The free droplet volume is fixed (Vf = 6.2 µL) whilst the
sessile droplet volume is varied between panels: (a) Vs = 3.9 µL; (b) Vs = 5.5 µL; (c)
Vs = 11.0 µL; (d) Vs = 17.0 µL. An internal jet is seen only in the latter three panels. All
scale bars are 2.0 mm.

typical situation in free droplet coalescence (see Section 4.6). Indeed, the sessile droplet

has a lower curvature (and smaller Laplace pressure) at the onset of coalescence than if

the substrate were not present, for the fixed volume. Furthermore, the jets seen in Fig-

ure 6.2 do not appear to be of the vortex-ring kind seen in free droplets (see e.g. Xia

et al., 2017), but are instead reminiscent of an impinging jet, with the substrate redirect-

ing the downward flow to drive recirculation. The presence of the substrate may therefore

enhance internal jet formation, potentially enabling good advective mixing for smaller

droplet volumes than would otherwise be expected.

There are clearly several contributory factors to jet formation in Figure 6.2. With

an increase in sessile droplet volume, the curvature between the droplets at the onset

of coalescence is greater, which leads to stronger capillary waves (Deka et al., 2019).

Hence, greater stretching of the coalesced droplet is observed with increasing sessile droplet

volume, leading to a larger excess surface energy that can be translated into kinetic energy

to form a jet. Sufficient vertical space is also required in the undyed fluid for a jet to form;

this space is of course expanded by increasing the sessile droplet volume. Importantly,

the high substrate hysteresis also delays outward spreading of the droplet during column

collapse, which increases the height of the internal interface within the coalesced droplet.

Separately, wettability also affects the interaction between the substrate and the downward
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−3.0ms 0.0ms 3.0ms 5.0ms 7.0ms 10.0ms 11.0ms 13.0ms

Figure 6.3: Front views of coalescence between a dyed free droplet and an undyed sessile
droplet of the same fluid, where coalescence occurs as soon as the droplets collide, i.e.
the initial condition is not formed by bouncing (only in this figure). Vf = 6.2 µL and
Vs = 5.5 µL. The scale bar is 2.0 mm.

propagating capillary waves, which may influence jet formation too. The effect of substrate

wettability is particularly interesting, but consistently varying the limiting advancing and

receding contact angles (θa and θr) whilst maintaining the initial static contact angle would

be experimentally challenging. Moreover, high contact angle hysteresis is required for the

bouncing initial condition as identified above. Hence, substrate wettability is varied in the

numerical simulations starting in Section 6.4 instead.

6.2.4 Revisiting the initial condition

Before discussing the simulations, the initial condition for the experiments (preceded by

bouncing and indicated in Figure 6.1) is first briefly reconsidered. As is clear from Fig-

ure 6.1, the height from which the free droplet is released is very small, so it is perhaps

tempting to think that the free droplet could be considered initially static even if coales-

cence occurred immediately on collision, without bouncing. By slightly raising the height

of the capillary from which the free droplet detaches, increasing the free surface separa-

tion by less than 20% at detachment compared to Figure 6.2b, coalescence can be achieved

without bouncing whilst maintaining the droplet volumes, as seen in Figure 6.3.

The undissipated inertia of the free droplet in Figure 6.3 leads to faster expansion of

the meniscus bridge compared to the equivalent experiment in Figure 6.2b, as is clear from

the t = 3.0 ms frame. Moreover, the capillary waves triggered by detachment from the

capillary in Figure 6.3 (clearly visible in the t = −3.0 ms frame) disturbs the propagation of

capillary waves emanating from meniscus bridge growth post-coalescence. Hence, without

bouncing, the increased vertical stretching and faster onset of column instability (see the

t = 7.0 ms frame) lead to faster dynamics, but consistent with the equivalent bouncing

case an internal jet is seen. Indeed, the bouncing dynamics used to generate the initial

condition allow the inertia and capillary waves (due to detachment) of the free droplet to be

almost completely dissipated before the onset of coalescence, yielding an effectively static

initial condition. Comparing Figures 6.2b and 6.3, it is clear that bouncing is necessary

to consider the droplets effectively static at the onset of coalescence and therefore justify

the use of a zero velocity initial condition in the numerical simulations. A seemingly small

free droplet velocity at the onset of coalescence, coupled with strong undissipated capillary

waves, can have a significant influence on the surface-tension-driven dynamics.
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Figure 6.4: Image-processed contact angles against contact line velocity, the latter ap-
proximated from the evolution of spread length. Inset images show detected edges and
tangents to contact lines on the t = 2.0 ms frames. Experimental error bars are omitted
from all but one point (bottom left).

6.3 Comparisons to numerical simulations

The purpose of this section is to validate the numerical simulations against the previously

seen experiments, and further explore their dynamics, before the substrate wettability is

modified. First though, the substrate properties in the experiments will be compared to

the dynamic contact angle model used in the simulations.

6.3.1 Substrate wettability

To assess the substrate wettability, contact angles were extracted from a typical free-

sessile droplet coalescence experiment by image processing as detailed in Chapter 3. The

contact angles are plotted in Figure 6.4 against contact line velocity, the latter approxi-

mated by forward-differencing the spread length at the temporal resolution of the camera

(6000 FPS). An example of a processed frame (at t = 2.0 ms, where the left and right mea-

sured contact angles are 73.5°± 2.0° and 75.5°± 2.0°, respectively) is inset in Figure 6.4.

The left inset image shows the initial detected edges; the right image, filtered edges. The

estimated error in the measurement of the dynamic contact angle is ±2.0° (combining

systematic and random errors of ±1.0° each), whilst that of ucl is ±0.03 mm ms−1 based

on the spread length and time resolution. The dispersion of the points is otherwise a

reflection of variability. The red lines represent the detected tangents at the left and right

contact points, from which the contact angles are determined.

Figure 6.4 shows that the substrate has a hysteresis of θa − θr ≈ 50°, with θa ≈ 105°.

With regard to the receding contact angle, the substrate is best described as being prone to
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pinning. Hence, a wider range of receding contact angles are seen in Figure 6.4. It should

also be noted that the right contact angle is more amenable to image processing, due to

the requisite light position, which accounts for the discrepancy between the left and right

contact lines; both the contact angle measurement and perceived contact line position are

affected by this. The discrepancy may also be a consequence of slight asymmetry in the

initial condition (i.e. a small lateral offset between the free and sessile droplets).

The Kistler model used in the numerical simulations is also shown in Figure 6.4 with

θa = 105°, θeq = 82° and θr = 50° prescribed. Excellent agreement with the experimental

data is evident, confirming the applicability of Kistler’s model and the underlying limiting

contact angles prescribed. Indeed, the indicated error in the experiments means that the

majority of the plotted points are consistent with Kistler’s model. The only appreciable

limitation of the Kistler model in the droplet configuration studied is that it does not in-

clude pinning, as the contact line velocity determines the contact angle; the lack of pinning

turns out to be inconsequential as elucidated when making a quantitative comparison be-

tween the experiments and simulations below. Hence, it is confirmed that Kistler’s model

properly captures substrate wettability in the numerical simulations reported.

6.3.2 Qualitative assessment

Having validated the dynamic contact angle model, a qualitative comparison is made in

Figure 6.5 between the simulations and the two experiments from Figure 6.2 (those for

which gravity is certainly negligible). The prescribed advancing and receding contact

angles (θa = 105°, θr = 50°) are consistent with Figure 6.4. To match the pertinent

experiments, θeq = 82° in Figure 6.5a and θeq = 80° in Figure 6.5b. The simulation

results display both the free surface (defined by α = 0.2) and internal interface (defined

by β = 0.2) profiles and are represented by a cut-plane through the axis of symmetry,

whereas the experiments adopt an external front view which causes depressions in the free

surface to be somewhat inconspicuous (e.g. at t = 13.0 ms in Figure 6.5b).

From Figure 6.5, it is clear that the simulations are in excellent qualitative agreement

with the experiments. All the main features are captured accordingly, including the col-

umn stretching and subsequent collapse. Some small deviations in the precise free surface

profiles are seen, but it should be noted that the simulations are compared to a ‘typical’ ex-

periment, whilst minute variations in the initial condition can lead to small (but otherwise

insignificant) discrepancies between each experiment. Nevertheless, the VOF model with

an algebraic representation of the interface properties captures complicated dynamics seen

in the experiments with remarkable (and perhaps surprising) accuracy. Importantly, the

simulations correctly predict the formation of a jet only where one is seen experimentally

(i.e. Figure 6.5b). Of special note are the free surface shapes near the contact lines, where

excellent agreement between the experiments and simulations is evident – this observation

reaffirms the applicability of the dynamic contact angle model utilised.
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Figure 6.5: Front views of coalescence between a dyed free droplet and an undyed sessile
droplet of the same fluid. Free surface and internal interface profiles are shown for the
simulations. The free droplet volume is fixed (Vf = 6.2 µL) whilst the sessile droplet
volume is varied between panels: (a) Vs = 3.9 µL, with little advective mixing (θeq ≈ 82°);
(b) Vs = 5.5 µL, with an internal jet (θeq ≈ 80°). For the simulations, θa = 105° and
θr = 50° are prescribed. All scale bars are 2.0 mm.

6.3.3 Quantitative analysis

Having confirmed qualitative agreement between the simulations and experiments, further

image processing was undertaken on the experiments shown in Figure 6.5 to extract the

spread length, s, total droplet height and internal interface height, enabling a quantitative

comparison between the experiments and simulations. The results for the experiment

shown in Figure 6.5b (Vs = 5.5 µL; Vf = 6.2 µL), in which a jet materialises, are given in

Figure 6.6 together with four simulations assuming a small range of prescribed advancing

and receding contact angles (θeq = 80° is fixed) consistent with Figure 6.4. Inset simulation

frames are from the series shown in Figure 6.5b (θa = 105°; θr = 50°). As expected,

the greatest differences between the prescribed contact angles arise in the spread length,

though very similar features are observed for the four combinations considered which

approximately cover the range of experimental values.

The contact line remains approximately pinned, hence the spread length is almost

constant, between t = 3.0 ms and t = 8.0 ms in the experiment, demarcated by the ver-

tical dashed lines in Figure 6.6a. However, once the downward travelling capillary waves

reach the contact line at t ≈ 2.0 ms, a reduction in spread length is initiated in the simula-

tions. A decrease in spread length is perhaps counter-intuitive, but emphasises reflection of

capillary waves from the contact line and the concurrent upward stretching of the droplet.
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Figure 6.6: Image-processed experiments with Vs = 5.5 µL (corresponding to Figure 6.5b)
and simulation results (solid lines). Vertical dashed lines delimit the extent of contact line
pinning in the experiments. θeq = 80° in all simulations. Heights are normalised by their
value at t = 0.0 ms.
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As noted in the qualitative comparison above, the free surface shapes near the substrate

remain comparable between the experiment and simulations throughout, indicating that

the apparent contact angles are similar. However, since pinning is not captured in the

Kistler dynamic contact angle model, the contact line recedes in the simulations. The

contact line only pins in the experiment at low contact angles, so there is only a small

volume of fluid near the contact line. Hence, the spread length in the simulations re-

covers to yield excellent agreement with the experiment for t ≥ 8.0 ms, where the spread

length quickly increases to its maximum shortly after column collapse has concluded. This

agreement indicates that modelling wettability without pinning it is not detrimental to

understanding the observed dynamics here.

The total droplet height remains approximately constant in Figure 6.6b until the cap-

illary waves arrive at the top of the droplet (at t = 3.0 ms), initiating oscillation before

stretching the droplet upwards to form the column. Due to stretching, the maximum height

attained is significantly greater than at t = 0.0 ms; the droplet subsequently collapses to-

wards the substrate. The rapid decrease in height is slightly delayed in the experiment

compared to the simulations due to the aforementioned differences in spreading. There

may also be a very small influence here from the slight upward velocity in the experimental

initial condition. The rate of collapse temporarily reduces at t ≈ 9.5 ms in both the exper-

iment and simulations, which coincides with the disappearance of the column, appearing

as a shoulder in Figure 6.6b. This shoulder is a consequence of contact angle hysteresis

delaying outward spreading and has been seen before for similar droplet configurations

but higher Ohnesorge number and lower hydrophobicity (Wang and Sun, 2018). Note

that the central depression between t ≈ 11.0 ms and t ≈ 14.0 ms cannot be perceived from

the external front view for image processing and so appears as a straight line, whereas a

dip is correctly seen in the (cut-plane) simulation results. Slightly quicker droplet recoil is

seen in the experiment, again due to the differences in spreading. Note that recoil occurs

after, and so does not affect, jet formation. In any case, the same features are evident

in both the experiment and simulations, demonstrating that the simulations accurately

capture the relevant physics.

The internal interface height1 is shown in Figure 6.6c. Initially, its value decreases due

to the elevated Laplace pressure in the free droplet, and continues to decrease at an ap-

proximately constant rate as the droplet spreads outwards for t ≥ 5.0 ms. At t ≈ 10.0 ms,

the rate of decrease increases sharply as the internal jet is formed. Since the minimum

internal interface height is generally plotted, once the jet reaches the substrate its value

remains zero. Importantly for this study, between the qualitative assessment described

above and Figure 6.6c, it is clear that the internal dynamics are captured in the simula-

tions very well. The rate and extent of internal interface height decrease is in quantitative

agreement with the experiment considered in Figure 6.6c; internal jet formation is cor-

rectly predicted. These observations confirm the applicability of the simulations to study

internal jet formation in this configuration.

1The internal interface height is measured on the axis of symmetry, which is generally where it is lowest.
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6.4 Modifying substrate wettability

Having analysed the dynamics of free and sessile droplet coalescence in detail above, and

moreover confirmed the applicability of the numerical simulations to study them, the

influence of substrate wettability on internal jet formation is now considered.

6.4.1 Changing receding contact angle

To assess the effect of substrate wettability on internal jet formation, Figure 6.7 demon-

strates the consequence of increasing the receding contact angle for the experiment shown

in Figure 6.5a, for which no jet materialises (Vs = 3.9 µL; Vf = 6.2 µL). θa = 100° and

θeq = 82° are fixed. The image-processed experimental data shows good agreement with

the θr = 50° simulation in all three metrics presented.

As the receding contact angle increases, the contact line recedes more freely leading

to a greater initial decrease in spread length, as seen in Figure 6.7a. With the associated

decrease in contact angle hysteresis, the maximum spread length after column collapse

also reduces. The shoulder (temporary reduction in spreading rate) at t ≈ 10.0 ms also

becomes more prominent. These factors combine to hold the droplet up during the vertical

stretching phase of the dynamics, before column collapse, which is evident in the total

droplet height (Figure 6.7c). Indeed, Figure 6.7c confirms that column collapse is slightly

delayed for the largest receding contact angle considered (θr = 70°), due to the lower

minimum spread length acting to hold the droplet up. Moreover, due to the higher contact

angle hysteresis, the shoulder (temporary reduction in the rate of height decrease) during

column collapse is more prominent for lower receding contact angles.

The resulting transformation in the internal dynamics seen Figure 6.7b is more dra-

matic. Whilst no internal jet is formed with θr = 50°, increasing the receding contact

angle (to θr = 70°) destabilises the internal interface to generate a jet, thus dramatically

improving advective mixing. The differences in outcome are clear from the inset frames

in Figure 6.7, which show the internal interface and free surface profiles at t = 13.0 ms.

Note that the evolution from no jet to jet is not abrupt but occurs over a small range of

receding contact angles for which a slow decrease in internal interface height is seen (e.g.

for θr = 60°); the internal dynamics are considered to be transitional over this range of

θr. A jet is said to have formed only for cases in which an abrupt change in the internal

interface height is evident (e.g. for θr = 70°).

Having determined that substrate wettability influences internal jet formation, the

root cause of this effect is now explored. Clearly, enhanced vertical stretching on increas-

ing θr yields a greater excess of surface energy to contribute to jet formation. Figure 6.7b

also shows that increasing θr holds the internal interface higher during the stretching and

initial collapse phases (t ≈ 3.0 ms to t ≈ 10.0 ms), which has already been identified above
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θr = 50°

θr = 60°

θr = 70°

Figure 6.7: Image-processed experiments with Vs = 3.9 µL (corresponding to Figure 6.5a)
and simulation results (solid lines). θa = 100° and θeq = 82° in all simulations. Heights
are normalised by their value at t = 0.0 ms. Inset frames correspond to t = 13.0 ms.
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Figure 6.8: Free surface profiles and velocity fields, with θa = 100°, θeq = 82°, Vs = 3.9 µL
and Vf = 6.2 µL. The dotted red box on the 9.4 ms panel (a) frame (with free and internal
interfaces shown) indicates the extent shown in the other frames. Unscaled velocity vectors
(left); contour plot coloured by the magnitude of vertical velocity (right). (a) θr = 50°,
with no jet. (b) θr = 70°, with a jet.

as being beneficial for jet formation. However, the change in substrate wettability also in-

fluences the propagation of capillary waves which is the key factor, as will be demonstrated

in the next section.

6.4.2 Mechanism of jet formation

Tip-generated internal flow

Figure 6.8 shows the free surface profiles and velocity fields at the top of the coalesced

droplet, encompassing the end of column collapse, for two of the simulations from Fig-

ure 6.7 (Vs = 3.9 µL, Vf = 6.2 µL, θa = 100° and θeq = 82°). Unscaled velocity vectors are

shown on the left, whilst the contour plot on the right is coloured by the magnitude of

vertical velocity, |u2|. No jet is seen in Figure 6.8a, where θr = 50°, whilst a jet emerges

in Figure 6.8b, where θr = 70°.

Only in the case with a jet (Figure 6.8b) does the stretched column thin at its base

enough to form a small ‘tip’ on top of the coalesced droplet. The pressure within this tip

is elevated due to its high curvature. Together with the constriction at its base, a rapid

downward vertical flow is thus generated as the tip drains into the bulk, seen in the 8.8 ms

and 9.2 ms frames of Figure 6.8b. This high vertical velocity is maintained in the bulk after
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the tip has been absorbed and goes on to generate a jet by impingement on the substrate.

In contrast, for the case with θr = 50° (Figure 6.8a), such a tip is not formed. Hence,

there is no means to accelerate the downward vertical flow and a jet does not form. The

velocity fields near the substrate (in the undyed fluid region) are similar for both cases

and quiescent compared to the tip-generated vertical flow, confirming that differences in

spreading behaviour on the momentum in this region do not have a significant role in the

large-scale internal dynamics. Jet formation here is therefore associated with thinning of

the column at its base to form a neck (thus a tip), which wettability evidently influences.

Capillary waves

Similar free surface dynamics to those identified in the previous section have been studied

in the context of partial coalescence, where the potential for the tip to pinch-off and

form a satellite droplet is of interest. A competition between vertical and horizontal

collapse owing to surface tension via capillary waves (rather than the Rayleigh-Plateau

instability) determines the extent of neck thinning and potential for pinch-off in droplet-

pool coalescence (Blanchette and Bigioni, 2006). In free droplet coalescence, it has recently

been shown that capillary waves propagating along the larger droplet, in addition to the

smaller droplet where column collapse occurs, affects thinning and pinch-off (Deka et al.,

2019). Without a substrate, the capillary waves don’t typically reach the apex of the

larger droplet before pinch-off occurs (Zhang et al., 2009), but capillary waves can be

reflected away from a substrate and thus influence the dynamics. Note that the numerical

work here is restricted to cases in which the neck eventually expands to prevent pinch-off;

partial coalescence was not seen in the experiments presented above (but satellite droplet

formation was seen for much larger sessile droplets – see the forthcoming Figure 6.13

on page 133). Nevertheless, the influence of capillary waves on neck thinning can be

determined from the pressure field in a similar way to partial coalescence studies.

Figure 6.9 shows contour plots on the right of the droplets, coloured by pressure,

together with unscaled velocity vectors on the left, for the two cases in Figure 6.8. Recall

that a jet materialises only when θr = 70° here. The upward travelling capillary waves

from meniscus bridge expansion generate the column as previously discussed, whilst the

downward travelling capillary waves are reflected from the substrate at t ≈ 2.0 ms. By

t = 4.0 ms, the leading reflected capillary wave is already propagating back up the free

surface, seen as a region of positive free surface curvature near the intersection between

the internal interface and free surface in both Figures 6.9a and 6.9b. The leading reflected

capillary wave is more prominent in Figure 6.9b due to the lower contact angle reduction

required for contact line movement (i.e. less energy is dissipated) and the resulting greater

reduction in spread length compared to Figure 6.9a. In each case, the leading reflected

capillary wave subsequently interacts with the region of negative curvature at the base of

column; the interaction is delineated by black dotted boxes at t = 5.0 ms. The reflected

capillary waves prevent the negative curvature from propagating further down the free
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Figure 6.9: Free surface and internal interface profiles where θa = 100°, θeq = 82°, Vs =
3.9 µL and Vf = 6.2 µL. Unscaled velocity vectors (left); contour plot coloured by the
modified pressure, p′ (right). The black dotted boxes highlight capillary wave interactions.
(a) θr = 50°, with no jet. (b) θr = 70°, with a jet.

surface and dissipating. Instead, the interaction enhances the negative curvature at the

base of the column and thus intensifies horizontal collapse. However, the intensity of the

low pressure region behind the negative curvature, and thus the rate of horizontal collapse,

depends on the strength of the reflected capillary waves. For the lower receding contact

angle (Figure 6.9a), vertical collapse overcomes the concurrent horizontal collapse before

the neck thins enough for a tip to form. For the higher receding contact angle (Figure 6.9b),

an intense low pressure region is maintained which leads to sufficient horizontal collapse

for a tip to form, though the rate of horizontal collapse is not enough to cause pinch-off.

The substrate wettability therefore directly influences the ability to form a tip at the top

of the droplet via capillary waves, and thus the ability for a jet to form.

Confirming the influence of reflected capillary waves

In the context of partial coalescence, several numerical studies have confirmed the influence

of capillary waves within a particular region by zeroing the velocity field there after a given

time and restarting the simulation (Blanchette and Bigioni, 2006; Deka et al., 2019). The

effect of this process is to nullify the capillary waves in that region. Notably, Blanchette

and Bigioni were able to confirm the mechanism underpinning satellite formation and

partial coalescence using this method. Here, the zeroing method is utilised in order to

confirm the influence of reflected capillary waves suggested above.
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Figure 6.10: Free surface and internal interface profiles where θa = 100°, θeq = 82°,
θr = 70°, Vs = 3.9 µL and Vf = 6.2 µL. Panels (b) and (c) show the same simulation as
panel (a), but have their velocities zeroed within 1 mm of the substrate (delineated by the
red dotted boxes) at (b) t = 3.0 ms; (c) t = 5.0 ms.

The simulation considered in Figure 6.9b, in which a jet usually emerges, is taken as

the baseline. Free surface and internal interface profiles from this case are displayed in

Figure 6.10a. With the results shown in Figure 6.10b, this simulation was repeated and

stopped at t = 3.0 ms, just after the leading capillary wave had been reflected from the

contact line. The velocity field was zeroed within 1 mm of the substrate (which is below

the original sessile droplet height), delineated by the red dotted box in Figure 6.10b, and

the simulation restarted. As is seen in Figure 6.10b, no jet was seen in the restarted

simulation, with free surface dynamics similar to Figure 6.9a materialising. Consistent

with the inference above, a tip was not formed. This result provides further evidence both

to the requirement for capillary wave reflection to form the aforementioned small tip, and

the tip’s influence on jet formation.

The zeroing exercise was repeated for various different times; no jet was observed

for interruption times of t = 2.0 ms and t = 4.0 ms either. However, for interruption

times of t = 5.0 ms (shown in Figure 6.10c) and greater, a jet forms as in the undisturbed

simulation. From the free surface profile and pressure distribution of the undisturbed sim-

ulation (Figure 6.9b), the leading reflected capillary wave passes the 1 mm mark between

t = 4.0 ms and t = 5.0 ms, which explains the concurrent transition in jet existence. These

tests corroborate the correlation between capillary wave reflection, tip generation and jet

formation, thus giving further support to the conclusions made above.

Further information can be derived from quantitative measures as shown in Fig-

ure 6.11. For the earlier interruption times, a smaller initial spread length reduction is

seen in Figure 6.11a due to the contact line being paralysed when the velocity near the

substrate is zeroed. However, the zeroing time is typically sufficiently long after the leading
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Figure 6.11: Simulations results, where the velocity is zeroed within 1 mm of the substrate
at the specified times (baseline simulation was uninterrupted) to determine the influence
of reflected capillary waves – see Figure 6.10 for selected frames. The legend indicates the
zeroing times. Here, θa = 100°, θeq = 82°, θr = 70°, Vs = 3.9 µL and Vf = 6.2 µL.
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capillary wave has been reflected (at least for t ≥ 3.0 ms zeroing times) that the subsequent

contact line dynamics are not generally a concern for the free surface profile on top of the

coalesced droplet. The internal flows are represented in Figure 6.11b, showing that during

the stretching and initial collapse phases (from t ≈ 3.0 ms to t ≈ 10.0 ms) the internal

interface heights are similar, except for the simulation zeroed at t = 2.0 ms. However, no

jet is formed with any of the 2.0 ms, 3.0 ms and 4.0 ms zeroing times, which confirms that

internal jet formation is not solely/mainly due to the space available in the lower fluid.

Finally, Figure 6.11c demonstrates that with reduced initial contact line retraction (i.e.

earlier interruption times), the aforementioned shoulder during the collapse phase of the

dynamics becomes less prominent, since outward spreading is initiated sooner. Indeed,

the zeroing process has a similar effect to reducing θa (in accelerating outward spreading),

and so reducing contact angle hysteresis, which was identified above as being associated

the formation of the shoulder (see Section 6.3.3).

Momentum concentration

Another factor which could plausibly contribute to jet formation is concentration of mo-

mentum due to the reduction in spread length seen when increasing θr; similarly, outward

spreading (enhanced for low θa) may suppress momentum. From Figure 6.8b, it is clear

that significant momentum is imparted from the top of the coalesced droplet rather than

the bottom, where quiescent flow exists. Hence, it is expected that momentum modifica-

tion by spreading does not have an appreciable role in determining jet formation compared

to reflected capillary waves.

To thoroughly test this inference, simulations were conducted with combinations of

both zeroing velocity (nullifying reflected capillary waves) and modifying the prescribed

limiting advancing contact angle to separate the effects of capillary wave reflection and

spreading on momentum concentration/suppression. Recall from Figure 6.11 that switch-

ing reflected capillary waves off at t = 4.0 ms for simulations that usually yield an internal

jet (i.e. that shown in Figure 6.10a) means that a jet does not form, even though the

spreading behaviour is similar to the undisturbed simulation – see the red and orange

lines in Figure 6.12. Now, rather than switching reflected capillary waves off at t = 4.0 ms,

θa is set to 160° (from θa = 100°) at t = 4.0 ms instead2, in order to reduce outward

spreading (i.e. momentum suppression) without affecting the leading reflected capillary

waves. Such a simulation is represented by the green line in Figure 6.12 – an internal

jet is seen, which is to be expected since the reflected capillary waves are unhindered.

Finally, both the reflected capillary waves are switched off (i.e. zeroing the velocity within

1 mm of the substrate) and θa is set to 160° at t = 4.0 ms together – see the blue line

in Figure 6.12. As expected due to the lack of reflected capillary waves, no internal jet

is formed, despite the lack of spreading. The results in Figure 6.12, especially the lack

2Setting θa = 160° from t = 0.0 ms would have some unwanted affect on the reflection of the leading
capillary waves – see the upcoming Figure 6.15 on page 135.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: Simulation results to confirm the distinct contributions of spreading and re-
flected capillary waves on jet formation. Zeroing the velocity nullifies reflected capillary
waves, whereas increasing θa restricts outward spreading (reducing momentum suppres-
sion). A jet only arises when reflected capillary waves are present (red and green lines),
showing no correlation with spreading (i.e. momentum concentration/suppression).

of correlation between spreading behaviour and internal flows, confirm that momentum

concentration or suppression due to spreading are not controlling factors in jet formation

here, though it may have a secondary effect as discussed below.

Experimental evidence

Increasing the sessile droplet volume provides additional experimental evidence for the

influence of the small tip on jet formation. Indeed, Figure 6.13 shows an experiment with

with a much larger sessile droplet volume3 of Vs = 25.0 µL to what has been considered

up to this point. Moreover, the experiment represented in Figure 6.13 was repeated

until random variations in the initial condition resulted in satellite droplet formation at

t ≈ 8.0 ms. The lack of tip draining into the bulk due to satellite droplet formation means

that the momentum required to form an internal jet (see Figure 6.8) is not imparted

on the dyed fluid that remains within the sessile droplet after pinch-off. Hence, a flat

internal interface is seen for several milliseconds after pinch-off, for t ≤ 14.0 ms – that is,

an internal jet does not form. It is therefore clear that draining of the tip into the bulk

is a requirement for jet formation under the mechanism elucidated above, not simply the

3The assumption that gravity is negligible may not be true for such droplet volumes (31.2 µL for the
coalesced droplet). As no direct comparison to the simulations is made, and the length scales of the features
of interest (i.e. the tip) remain small, any effects of gravity are inconsequential to the discussion here.
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Figure 6.13: Front view of coalescence between a dyed free droplet and an undyed sessile
droplet of the same fluid. Vf = 6.2 µL and Vs = 25.0 µL. The initial condition is modified
such that the dyed fluid pinches off to form a satellite droplet, which subsequently coalesces
with the larger sessile droplet. The scale bar is 2.0 mm.

presence of a tip itself.

The satellite droplet subsequently coalesces with the sessile droplet approximately

10.0 ms after the original onset of coalescence. As expected, the satellite droplet is much

smaller than the original free droplet so the coalescence dynamics are much faster than

seen above (e.g. in Figure 6.5), with considerable column stretching and a very small,

elongated tip formed within 2.0 ms (at t = 12.0 ms). This tip is subsequently absorbed

into the bulk without pinch-off and, due to the mechanism of jet formation elucidated

above, an internal jet forms as seen at t = 17.0 ms. The jet itself is very thin due to the

narrow nature of the tip and so the concentrated momentum it imparts on the bulk.

Figure 6.13 therefore supports the inferences made above regarding the influence of

small tips on jet formation, though not the formation of such tips – the size of the sessile

droplet means that substrate wettability does not have a large influence here. Moreover,

Figure 6.13 suggests that jet formation in cases with pinch-off (including partial coales-

cence) is not likely due to the lack of fluid draining into the bulk, unless the satellite

droplet subsequently coalesces and the tip formed effectively drains into the bulk, as is

the case here. However, one could perhaps imagine a scenario in which pinch-off is slow

enough (perhaps due to a higher vapour viscosity) that sufficient tip draining into the

sessile droplet could occur before the satellite droplet separates, for an internal jet to form

without subsequent coalescence. Identifying conditions in which internal jets can form

within partially-coalescing droplets would represent an interesting topic for future study.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.14: Numerically-generated regime maps for jet dependence on droplet volume
ratio and substrate wettability. For each {Vs/Vf , θr} combination, three simulations were
conducted with θa ∈ {100°, 110°, 120°}. θeq = 90° and Vf = 6.0 µL are fixed.

6.4.3 Droplet volume

Receding contact angle

To systematically explore the parameter space, θeq = 90° and Vf = 6.0 µL are now fixed

in the simulations. This choice of parameters ensures that the sessile droplet is exactly

half of the free droplet, with identical initial curvature and hence Laplace pressure, when

Vs = 3.0 µL. The receding contact angle, θr and sessile droplet, Vs are varied to produce a

regime map for internal jet formation in Figure 6.14a. Examples of the classifications (‘No

Jet’, ‘Transitional’ and ‘Jet’) are inset in Figure 6.7. Approximately 2.3× 104 core hours

and 69 simulations were required to produce Figure 6.14a. The same data is replotted

against contact angle hysteresis in Figure 6.14b.

Figure 6.14a shows that jet formation is promoted by increasing either the receding

contact angle or the (sessile-to-free) droplet volume ratio. For larger volume ratios, the

reflected capillary waves must travel further along the originally sessile droplet, which

reduces their strength due to viscous dissipation. In fact, there likely exists a critical

droplet volume ratio beyond which the substrate does not affect jet formation, since the

distance that the capillary waves must travel before having any effect is too far (e.g. in

Figure 6.13). In this case, the internal dynamics are likely to be akin to those of free

droplets, especially in regard to the mechanisms underpinning jet formation. However,

the effect of the substrate will be felt for droplets of small and similar volume ratios,

which are of greatest practical (e.g. lab-on-a-chip and inkjet) and fundamental interest.

For a given sessile droplet volume, decreasing the equilibrium contact angle, θeq yields
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.15: Simulations results with θeq = 90°, θr = 60°, Vs = 5.0 µL and Vf = 6.0 µL,
whilst θa is varied. The internal interface height is normalised by its value at t = 0.0 ms.

greater curvature within the meniscus bridge and stronger capillary waves (Deka et al.,

2019). Conversely, increasing free surface area escalates viscous dissipation.

Advancing contact angle

The effect of the advancing contact angle, θa should also be considered. In fact, for

each {Vs/Vf , θr} combination in Figure 6.14a, three simulations with different advancing

contact angles, θa ∈ {100°, 110°, 120°} were conducted and are plotted. No differences in

classification transpired, except for the largest sessile droplet volume studied (Vs = 5.0 µL)

when θr = 55° or θr = 60°, for which an advancing contact angle of θa = 120° incited jet

formation (as opposed to the transitional situation for θa ∈ {100°, 110°}). An increase in

θa restricts outward spreading, which may be somewhat beneficial for jet formation by

increasing the internal interface height and concentrating the momentum generated by

the tip. However, the influence of the advancing contact angle is subordinated to that

of the receding contact angle due to the latter’s influence on reflection of the leading

capillary wave. Hence, jet formation in this configuration is only weakly dependent on the

advancing contact angle.

The spread length and internal interface height for a case from Figure 6.14a that

exhibits inconsistent jet appearance with varying θa (fixed parameters θeq = 90°, θr = 60°,

Vs = 5.0 µL and Vf = 6.0 µL) are shown in Figure 6.15. As seen in Figure 6.15a, θa does

not greatly influence the contact line dynamics until after leading capillary wave reflection,

which suggests why the effect of θr is dominant (cf. Figure 6.7). The maximum spread

length is of course quite different for the three values of θa considered though. Moreover,

for the case considered the internal interface height already shows transitional behaviour

with θa = 100°, for which the interface height (Figure 6.15b) consistently decreases to

approximately zero at t = 20.0 ms. Thus, the increase in θa to 120° is able to reduce the
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minimum spread length enough to enhance the leading reflected capillary wave sufficiently

that the internal interface destabilises to produce a jet.

Contact angle hysteresis

For a fixed advancing contact angle, modifying the receding contact angle also adjusts

the contact angle hysteresis. Previous work has indicated that low hysteresis is beneficial

for mixing (Nilsson and Rothstein, 2011). Whilst this inference is generally supported by

the current work, each point in Figure 6.14a contains a 20° degree hysteresis range which

indicates that hysteresis is not the decisive factor in jet formation. Moreover, the data in

Figure 6.14a are replotted against the contact angle hysteresis, θa − θr in Figure 6.14b.

An acute lack of clear regime boundaries is seen in Figure 6.14b, indicating that contact

angle hysteresis itself is not an accurate predictor of jet formation. This observation is

not surprising given that the importance of the advancing contact angle to jet formation

is subordinated to that of the receding contact angle.

Laplace pressure relation to applications

For Vs = 3.0 µL and θeq = 90°, the sessile droplet is exactly half of the free droplet

(Vf = 6.0 µL). Hence, the initial droplet curvatures and Laplace pressures are identical,

yet an internal jet can still form if θr ≥ 75°. Moreover, the Laplace pressure of a 2.0 µL

sessile droplet (with θeq = 90°) is greater than that of a 6.0 µL free droplet, whilst the latter

is injected into the former, opposing the initial Laplace pressure difference. Coalescence

in this configuration therefore provides the ability to mix droplets in unconventional ways,

without relying on a particular Laplace pressure difference. Indeed, Figure 6.14a indicates

that internal jet formation can be expected for a wide range of substrate wettabilities

when the initial droplet Laplace pressures are equal, unlike in free droplet coalescence,

which may be desirable in microfluidic applications.

6.4.4 Droplet viscosity

Effect of droplet viscosity on jet formation

It is well known that increasing droplet viscosity increases viscous dissipation, which damp-

ens capillary waves and suppresses internal flows. However, increasing viscosity also re-

duces the rate of change of curvature during meniscus bridge expansion and so reduces

the strength of emitted capillary waves (Thoroddsen et al., 2005). Column formation and

the strength of reflected capillary waves, both of which have been shown to be beneficial

for jet formation already in this work, are therefore diminished with increasing droplet

viscosity. Hence, it is expected that increasing droplet viscosity should be unfavourable for
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Figure 6.16: Numerically-generated regime map for jet dependence on droplet viscosity
and substrate wettability. θa = 100°, θeq = 90°, Vs = 4.0 µL and Vf = 6.0 µL in all
simulations.

jet formation. This prediction is confirmed in Figure 6.16 for which θa = 100°, θeq = 90°,

Vs = 4.0 µL and Vf = 6.0 µL (corresponding to the second highest row in Figure 6.14);

the droplet viscosity, µd and receding contact angle, θr are varied. The same trend in

jet formation with respect to the receding contact angle identified above is seen across

different droplet viscosities. The key result derived above is thus confirmed across a range

of droplet viscosities. Interestingly, the extent of the transitional viscosity range is similar

across those receding contact angles exhibiting all three regimes.

The droplet viscosity affects the dynamics both via the Ohnesorge number, determin-

ing the degree of surface tension dominance, and the droplet/outer phase viscosity ratio,

as discussed in Section 5.3.3. Changes in either viscosity affect capillary wave propagation

(Deka et al., 2019), whilst only the droplet viscosity feeds into the Ohnesorge number as

defined above. Consideration is limited to exploring droplet viscosity changes here with

respect to likely applications. It is important to appreciate though that direct extrapo-

lation to changes in Ohnesorge number or viscosity ratio is not appropriate. Hence, the

data in Figure 6.16 are plotted against droplet viscosity, µd rather than the viscosity ratio

or Ohnesorge number.

Example frames from the 6th column of data (θr = 75°) in Figure 6.16 are shown

in Figure 6.17. All parameters are fixed (θa = 100°; θeq = 90°; θr = 75°; Vs = 4.0 µL;

Vf = 6.0 µL) except for the droplet viscosity, µd, which is varied through all three internal

dynamic regimes (no jet, transitional, jet). The free surface dynamics until column col-

lapse are similar for all three droplet viscosities, but the droplet viscosity clearly affects

the formation of the small tip, which is not present at all for the largest droplet viscos-
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Figure 6.17: Free surface and internal interface profiles for droplets with θa = 100°, θeq =
90°, θr = 75°, Vs = 4.0 µL and Vf = 6.0 µL. The droplet viscosity, µd is varied between
panels: (a) µd = 1.2 mPa s; (b) µd = 1.8 mPa s; (c) µd = 2.2 mPa s.

ity (Figure 6.17c). Moreover, comparing Figures 6.17a and 6.17b indicates that the key

requirement for a jet to form (rather than transitional internal flows) is neck thinning at

the base of the small tip (as in the t = 8.6 ms frame in Figure 6.17a). A thin neck allows

fluid draining from the small tip to be accelerated sufficiently that enough momentum

is imparted onto the bulk fluid for a jet to form before the momentum is dissipated by

viscosity. Indeed, the existence of an internal jet in Figure 6.16 exactly coincides with

the presence of a tip of high curvature (with a thin neck) identified as being crucial for

internal jet formation in previous sections for a fixed droplet viscosity.

Comparison to free droplets

According to Figure 6.16, an internal jet can be formed when θr = 80° and Oh = 7.0× 10−3

(based on µd = 2.0 mPa s), given a volume ratio of Vs/Vf = 0.667. This volume ratio is

remarkably small compared to what would be required in free droplets. According to Xia

et al. (2017), the requirement for internal jet formation in free droplets within air is that

the (large-to-small) droplet size ratio is greater than

3.4228× 106Oh4 − 1.6309× 105Oh3 + 3.2054× 103Oh2 + 17.7020Oh + 1, (6.1)

with the Ohnesorge number length scale being the small droplet radius4. As explained

above, the free droplet is injected into the sessile droplet in the configuration studied

in this work, and so the free droplet assumes the same role as the smaller droplet in

4Xia et al. used the small droplet diameter as their length scale, so the coefficients in their work are
different (but equivalent) to those found in Equation (6.1).
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free droplet coalescence, regardless of the relative droplet volumes. Indeed, substituting

Oh = 7.0× 10−3 (i.e. taking rf = 1.127 mm as the length scale) into Equation (6.1)

suggests that a (linear) size ratio of 1.23 would be required to form a jet with the equivalent

Ohnesorge number in free droplet coalescence. This size ratio corresponds to a volume

ratio of 1.88, almost a three-fold increase on the value of 0.667 identified above for free

and sessile droplets.

Considering the effective radius, R of the sessile droplet (i.e. the radius of the sphere

of which the spherical cap is part) at the onset of coalescence, the effective size ratio

between the droplets is 1.10 when the volume ratio is 0.667. Nevertheless, it is clear that

the substrate enhances jet formation here and there is a potential to enable jet formation

with larger droplet viscosities compared to free droplet coalescence.

6.5 Discussion and summary

In this chapter, internal jet formation during the coalescence of an initially-static free

droplet with a sessile droplet of the same fluid was studied, focusing on the influence

of substrate wettability. The dynamics were successfully simulated using a VOF model,

showing good quantitative agreement with the laboratory experiments that were discussed

too. The use of the Kistler dynamic contact angle model allowed the influence of substrate

wettability to be captured very accurately despite the model not including pinning.

Compared to free droplet coalescence, where a jet may be formed when the smaller

droplet is drawn directly into the larger one, on a substrate an internal jet can arise via a

different mechanism. Here, jet formation was shown to depend on a thinning neck that led

to a tip with high curvature and pressure on top of the coalesced droplet, which incited a

rapid downward flow towards the substrate. The importance of such a tip to jet formation

was also demonstrated experimentally for a case exhibiting pinch-off. The generation of

this tip depends on the contact line dynamics via reflected capillary waves. Substrate

wettability therefore directly influences jet formation and mixing efficiency. Strong reflec-

tion of capillary waves is required to generate sufficient neck thinning, so higher receding

contact angles are beneficial for producing a jet.

The ability to assemble a regime map of droplet volume ratio (sessile to free) against

receding contact angle, with clear regime boundaries, demonstrates the influence of sub-

strate wettability and confirms that increasing the volume ratio encourages jet formation,

as expected. However, the reflected capillary wave mechanism identified in this work can

lead to jet formation at very different volume ratios from those that produce jets during

free droplet coalescence. Whilst it is generally true that low contact angle hysteresis is

beneficial for mixing, hysteresis itself is not an accurate predictor of jet formation; the

effect of the advancing contact angle is subordinated to that of the receding contact angle.

Jet formation is inhibited by increasing droplet viscosity, though jets can appear at droplet
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viscosities higher than expected for free droplets for a given volume ratio.

The results indicate the potential of engineering substrate wettability to improve

mixing via the formation of internal jets in microfluidic systems. To achieve good advective

mixing, capillary waves reflected from the contact line should be enhanced where possible,

which is achieved by increasing the receding contact angle in the configuration studied.

The influence of contact line movement in a certain direction may be dominant, so contact

angle hysteresis alone is not necessarily the decisive factor. It is therefore imperative to

consider substrate wettability for applications involving coalescing droplets for which the

internal dynamics, and associated fluid mixing, may be influential.
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Chapter 7

Surface jets

In this chapter the initial condition is no longer two static droplets. Instead, coalescence

between an impacting and a pre-deposited sessile droplet is considered, where some in-

teresting and surprising effects of inertia will become evident. Towards the end of the

chapter, coalescence between droplets of different fluids and mixing driven by Marangoni

flow will be analysed. Most of the content in this chapter has been published in Sykes et al.

(2020a), though significantly more detail, and some additional results, are given here.

7.1 Introduction

Coalescence may be initiated during the impact of a falling droplet with a sessile droplet on

a substrate, which is the typical configuration in inkjet printing. For millimetric droplets

with identical fluid properties, similar volumes and inertial dimensionless numbers matched

to typical inkjet values, experiments have demonstrated no discernible mixing within the

coalesced droplet, as seen in Figure 1.1. This conclusion is robust to lateral separation

between the precursor droplets and has been corroborated by numerical simulations for

substrates of various wettabilities (Raman et al., 2016; Raman, 2018). Improved advective

mixing can be achieved by the formation of a vortex ring if the sessile droplet is much

larger than the impacting droplet, or potentially via alterations to substrate wettability as

elucidated in Chapter 6. Vortex rings can be formed in a similar manner during the impact

of a droplet onto a deep pool (Saha et al., 2019), whereas capillary wave dynamics influence

mixing considerably for shallow pools (Ersoy and Eslamian, 2019). However, droplet-pool

coalescence is critically different from the coalescence of droplets on a substrate due to the

absence of a contact line. Indeed, Chapter 6 has shown that substrate wettability has a

significant effect on internal flows.

The results until this point have considered coalescing droplets with equal fluid prop-

erties, but an intrinsic feature of many applications is that the precursor droplets consist

of different fluids (e.g. in RIJ, as discussed in Chapter 1), where differences in the relative
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fluid properties can influence the internal dynamics. For precursor droplets of different

densities, a stratified coalesced droplet may be formed by an internal gravity current on a

longer time scale than the surface tension induced flow (Zhang et al., 2015). Alternatively,

the use of non-Newtonian fluids can lead to intricate internal flow structures and good ad-

vective mixing (Sun et al., 2015a). Differences in the rheological properties of Newtonian

droplets can be used to control the final internal structure of coalesced droplets, with the

viscosity ratio between an oil droplet and an (immiscible) sessile water droplet defining the

maximum penetration depth of the former (Chen et al., 2017). In the context of RIJ, some

studies have considered mixing between impacting and coalescing micrometric droplets of

different reactive fluids, but did not resolve the internal dynamics which would be difficult

at this length scale, as discussed in Chapter 2 (e.g. Fathi and Dickens, 2013).

Surface tension differences between coalescing droplets are particularly significant for

the internal dynamics, since surface tension influences the Laplace pressure and surface

tension gradients drive Marangoni flow, as elucidated in Section 2.1.5. Due to the induced

tangential flow, a droplet of lower surface tension will tend to envelop a droplet of higher

surface tension after coalescence, which can generate an internal jet (Luo et al., 2019).

The tangential flow velocity increases linearly for moderate surface tension differences,

becoming sublinear for larger differences. The velocity reduces with increasing Ohnesorge

number as viscous forces retard the motion (Liu et al., 2013a). Hence, relatively small

surface tension differences may lead to significant changes in the dynamics. Such surface

tension differences are usually established using different simple fluids, but they can also

be due to surfactants. For surfactants, the solutal Marangoni flow induced may depend

on the precise chemical nature of the surfactant which can influence the internal dynamics

(Nash et al., 2018). Surface tension differences due to surfactants have been shown to

reduce colour bleed in inkjet-printed droplets, as explained in Chapter 1.

Many studies involving surface tension differences, including those discussed in the

previous paragraph, concern droplets within an immiscible, high viscosity outer fluid (typ-

ically an oil). In particular, these include droplets confined within a microfluidic channel

where the high viscosity of the outer fluid suppresses free surface oscillations through

viscous dissipation, reduces the rate of meniscus bridge growth and impedes interfacial

flow. In these scenarios, the curvature of the precursor droplets and individual Laplace

pressures persist for longer, which promotes internal jet formation, whilst surface flows

are diminished. Moreover, the jet morphology and dynamics have been shown to depend

on the viscosity ratio between the droplets and outer fluid (Nowak et al., 2016), as seen

for free and sessile coalescing droplets in Chapter 5. In cases where the outer fluid flows

within the microchannel, the precursor droplet order can affect the internal and interfacial

flow (Kovalchuk et al., 2019).

In contrast to confined microfluidics, other microfluidic devices rely on manipulating

droplets on a solid substrate, known as open-surface microfluidics (Jiao et al., 2019). For

these systems, coalescence in a low viscosity gaseous outer fluid (typically air) is of inter-
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est. For droplets on a substrate, the contact line dynamics also affect the internal and

external dynamics (Lai et al., 2010), where improved advective mixing due to Marangoni

flow (Ng et al., 2017) and delayed coalescence (Bruning et al., 2018) may arise. The initial

droplet configuration can influence the dynamics in this case and jet-like internal flows can

be generated by recirculation for precursor droplets of either identical or different surface

tension (Yeh et al., 2013). With the presence of a free surface open to air, purely interfacial

phenomena can arise, such as Marangoni-induced spreading of a droplet impacting a deep

pool (Taherian et al., 2016). Both experimental and numerical studies have shown that

these impacts can lead to Marangoni-induced droplet ejection (Blanchette et al., 2009;

Shim and Stone, 2017; Sun et al., 2018a). For precursor droplets of fluids which undergo a

precipitating chemical reaction upon mixing, the magnitude of the surface tension differ-

ence can determine the extent of spreading and mixing and hence the precipitate pattern

(Jehannin et al., 2015). Complex interfacial flow structures and instabilities may also be

generated, such as by evaporation-augmented Marangoni flow during the impact of an

alcohol droplet with an (immiscible) oil pool (Keiser et al., 2017). These observations in-

dicate the possible rich internal and interfacial dynamics which could be expected during

the coalescence of impacting and sessile droplets of different surface tension.

In this chapter, the internal and interfacial dynamics (at the free surface) during

the coalescence of an impacting droplet with a miscible sessile droplet on a solid, flat

substrate is studied by means of colour high-speed imaging, as discussed in Chapter 3.

Ethanol-water mixtures, with a low proportion of ethanol, were used to ensure the flow

was dominated by surface tension and that the surface tension of each precursor droplet

could be independently modified, enabling the unexplored influence of surface tension

differences to be studied in this experimental configuration. Surfactants were avoided due

to the unclear influence of their chemical composition on the dynamics. The influence of

lateral separation and surface tension differences is considered to elucidate both the initial

internal and interfacial dynamics, in addition to the longer-term mixing efficiency.

7.2 Experimental details

The results contained within this chapter are derived from the impacting and coalescing

droplets experimental setup described in Section 3.5. The velocity and radius of the

impacting droplet were determined by image processing (see Section 3.6) and are recorded

in Table 7.1. These values correspond to the equivalent spherical radius of the precursor

sessile droplet (i.e. immediately before it was deposited on the substrate). It is important

to note that due to contact angle hysteresis a wide range of equilibrium contact angles

are possible; those reported in Table 7.1 are consistent with the deposition of the sessile

droplet in the coalescence experiments – the as-placed contact angle (see Section 2.2.4).

The deposition of the impacting droplet is dynamically characterised by the Weber

and Ohnesorge numbers, with the length scale chosen as the impacting droplet radius,
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Table 7.1: Impacting droplet radius, rf and velocity, u of the ethanol-water mixtures
used in the study of surface jets. The equilibrium contact angles reported were made on a
droplet consistent with the deposition of the sessile droplet in the coalescence experiments.

Fluid No. Ethanol Mass % θeq (degrees) rf (mm) u (m s−1)

1 0.0 91± 2 1.16± 0.02 0.50± 0.04
2 4.0 82± 2 1.07± 0.02 0.51± 0.06
3 8.0 74± 2 1.02± 0.02 0.50± 0.04
4 18.0 66± 2 0.96± 0.02 0.51± 0.04

rf . The velocity is that of the impacting droplet immediately before landing. Here,

We ≈ 5 and Oh ≈ 5× 10−3 for a typical droplet (i.e. ρd = 103 kg m−3; µd = 10−3 Pa s;

σ = 50× 10−3 N m−1; rf = 10−3 m; u = 0.5 m s−1), which indicates that the flow is

dominated by surface tension as opposed to viscosity. The equivalent Reynolds number

is Re =
√

We/Oh ≈ 500. It is important to note that the impacting droplet velocity

quickly reduces after deposition, so the resulting internal flow is much slower; hence,

this Reynolds number does not well characterise the internal flow dynamics. The Bond

number is Bo ≈ 0.2, where ∆ρ ≈ 103 kg m−3 is the density difference between the droplet

and surrounding air. The dimensionless numbers indicate that surface tension dominates

over gravitational forces despite the relatively large droplet size.

7.3 Droplets with equal fluid properties

7.3.1 Modest lateral separation

Onset of coalescence

For small lateral separations, the impacting droplet collides with the sessile droplet before

hitting the substrate. The requirement for coalescence during this interaction is that the

air layer between the droplets drains enough that intermolecular (van der Waals) forces can

cause the remaining film of air to rupture, as discussed in Chapter 2. The axisymmetric

(zero lateral separation) impact of a dyed droplet of fluid 2 (4.0% ethanol) onto an undyed

droplet of the same fluid is shown in Figure 7.1 with both front and bottom views. Note

that time zero (t = 0.0 ms) is taken as the frame immediately before the first visible contact

between droplets, rather than the time at which coalescence occurs due to the impacting

droplet inertia.1 Due to the Weber number, coalescence is not immediate but there is an

approximate 5.0 ms delay whilst the trapped air layer drains. During this period, there

is significant droplet deformation and a resultant large increase in free surface energy. In

fact, the excess of surface energy at the onset of coalescence almost leads to pinch-off

(partial coalescence) at t ≈ 9.0 ms. Unfortunately, the time that coalescence occurred in

1Cf. Chapter 6 where the initial condition is by design of static droplets and the pre-collision droplet
shapes are recovered at the onset of coalescence, which is taken to be t = 0.0 ms.
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Figure 7.1: Front and bottom views of a dyed impacting droplet coalescing with an undyed
sessile droplet of the same fluid (fluid 2; 4.0% ethanol), in an axisymmetric configura-
tion. Coalescence occurs approximately 5.0 ms after the droplets collide. The scale bar is
2.0 mm.

this configuration depended critically on the precise initial conditions (i.e. small variations

in the initial condition led to large changes in the dynamics), precluding the methodical

study of the axisymmetric configuration when the surface tension of both the impacting

and sessile droplets were large (58.0 mN m−1 in Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.2 exhibits two larger lateral separations compared to Figure 7.1, but with the

same fluid properties (fluid 2; 4.0% ethanol). Again, due to the Weber number there is a

delay (approximately 2.0 ms) between collision and coalescence at both of these lateral sep-

arations. In contrast to the axisymmetric case, free surface deformation is not significant

during the non-coalescence period here and, importantly, the precise time of coalescence

and dynamics remain the same with small changes in the initial condition, i.e. the results

are repeatable. Hence, such lateral separations can be safely studied whilst neglecting the

delay in coalescence. Once coalescence occurs, a small amount of air is entrained around

the internal interface, which is visible as small bubbles at t = 4.0 ms in Figure 7.2 for both

lateral separations. This phenomenon does not influence the long-term internal dynamics

and mixing behaviour studied here. Note that delayed coalescence and air entertainment

does not occur when the impacting droplet strikes the substrate first and coalescence is

initiated as the impacting droplet spreads across the substrate (see Section 7.3.2).

Post-coalescence dynamics

For both lateral separations seen in Figure 7.2, the inertia of the dyed droplet significantly

disturbs the sessile droplet on impact, generating capillary waves that travel in both di-

rections along the free surface. These capillary waves, combined with the spreading of

the impacting droplet, cause the left contact line to move outwards, which dissipates some

energy introduced by the impact (Kapur and Gaskell, 2007). In contrast, the right contact

line remains pinned, with the capillary waves insufficient to displace it on the high hys-

teresis substrate used in this work. Right contact-line motion may also be inhibited by the

outward movement of the left contact line, which commences before the leading capillary

wave reaches the right contact line and draws undyed fluid towards it by mass conser-
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−2.0ms 0.0ms 4.0ms 8.0ms 21.0ms 42.0ms 130.0ms

Figure 7.2: Front and bottom views of a dyed impacting droplet coalescing with an undyed
sessile droplet of the same fluid (fluid 2; 4.0% ethanol), for two lateral separations in which
the impacting droplet collides with the sessile droplet before the substrate: (a) 0.8 mm;
(b) 1.6 mm. Both scale bars are 2.0 mm.

vation. After the initial spreading, the left contact line also becomes pinned. Combined

with the excess of dyed fluid on the LHS of the coalesced droplet, the pinned contact lines

induce a recirculatory internal flow as indicated on the 130.0 ms bottom view frame of

Figure 7.2a. Due to this internal flow structure, the dyed fluid is primarily located on the

outside of the droplet, whereas the undyed fluid is trapped within the centre. Note that

such internal flow is not observed in the ostensibly similar experiments of Castrejón-Pita

et al. (2013), primarily due to higher Ohnesorge number utilised (Oh ≈ 0.25) in that work,

which yields a reduced influence of surface tension and much greater viscous dissipation.

While recirculatory internal flow alters the distribution of dyed and undyed fluid, it

simply advects rather than stretching and folding the internal fluid interface; there is little

advective mixing. Nevertheless, utilising both views there does appear to be some mixing

on the LHS of the coalesced droplet (especially visible at t = 42.0 ms in Figure 7.2a) due

to undyed fluid being propelled into a region where dyed fluid originally resided. Since the

precursor droplets consist of the same fluid, the only mechanisms of advective mixing on

a short time scale result from the inertia of the impacting droplet and the initial Laplace

pressure difference between the coalescing droplets. The inertia derived from these effects is

largely dissipated (primarily by viscosity) within a few hundred milliseconds of coalescence,

leaving a relatively small internal interface over which molecular diffusion must act to

homogenise the coalesced droplet. As detailed in Chapter 2, molecular diffusion acts very

slowly so it is clear that achieving good advective mixing is crucial for efficiently realizing

a homogeneous coalesced droplet on desirably short time scales here.

Despite the difference in lateral separation, the internal flows for both cases shown in

Figure 7.2 are remarkably similar. There is a small difference at early times, when pene-

tration of dyed fluid develops along the droplet centreline for the larger lateral separation

(Figure 7.2b), visible at t = 21.0 ms. This flow structure is located close to the substrate
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Figure 7.3: Front and bottom views of a dyed impacting droplet coalescing with an undyed
sessile droplet of the same fluid (fluid 2; 4.0% ethanol); coalescence occurs as the impacting
droplet spreads across the substrate into the sessile droplet. The scale bar is 2.0 mm.

as is clear from the 42.0 ms front-view frame, but does not persist at later times when the

internal flow becomes dominated by recirculation. In fact, the only enduring difference

between these cases is the droplet footprint on the substrate, with the final droplet shape

being closer to a spherical cap in the former case, whereas the footprint is more elliptical

in the latter. As seen, the difference in droplet footprint does not greatly influence the

internal dynamics however.

7.3.2 Large lateral separation

If the lateral separation between the precursor droplets is large enough, then the impact-

ing droplet can land on the substrate before spreading into the sessile droplet to induce

coalescence, a situation which may arise when depositing lines or otherwise patterning a

substrate (Hsiao and Betton, 2016). Figure 7.3 presents an experiment with such a lateral

separation. Compared to the two cases in Figure 7.2, the only experimental difference

is in the lateral separation. Note that coalescence occurs immediately on collision of the

droplets, i.e. there is no delay in coalescence.

With this large lateral separation, the internal flow becomes significantly different

with a jet emanating from the dyed fluid region into the undyed fluid of the precursor

sessile droplet, visible at t = 21.0 ms. From the bottom view, there may appear to be good

advective mixing within the coalesced droplet, with significant stretching and some folding

of the internal fluid interface. However, the front view shows that the jet is confined to the

free surface of the sessile droplet, so there is actually little advective mixing. Similarly,

the undyed fluid in the centre of the coalesced droplets cannot be perceived from the

front view for both cases in Figure 7.2. Therefore, Figures 7.2 and 7.3 emphasise a need

for caution when investigating internal dynamics using only a single view, as previously

indicated for mixing (Paik et al., 2003).

Jets during coalescence have already been seen in Chapter 6, but note that the jets

progressed into the bulk coalesced droplet there; they were internal jets. In contrast, the

jet seen in Figure 7.3 is confined to the free surface, so a sharp fluid interface is maintained

in the bulk. Such surface flows could be utilised to encapsulate a sessile droplet by a second

droplet, possibly with different fluid properties (Koldeweij et al., 2019), or to modify its
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interfacial properties. Alternatively, for droplets deposited to form a continuous line, a

sharp transition in line properties may be desired, where the presence of such a surface

flow could be detrimental. It is therefore of interest to understand the formation of the

surface jet in Figure 7.3, and later whether it can be enhanced or suppressed by modifying

the fluid properties of the original droplets.

7.3.3 Surface jet formation

The dynamics leading to the formation of the surface jet identified in the previous section

(specifically Figure 7.3) are systematically uncovered and elucidated in this section.

Initial post-coalescence dynamics

In Figure 7.3, the impacting droplet spreads into the sessile droplet approximately 1.5 ms

after landing on the substrate to induce coalescence. At this moment, the impacting

droplet still has considerable inertia, though some energy has already been dissipated by

the displacement of the left contact line. It also has excess surface energy, having not

formed a spherical cap, and bears an advancing contact angle which is larger than the

range of equilibrium contact angles. However, on collision (at t = 0.0 ms), the height of

the impacting droplet near the point of coalescence is much less than that of the sessile

droplet due to its deformed shape. Rapid expansion of the meniscus bridge between the

droplets following coalescence generates capillary waves which travel outwards along the

free surface of the coalesced droplet, as discussed extensively in Chapter 6. These capillary

waves disturb the free surface of the undyed fluid (visible in the 4.0 ms front-view frame),

but are dominated by the ongoing spreading dynamics in the dyed fluid region.

While these initial post-coalescence dynamics take place near the meniscus bridge,

the dyed fluid continues to spread radially outwards in all other directions until the max-

imum spread length is reached, which is typically 3.0 ms after coalescence. The spreading

dynamics are essentially unaffected by coalescence, except in the immediate region of the

point of coalescence. There, the spreading dynamics combine with meniscus bridge growth

to push dyed fluid into the region originally occupied by undyed fluid, past the point of

coalescence. The impacting droplet otherwise experiences typical deposition dynamics. A

large free surface depression develops around its centre with a diameter comparable to

that of the droplet immediately before impact, while fluid migrates radially outwards to

the advancing contact line (cf. Rioboo et al., 2001). The resulting free surface topology

at the maximum spread length is illustrated in Figure 7.4 as a cut-plane through the cen-

tres of the precursor droplets. As in Chapter 6, the central depression across the dyed

fluid is not conspicuous from an external front view due to the axisymmetry of typical

deposition dynamics (i.e. it is hidden by the higher outer free surface), but it can be

perceived by the relative pixel intensity within the dyed fluid region in the 4.0 ms bottom
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Figure 7.4: A sketch depicting the coalescence of two droplets of the same fluid at the
instance the maximum spread length is reached (typically 3.0 ms after coalescence), rep-
resented as a cut-plane through the precursor droplet centres. The dyed (blue) impacting
droplet lands on the substrate before spreading into the undyed (clear/grey) sessile droplet
to initiate coalescence (as in Figure 7.3).

view frame of Figure 7.3. A capillary ridge forms near the contact line (away from the

meniscus bridge) since the relatively high minimum advancing contact angle of the sub-

strate prevents further spreading, whilst the radial flow continues to transport dyed fluid

outwards to accumulate behind the contact line (Bonn et al., 2009). The generation of

such a capillary ridge is dependent on the substrate wettability, as on a perfectly wetting

substrate the droplet would spread to coat the substrate with a uniform thickness.

Travelling wave

The free surface at the maximum spread length depicted in Figure 7.4 is severely deformed,

whilst the flow is dominated by surface tension. The contact line cannot advance further

as dyed fluid continues to accumulate in the capillary ridge due to the contact angle

remaining in the equilibrium range. Therefore, fluid is quickly reflected away from the left

contact line (that is, capillary ridge) to reduce the free surface area. During the reflection,

the left contact angle decreases but the contact line does not recede. Meanwhile, energy is

viscously dissipated near the fluid interface due to meniscus bridge growth, as dyed fluid

is pushed into the undyed fluid region. The latter effect is indicated in Figure 7.4 by the

position of the fluid interface relative to the point of coalescence. Furthermore, the right

contact line (that of the undyed fluid) remains pinned at this time. The asymmetry in

the dynamics resulting from these factors ensures the fluid reflected from the contact line

is primarily transported in a single direction towards the undyed fluid along the axis of

symmetry between the precursor droplets (Ristenpart et al., 2006). Due to the left contact

line being pinned, the reflected fluid forms a travelling wave rather than simply displacing

the contact line to form a spherical cap.

The travelling wave precipitates a progressive increase in free surface height across the

depressed free surface as visible in Figure 7.5, with free surface edges shown at five time

instants, overlaid onto the front view at t = 5.8 ms (the first of the five times). A large

and rapid increase in free surface height precedes the wave, with the free surface height

becoming approximately uniform away from the contact lines at t = 9.9 ms. Note that the
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Figure 7.5: Free surface evolution illustrated by image-processed edges at five early times
during the coalescence of two droplets of the same fluid (fluid 2, 4.0% ethanol), overlaid
onto the 5.8 ms front view (faded by 25%). The grey arrow indicates increasing time. The
data correspond to Figure 7.3.

increase in free surface height occurs wholly within the dyed fluid region of the coalesced

droplet. The free surface movement therefore acts to raise dyed fluid within the droplet,

which is primarily drawn from the capillary ridge. The upward motion of dyed fluid also

draws undyed fluid towards the left contact line near the substrate by mass conservation,

thus generating an overturning internal flow, with dyed fluid moving towards the right in

the upper part of the droplet. After the travelling wave has passed, the free surface height

does not vary significantly, as seen in Figure 7.5 where the edges almost overlap close to

the left contact line, especially for t ≥ 6.9 ms. The wave itself continues across the free

surface of the undyed fluid (see the 8.9 ms edge in Figure 7.5). However, dyed fluid is not

immediately drawn forward with the wave; instead the surface jet emanates from the dyed

fluid approximately 3.0 ms after the reflected wave has passed over the fluid interface due

to a surface flow induced by the preceding dynamics.

Bulk interface and jet heights

To elucidate the dynamics of surface jet formation, the leading edges of both the bulk

fluid interface and surface jet at the free surface were tracked via image processing as

described in Section 3.6. Figure 7.6 displays the free surface height corresponding to the

horizontal position of these leading edges (see inset frames), normalised by the initial sessile

droplet height. The data correspond to Figure 7.3 as a typical example for the prevailing

experimental conditions. From the bottom view, only the maximum penetration of dyed

fluid is visible, though it is not necessarily uniform across the droplet depth. In particular,

the convex nature of the fluid interface depicted in Figure 7.4 cannot be directly perceived

from a bottom view. However, since the leading edge of the bulk (at the time the surface

jet breaks away) and the surface jet are located close to the free surface they can be

accurately tracked.

Figure 7.6 shows the variation of surface height in time and thus confirms that the

free surface at the bulk fluid interface rapidly rises at early times, when the meniscus

bridge growth dominates the dynamics there. The concurrent spreading dynamics are

subordinated to the meniscus bridge growth, though the former acts to push the bulk fluid

interface into the originally undyed fluid region, which contributes to the rise in the bulk
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Figure 7.6: Normalised (by the initial sessile droplet height) free surface height for the
bulk and jet leading edges, as indicated on the inset frames. The free surface height
is extracted by image processing from each front view frame, matched to the horizontal
position determined from the corresponding bottom view frame (see Section 3.6). Both
droplets consist of fluid 2 (4.0% ethanol). The data correspond to Figure 7.3.

fluid interface free surface height, as the free surface of the undyed fluid is higher than that

of the dyed fluid. For the coalescence of symmetric, identical precursor sessile droplets, the

free surface height at the fluid interface (directly above the point of coalescence) would be

expected to level off and fluctuate around the equilibrium height of the coalesced droplet.

However, in Figure 7.6 the aforementioned travelling wave induces a reduction in free

surface height at the bulk fluid interface when it approaches approximately 7.0 ms after

coalescence. Hence, the travelling wave is characterised by a local depression in the free

surface near the bulk fluid interface (also visible in Figure 7.5) as the free surface is higher

ahead, similar to a breaking wave. Figure 7.6 therefore shows that the travelling wave

passes the bulk fluid interface approximately 9.0 ms after coalescence, beyond which the

free surface at the bulk fluid interface rises and the surface jet forms.

The tracking algorithm used in the image processing routine automatically identifies

the formation of surface structures emanating from the bulk fluid interface (a surface jet

here) in the bottom view, then proceeds to track both the bulk and newly formed leading

edges simultaneously. As seen in Figure 7.6, the surface jet does not form immediately as

the travelling wave passes the bulk fluid interface, nor advances as fast as the travelling

wave. These observations indicate that the surface jet forms due to a surface flow induced

by the dynamics accompanying the travelling wave. However, the travelling wave not

only generates a surface flow, but also an overturning internal flow as noted above. This

inference is supported by the convex nature of the bulk fluid interface shortly after the
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formation of the surface jet, as seen at t = 21.0 ms in Figure 7.3. Indeed, the interface is

further right in the upper reaches of the droplet (not just at the free surface), indicating an

internal flow in the same direction as the surface jet. The internal flow is quickly damped

by viscosity, so the bulk fluid interface becomes stagnant, but the surface flow faces less

resistance and endures to generate and transport the surface jet. After the surface jet has

formed, the height of its leading edge is initially similar to the bulk fluid interface, but

soon decreases (beginning at t = 15.0 ms) due to the remaining free surface oscillations

and conventional capillary waves. The corresponding response of the bulk fluid interface

in Figure 7.6 is delayed relative to the surface jet due to their horizontal separation at this

time, with the delay increasing as the surface jet moves further away, but the same trends

are observed in both as expected. After 18.0 ms, the height of both tracked leading edges

decreases as they progress at different rates towards the right contact line.

Evaluation of other potential causes of the observed surface jet

In the previous sections, a new phenomenon during coalescence of impacting and sessile

droplets has been elucidated, namely the formation of a surface jet. The free surface and

internal dynamics were carefully analysed with the aid of image processing to develop

the inference that the observed surface jet is the result of a surface flow precipitated by a

travelling wave reflected from the left contact line. At this point, it is important to consider

other potential causes of surface jet formation (especially relative fluid properties), within

the limits of experimental uncertainty.

Surface flows are often caused by differences in fluid properties between coalescing

droplets. However, the fluid properties of each precursor droplet in Figure 7.3 where the

surface jet is seen are the same, within experimental error. Hence the surface jet does

not arise due to density differences, which would typically occur on longer time scales

and for a larger Bond number anyway (Zhang et al., 2015). There is also no evidence of

density-driven stratification even at later times (up to 1 s after coalescence). As the flow

here is surface tension driven (Oh ≈ 5× 10−3), any small difference in viscosity between

the coalescing droplets certainly could not generate such flow structures.

The surface tensions of the precursor droplets are nominally the same, and hence

Marangoni flow is not expected to occur. However, even if the surface tensions were

slightly different (i.e. within the experimental error), Marangoni effects do not explain the

jet formation. A distinct and well-defined surface jet is observed, which travels exclusively

in one direction, rather than spreading to cover the higher surface tension free surface

of the undyed fluid which would occur in a Marangoni flow (see Section 7.4.1 where a

surface tension difference is deliberately introduced). Furthermore, if Marangoni flow were

responsible, it would only produce local recirculation in the bulk close to the free surface

on the short time scale of surface jet formation, rather than the overturning internal flow

observed throughout the depth of the droplet here. Therefore, Marangoni flow can not be
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the cause of the surface jet seen in Figure 7.3 – though it can modify or even inhibit the

jet, as discussed in Section 7.4.1.

Having considered other potential causes of the surface jet, the observations and

deductions made in this section substantiate the conclusions drawn in previous sections.

That is, the surface jet observed in Figure 7.3 is the result of a surface flow precipitated

by a travelling wave reflected from a capillary ridge at the left contact line.

Requirements for surface jet formation

The primary mechanism which generates the observed surface jet is the rapid ascent of the

depressed free surface (seen in Figure 7.4) associated with the impacting droplet dynamics,

enabled by the surface tension dominated flow (i.e. low Ohnesorge number). Within the

deposition regime, the rate of spreading and the maximum spread length increase with

impact velocity. The impact velocity must therefore be sufficient for the droplet to spread

far and fast enough that the central free surface depression and capillary ridge can form. A

large impact velocity may be detrimental to capillary ridge formation due to the associated

increase in the maximum spread length, indicating that an intermediate velocity within

the deposition regime is required for surface jet formation. The maximum spread length

also depends on the advancing contact angle, which was relatively high (approximately

105°) in this work. The substrate wettability is also important after the maximum spread

length is reached, as the contact line must remain pinned during fluid reflection to avoid

dampening the free surface dynamics and to enable the formation of the travelling wave.

In conclusion, the formation of a surface jet depends on the surface tension ratio (a low

Ohnesorge number), the impacting droplet velocity (an intermediate Weber number in the

deposition regime) and the substrate wettability (θa ≈ 105° and pinning here).

7.3.4 Surface jet properties

Propagation

Having understood the formation of the observed surface jet in the previous section, its

properties are now considered. Figure 7.7 shows the horizontal position of the bulk and

jet leading edges in time, for two experiments with slightly different lateral separation

but identical fluid properties – the data correspond to Figures 7.3 and 7.8d. As seen in

Figure 7.7, the leading edge of the bulk fluid interface initially migrates quickly into the

undyed fluid region due to the ongoing spreading dynamics. The interface continues to

advance whilst the meniscus bridge grows, but stalls as the travelling wave approaches

due to the latter’s effect on the free surface. After the travelling wave passes, the leading

edge of the bulk fluid interface retracts due to the internal flow identified above. Note that

the bulk leading edge is not necessarily on the free surface at this stage, which explains
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.7: Horizontal position of the bulk and jet leading edges, as indicated on the
inset frame from case (a), determined from the bottom view frames. In both cases,
a fluid 2 (4.0% ethanol) impacting droplet spreads into a sessile droplet of the same
fluid. Panel (a) has a lateral separation of 2.91 mm, corresponding to Figure 7.3/7.8a.
Panel (b) has a lateral separation of 3.23 mm, corresponding to Figure 7.8d.

why this retraction can occur despite the generally advancing internal and surface flow

of the dyed fluid. Figure 7.7 also shows that the jet travels at an almost constant speed

across the free surface until it approaches the contact line, and is not greatly influenced

by fluctuations in free surface height. The bulk fluid interface continues to slowly retract

after the surface jet is emitted, with the surface flow continuing to carry dyed fluid in the

opposite direction, despite the internal flow in the upper region of the droplet.

Robustness to lateral separation

The robustness of the surface jet to lateral separation is examined by varying the lateral

separation between the precursor droplets (compared to Figure 7.3, with otherwise iden-

tical experimental conditions) in Figure 7.8, though the impacting droplet always strikes

the substrate before colliding with the sessile droplet. In particular, four different lateral

separations from 3.07 mm to 3.25 mm are considered, an increase of 5% to 12% compared

to the 2.91 mm lateral separation in Figure 7.3, which is the same experiment as shown in

Figure 7.8a. Increasing the lateral separation increases the spread length of the impacting

droplet at the point of coalescence. However, the spreading dynamics of the impacting

droplet are essentially unaffected by coalescence except in the immediate vicinity of the

sessile droplet, so the formation of the capillary ridge and the subsequent fluid reflection

are not influenced by small changes in lateral separation. Therefore, as the substrate is

strongly pinning, any change in the spread length of the coalesced droplet corresponds to

a change in lateral separation. Hence, the central depression (see the sketch in Figure 7.4)
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Figure 7.8: Front and bottom views of a dyed impacting droplet coalescing with an undyed
sessile droplet of the same fluid (fluid 2; 4.0% ethanol), in which coalescence occurs as the
impacting droplet spreads across the substrate into the sessile droplet. The experiment in
each panel has a slightly different lateral separation (indicated). All scale bars are 2.0 mm.
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is wider for larger lateral separations, whilst the intrusion of dyed fluid into the originally

undyed fluid region due to spreading is reduced. Nevertheless, a surface jet materialises for

all lateral separations seen in Figure 7.8, with similar internal and free surface dynamics

observed, though the precise form of the jet is of course slightly different in each case.

To elucidate the effect of lateral separation on surface jet propagation, the position

of the leading edges for the case with a lateral separation of 3.23 mm (Figure 7.8d) is

shown in Figure 7.7b, alongside that for the case from Figure 7.3/7.8a in Figure 7.7a. It

can be seen that the increase in lateral separation shifts the position of the bulk fluid

interface towards the point of coalescence, and jet formation to an earlier time. However,

the propagation of the surface jet is hardly affected. Consequently, the formation and

propagation of the surface jet is robust to lateral separation in the case that the impacting

droplet is deposited on the substrate before spreading into the sessile droplet.

7.4 Droplets of different surface tension

In this section, a surface tension difference is introduced between the coalescing droplets

to initiate Marangoni flow and thereby influence surface jet formation.

7.4.1 Surface flow control

Surface jet enhancement

The coalescence of a dyed impacting droplet (fluid 3, σ = 50.5 mN m−1) with an undyed

sessile droplet of higher surface tension (fluid 2, σ = 58.0 mN m−1) is shown in Figure 7.9b.

Here, a Marangoni flow arises to reduce the surface area of the undyed fluid, which min-

imises surface energy. Initially, the Marangoni flow entrains a thin layer of dyed fluid onto

the free surface around the outside of the undyed fluid (in the plane of the bottom view),

which is visible within 3.0 ms of coalescence. Since the two fluids are miscible, the small

volume of dyed fluid in the film quickly mixes with the undyed fluid it covers and the sur-

face tension in this region of the free surface does not change appreciably. The free surface

dynamics meanwhile are similar to the equal surface tension case (Figure 7.3, repeated

in Figure 7.9a), with the formation of a travelling wave precipitating a rapid rise in the

free surface of the coalesced droplet. In particular, a surface jet emanates from the dyed

fluid region and travels towards the right contact line. However, the induced Marangoni

flow also spreads the lower surface tension dyed fluid constituting the jet in all directions

across the free surface of the undyed fluid. Hence, Marangoni flow dissipates the inertia

of the surface jet, which causes it to stall before reaching the right contact line.

The interruption to jet propagation is clear from Figure 7.10b, in which the maximum

penetration of the jet is much less than the corresponding case for droplets of equal fluid
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Figure 7.9: Front and bottom views of a dyed impacting droplet coalescing with an undyed
sessile droplet, with both precursor droplet fluid properties varied between the panels.
(a) A droplet of fluid 2 (4.0% ethanol) impacts a sessile droplet of the same fluid. (b) A
droplet of fluid 3 (8.0% ethanol) impacts a sessile droplet of fluid 2 (4.0% ethanol). (c) A
droplet of fluid 2 (4.0% ethanol) impacts a sessile droplet of fluid 3 (8.0% ethanol). The
impacting droplet is always dyed (blue). All scale bars are 1.0 mm.

properties (Figure 7.10a, which is replotted here from Figure 7.7a). The initial speed of

the jet is similar though, before it abruptly slows and stalls. With the increased volume of

dyed fluid being transported along the free surface due to Marangoni flow, Figure 7.10b

shows that the bulk fluid interface rapidly retracts due to mass conservation, in addition to

the internal flow as identified in the equal fluid properties case. This surface flow induces

an internal flow that causes the right contact line to retract, whilst the left contact line

remains pinned. Marangoni flow also generates additional mixing near the free surface.

Hence, the jet penetrates deeper into the coalesced droplet, as visible at t = 50.0 ms in

the front view, with the head of the jet forming a toroidal section. Increased mixing on a

short time scale is therefore observed due to the surface tension difference.

Surface jet suppression

To investigate the influence of deposition order, the fluids are swapped between the

precursor droplets in Figure 7.9c compared to Figure 7.9b, though the dye remains in

the impacting droplet. Hence, the sessile droplet has a lower surface tension (fluid 3,

σ = 50.5 mN m−1) than the impacting droplet (fluid 2, σ = 58.0 mN m−1). Marangoni

flow therefore opposes the surface flow that typically generates the surface jet. How-

ever, the external dynamics are consistent with those in the other panels of Figure 7.9.

Furthermore, the overturning internal flow still arises, which leads to a deformed bulk

fluid interface as seen from the image-processed edges also displayed in Figure 7.9. The

solid green edges indicate where the internal flow is directed towards the left contact line,

whereas the dotted yellow edges indicate the depths at which the internal flow (gener-

ated by the travelling wave) is towards the right contact line. The internal dynamics are
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(a)
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Figure 7.10: Horizontal position of the bulk and (if applicable) jet leading edges, as indi-
cated on the inset frame from case (b), determined from the bottom view frames. Each
colour (labelled) corresponds to a different fluid configuration: (a) Fluid 2 (4.0% ethanol)
spreads into a droplet of the same fluid, corresponding to Figure 7.9a. (b) Fluid 3 (8.0%
ethanol) spreads into a droplet of fluid 2 (4.0% ethanol), corresponding to Figure 7.9b.
(c) Fluid 2 (4.0% ethanol) spreads into a droplet of fluid 3 (8.0% ethanol), corresponding
to Figure 7.9c.

therefore such that a surface jet could form, but it does not as a result of the opposing

Marangoni flow. The suppressed surface flow leaves a distinct, well-defined bulk fluid

interface which oscillates around a given horizontal position (Figure 7.10c).

This result demonstrates the influence of deposition order on the internal dynamics

when the precursor droplets have different fluid properties, and supports the physical

arguments surrounding the internal and surface flows made above. It may also be the

physical mechanism underpinning reduced colour bleeding previously observed between

inkjet-printed droplets of different surface tension (Oyanagi, 2003).

7.4.2 Time scale analysis

The results in section above can be elucidated by considering the relative time scales of

the inertial and Marangoni flows. Due to the low viscosity and high surface tension of the

droplets, coalescence proceeds in the inertial regime after the earliest (sub-microsecond)

stage of coalescence here (Zhang et al., 2015). Recall from Chapter 2 that the inertial

time scale associated with surface-tension-driven flow here is

τσ =

√
ρdr

3
f

σ
,
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where ρd, rf and σ are droplet density, radius and surface tension, respectively. For a

typical droplet in this work (defined in Section 7.2), τσ ≈ 4.5 ms. Note that the inertial

time scale relates to the growth of the meniscus bridge between the precursor droplets

rather than the dynamics induced by impact and spreading, but it nevertheless provides

an indication of the typical inertial time scale and is consistent with the experiments

reported. Meanwhile, the time scale associated with Marangoni flow is

τm =

(
µo + µd

)
rf

∆σ
,

where µo is the viscosity of the surrounding air. For Figures 7.9b and 7.9c, ∆σ ≈ 8 mN m−1

and µo ≈ 10−5 Pa s so the corresponding Marangoni time scale is τm ≈ 0.1 ms. That is,

the Marangoni time scale is at least one order of magnitude shorter than the inertial time

scale for the prevailing surface tension difference here, which indicates that the action of

Marangoni flow is faster and thus prevents the formation of a surface jet in Figure 7.9c.

Note that the inertial and Marangoni time scales are similar (τσ ≈ τm) if

∆σ ≈
(
µd + µo

)√ σ

ρdrf
≈ 0.3 mN m−1. (7.1)

Therefore, Marangoni flow can become important in acting as fast as surface tension

generated inertial flows for remarkably small surface tension differences. However, for such

small surface tension differences the flow induced may not be strong enough to influence

the dynamics despite being able to act quickly, especially if there is another influence on

the flow, such as the travelling wave in this work. Equation (7.1) nevertheless demonstrates

the potential for small surface tension differences to influence internal flows, which could be

utilised in the design of devices where larger changes to fluid properties may be undesirable,

such as open-surface microfluidics.

7.4.3 Regime map

To elucidate the conditions in which the previously discussed flow structures arise, Fig-

ure 7.11 presents a regime map which displays the early time flow structures observed at

various lateral separations between the precursor droplets, s normalised by the impacting

droplet radius, rf . Denoting the sessile droplet surface tension as σs, the formation of a

surface jet depends on the surface tension ratio σs/σ and Ohnesorge number (based upon

the impacting droplet properties, so Oh ∝ σ−1/2). Hence, the fluid properties can be

adequately characterised by the modified Ohnesorge number (σs/σ)Oh ∝ σsσ
−3/2 which

accounts for both the dominance of surface tension and its difference between the precur-

sor droplets. Each plotted point represents a typical example from at least three repeated

experiments of the same case, with the qualitative flow consistent between each repeat.

For σs � σ, vigorous Marangoni flow is quickly induced at all lateral separations,

as indicated by Equation (2.20), preventing larger organised flow structures (e.g. recir-
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Figure 7.11: Regime map for the early time flow structures seen during the coalescence
of impacting and sessile droplets, at various lateral separations and for different relative
droplet fluid properties, characterised by a dimensionless group involving the Ohnesorge
number (of the impacting droplet) and the surface tension ratio.

culation) from developing. Such cases are described as Marangoni driven and typically

result in rapid mixing throughout the coalesced droplet, as will be discussed in Section 7.5,

and further in Chapter 8. Organised flow structures rely on surface tension dominated

flow (i.e. low Ohnesorge number) in addition to a lower surface tension ratio, so typi-

cally appear at lower values of (σs/σ)Oh. For σs ≈ σ, the surface jet appears only at the

largest lateral separations (when the impacting droplet hits the substrate before spreading

into the sessile droplet). The flow is dominated by recirculation (see Figure 7.2) if the

lateral separation is smaller for all Ohnesorge numbers studied, as seen in Figure 7.11 by

the clustering of blue triangles. A distinct interface is maintained between the dyed and

undyed fluids (such as in Figure 7.9c) for cases where the sessile droplet surface tension

is lower than that of the impacting droplet (σs < σ), as explained above, shown as red

diamonds (at low values of the modified Ohnesorge number). Whilst there is rapid mixing

driven by a local Marangoni flow in the region of the fluid interface in such cases, the

interface itself remains sharp due to the suppressed surface flow, without mixing across

the whole droplet which occurs in the Marangoni driven cases. A distinct interface can

also materialise without surface tension differences for axisymmetric droplet-on-droplet

impact (s/rf = 0), as seen in Figure 7.11.
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7.5 Long term dynamics and advective mixing

The flows considered so far in this chapter occur on a very short time scale. For example, in

Figure 7.3 the surface jet reaches the right contact line less than 30.0 ms after coalescence.

Such short term dynamics determine the initial distribution of fluid from each precursor

droplet and thus define the initial condition for the longer time scale dynamics which

ultimately homogenise the coalesced droplet by molecular diffusion. These longer time

scale dynamics are discussed in this section.

Figure 7.12 presents the coalescence of a dyed impacting droplet with an undyed

sessile droplet, of various relative fluid properties, to elucidate the effect of surface tension

gradients on the long term dynamics and mixing efficiency. Only the fluid properties of

the droplets are varied between each panel in Figure 7.12.

In Figure 7.12a, the impacting droplet (fluid 3, σ = 50.5 mN m−1) has a lower surface

tension than the sessile droplet (fluid 1, σ = 72.4 mN m−1). A surface flow is visible at

t = 15.0 ms, but the large surface tension difference causes dyed fluid to spread over the

sessile droplet, arresting the surface flow and preventing the formation of a well-defined

surface jet. After 100.0 ms, the coalesced droplet is comprehensively covered by dyed fluid

with significant mixing near the free surface. The bulk is however not fully mixed as

indicated by the non-uniform hue across the droplet in the bottom view. After 800.0 ms,

the coalesced droplet appears almost homogeneous and is well mixed. For micrometric

droplets (r ≈ 25 µm) with the same fluid properties, complete mixing by diffusion alone

is expected after a similar time (see Chapter 2). For the millimetric droplets shown in

Figure 7.12a, the surface tension gradient drives vigorous internal flow, which improves the

efficiency of diffusion to homogenise the coalesced droplet. The fluids are swapped between

the precursor droplets in Figure 7.12b compared to Figure 7.12a, with the dye remaining

in the impacting droplet. The surface tension gradient suppresses the surface flow, but

the overturning internal flow characterised by the deformed bulk interface appears (see

also Figure 7.9). The internal fluid interface remains sharp, but rapid mixing (due to the

surface tension gradient) causes it to advance rapidly through the droplet over the 600.0 ms

shown. However, the extent of undyed fluid infiltration into the dyed fluid region is

unclear. Compared to Figure 7.12a, there is significantly less mixing after 600.0 ms, which

demonstrates that the order of deposition influences the long term dynamics when the

precursor droplets have different fluid properties. In particular, the short term dynamics

have a considerable influence on the long term mixing efficiency.

The surface tension of the impacting droplet is progressively decreased through the

remaining panels of Figure 7.12, whilst maintaining a consistent sessile droplet of fluid

3 (σ = 50.5 mN m−1). In Figure 7.12c, the impacting droplet consists of fluid 2 (σ =

58.0 mN m−1), as in Figure 7.9c. The dynamics are similar to Figure 7.12b, but there is

a reduced surface tension difference so Marangoni flow is less prominent, which results in

slower and reduced mixing around the fluid interface. There is also evidence of pattern-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

0.0ms 15.0ms 100.0ms 200.0ms 400.0ms 600.0ms 800.0ms

0.0ms 15.0ms 100.0ms 200.0ms 400.0ms 600.0ms

0.0ms 15.0ms 100.0ms 200.0ms 400.0ms 600.0ms 800.0ms

0.0ms 15.0ms 100.0ms 200.0ms 400.0ms

0.0ms 15.0ms 100.0ms 200.0ms 400.0ms 600.0ms 800.0ms

Figure 7.12: Front and bottom views of a dyed droplet impacting droplet coalescing with
an undyed sessile droplet, with the fluid properties varied between the panels. (a) A
droplet of fluid 3 (8.0% ethanol, σ = 50.5 mN m−1) impacts a sessile droplet of fluid 1
(water, σ = 72.4 mN m−1). (b) A droplet of fluid 1 (water) impacts a sessile droplet of
fluid 3 (8.0% ethanol). (c) A droplet of fluid 2 (4.0% ethanol, σ = 58.0 mN m−1) impacts a
sessile droplet of fluid 3 (8.0% ethanol). (d) A droplet of fluid 3 (8.0% ethanol) impacts a
sessile droplet of the same fluid. (e) A droplet of fluid 4 (18.0% ethanol, σ = 39.9 mN m−1)
impacts a sessile droplet of fluid 3 (8.0% ethanol). All scale bars are 2.0 mm.

ing in the dyed fluid at later times as undyed fluid moves towards the left contact line,

which is not apparent for larger surface tension differences where Marangoni flow rapidly

homogenises the fluid in these regions. In Figure 7.12d, the impacting droplet has the

same fluid properties as the sessile droplet (fluid 3, σ = 50.5 mN m−1). A weak surface jet

forms that reaches the right contact line, but the surface flow also transports additional

dyed fluid across the undyed fluid free surface, as seen at t = 100.0 ms. Note that this

transport of fluid is not spreading due to a Marangoni flow, for which a more uniform film

would be expected, such as seen in Figures 7.12a and 7.12e. Instead, the central surface

flow observed in other image sequences (see those in Figure 7.8) becomes wider and less

distinct due to the lower surface tension, which transports dyed fluid across a greater pro-

portion of the undyed fluid’s free surface. Nevertheless, the distribution of dyed fluid after

200.0 ms indicates recirculation of fluid in a jet-like manner on the free surface, with asso-

ciated retraction of the right contact line. This result shows that the surface jet becomes

narrower and stronger as surface tension increases. While dyed fluid is visible throughout
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most of the droplet at t = 400.0 ms, it mostly resides near the free surface in the originally

undyed fluid region with relatively little fluid mixing materialising.

In Figure 7.12e, the impacting droplet has a lower surface tension (fluid 4, σ =

39.9 mN m−1) than the sessile droplet. Hence, a thin film of dyed fluid spreads across

the free surface of the undyed fluid due to Marangoni flow, visible at t = 15.0 ms, but

the surface flow generated by impact is not sufficient to transport dyed fluid a significant

distance or form a surface jet. Compared to Figure 7.12a, the flow is less surface tension

dominated which reduces the strength of the surface flow generated by impact. Therefore

Marangoni-driven spreading becomes more important and dyed fluid is spread rather than

propelled across the free surface. The efficiency of mixing in the coalesced droplet is also

reduced due to the lower surface tension, reducing the velocity of the Marangoni-induced

internal flow and resulting in the droplet being only partially mixed after 800.0 ms.

These results demonstrate that the relative surface tension between precursor droplets

influences the long term dynamics and extent of fluid mixing, in addition to the short term

dynamics. Mixing efficiency tends to be greatest when the impacting droplet has a lower

surface tension than the sessile droplet, since Marangoni flow augments the surface flow

initiated by impact and increases the efficiency of molecular diffusion by extending the in-

ternal fluid interface. Comparing Figures 7.12a and 7.12e, the mixing efficiency increases

and the surface flow becomes stronger as the flow becomes more surface tension domi-

nated. The final droplet footprint is also influenced by the relative precursor droplet fluid

properties, which may be important in applications requiring precise droplet placement.

7.6 Discussion and summary

In this chapter, flows generated within impacting and coalescing droplets of equal and

distinct surface tension, with various lateral separations between the precursor droplets,

have been explored in detail. The fluids used have a high surface tension and low viscosity,

leading to surface tension dominated flows exhibiting intricate internal and interfacial dy-

namics. For precursor droplets of the same fluid properties with small lateral separations,

the internal flow within the coalesced droplet is dominated by bulk recirculation due to

the impact. However, increasing the lateral separation, such that the impacting droplet

first contacts the substrate then spreads into the sessile droplet, results in more compli-

cated internal dynamics and can generate a well-defined surface jet. The surface jet is a

robust, repeatable phenomenon that is caused by a reflected wave from the contact line,

and the capillary ridge that develops there, for sufficiently large advancing contact angles.

This travelling wave produces an internal and surface flow, transporting fluid from the

impacting droplet towards the sessile droplet. While the internal flow is rapidly damped

by viscosity, the lower resistance at the free surface allows the flow there to continue and

generate a surface jet, which travels at roughly constant speed towards the opposite side

of the coalesced droplet.
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The unequivocal identification of the surface jet was only possible by the combination

of front and bottom views, since the bottom view only reveals the presence of a jet but

not its depth within the droplet. This observation illustrates the need for caution when

assessing internal flows and advective mixing from only one view. Whilst confocal mi-

croscopy has successfully resolved internal flows and advective mixing at different depths

in far more quiescent cases (e.g. Lai et al., 2010), the time scales of the surface tension

dominated flows considered in this work are too short to support its use currently.

By modifying the surface tension difference between coalescing droplets, this chapter

shows that surface jets can either be enhanced or suppressed depending on the direction

of the resulting Marangoni flow, supported by the derived inertial and Marangoni time

scales. Several early-time flow structures are seen, including a sustained distinct separation

of the fluid originating in the precursor droplets, or surface jet formation when the surface

tension difference is small. For larger surface tension differences, Marangoni flow results

in vigorous internal flow which drives different fluids together within the coalesced droplet

and contributes to efficient mixing. The conditions for the different flow structures are

identified in a regime map expressed in terms of a normalised lateral droplet separation

and a modified Ohnesorge number representing the relative droplet fluid properties.

Since the early dynamics determine the distribution of fluid from which longer term

mixing dynamics evolve, the order of deposition for droplets of different surface tension is

critical for determining the ensuing internal flows and extent of fluid mixing in passively

mixed systems. Depositing the higher surface tension droplet first, so that the droplet

inertia is not opposed by Marangoni flow, generally improves mixing efficiency. The final

droplet footprint on the substrate can also be affected by the deposition order. These

results indicate clear practical implications for printing applications where fluid mixing

within droplets is either required or undesired.
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Chapter 8

Droplet mixing

Previous chapters have generally focused on internal dynamics rather than mixing per se.

In this chapter, the mixing dynamics of impacting and coalescing droplets (using the same

experimental configuration as was considered in Chapter 7) are of primary interest. The

results contained within this chapter are, at the time of writing, unpublished.

8.1 Introduction to colour-change reactions

In previous chapters, as well as in much of the literature (e.g. Lai et al., 2010; Nilsson and

Rothstein, 2011; Nowak et al., 2017), an assessment of advective mixing due to surface

tension differences was made based on visualising internal flows with an inert dye. As

explained in Chapters 2 and 7 though, inert dyes do not allow those regions that are

mixed on a molecular level (i.e. diffusively mixed) to be identified. However, the extent of

diffusive mixing is the primary interest for applications relying on blends of biochemical

reagents or reactants generated by coalescence. Instead, with a colour-change reaction,

mixed regions attain a different colour from those regions that remain unmixed, due to a

modification in the chemical properties of the fluid engendered by mixing. The change in

fluid properties concerned is typically a change in pH, thus enabling pH indicators to be

used in order to assess the extent of diffusive mixing in coalescing droplets.

One such pH indicator that can partake in a colour-change reaction is phenolphthalein

(phph), which is commonly used in acid–base titrations. In solution at acidic or near-

neutral pH values, phph exists in a neutral form that appears colourless. Above a pH of

approximately 8, phph loses two protons (Le Chatelier’s principle) to OH– ions to exist

in a doubly-deprotonated form (Berger, 1981). This ionisation of phph leads to increased

delocalisation of electrons, and the solution appears pink. In strongly basic conditions,

the colour fades and phph becomes colourless again, though the conditions and time scales

for which this secondary transition occurs means that it is not seen in this work.
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Figure 8.1: Front view of an ethanol-water mixture (20 vol% ethanol) impacting droplet,
containing bromothymol blue indicator, coalescing with a 0.1 M NaOH (aqueous) pool,
at t = 1.5 ms. The double-headed arrow is a 1.0 mm scale bar. The dark band (due
to indicator colour change) seen just below the free surface indicates the mixed region.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Tsuji and Müller (2012). Copyright (2012),
American Chemical Society.

Whilst such colour-change reactions have been used to study mixing previously, in

both droplet and non-droplet configurations (e.g. Liu et al., 2000; Chainani et al., 2014;

Takano et al., 2015; Davanlou and Kumar, 2015), the effect of the colour-change reaction

on the dynamics (if any) has been the subject of some ambiguity. Tsuji and Müller

(2012) used bromothymol blue (another indicator, with similar action to phph) to observe

mixing during the impact of an ethanol-water mixture droplet onto a 0.1 M NaOH pool.

Unexpectedly, a colour change (i.e. mixing) was not observed at the maximum penetration

depth of the impacting droplet in the pool, but around an ‘equatorial band’ at or near

the free surface instead, as seen in Figure 8.1. Moreover, the mixing seen appeared in

fingers formed on a millisecond time scale. The lack of observed mixing at the maximum

penetration depth was put down to the slow nature of diffusion, whilst the flow generated

due to impact engendered the mixing observed in the equatorial band. The origin of

the fingers seen is unclear, though it has been shown that an exceptionally wide array of

buoyancy-driven instabilities can occur near reaction fronts in which two reactants form

a product (A + B → C reactions), due to density variations (Trevelyan et al., 2015).

Fingers can also be generated in acid-base reactions, such as between HCl and NaOH, in

which a NaCl salt is produced (Almarcha et al., 2010). Tsuji and Müller suggest that the

fingers seen in their work may be generated by heat diffusion, but it is not clear whether

deprotonation of an indicator can produce sufficient heat for this mechanism to be the

cause of the fingers/instability seen.

Yeh et al. (2015) conducted an experiment using a similar philosophy to Tsuji and

Müller, but for coalescing sessile droplets mobilised by a wettability gradient, using phph

as an indicator instead of bromothymol blue. In particular, a 0.1 M (aqueous) NaOH sessile

droplet was coalesced with another containing ethanol (potentially a 50.0% ethanol-water

mixture based on the reported surface tension1) and phph. Visualising the dynamics with

1The original work only says that this droplet was “prepared from phph dissolved in ethanol”, but the
reported surface tension of 29.52 mN m−1 is roughly consistent with a 50.0% ethanol-water mixture.
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Figure 8.2: Left: Bottom view of a droplet containing ethanol and phph coalescing with
a 0.1 M NaOH droplet, after (a) 1.875 ms and (b) 20.000 ms. Mixed regions appear pink.
Centre and right: an equivalent case showing a blue droplet coalescing with a yellow droplet
of unstated fluid properties, after (c) 1.875 ms, (d) 20.000 ms, and (e) 2000 ms. Mixed
regions appear green. In all cases, the precursor droplet volumes are 0.2 µL. Reprinted
by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Yeh et al. (2015),
Copyright (2015).

only a bottom view, the rate and extent of colour change appeared much faster than in a

control experiment of blue and yellow coalescing sessile droplets in which the mixed regions

appeared green, as seen in Figure 8.2. Based on the extent of colour change observed from

the bottom view after 20 ms for the phph droplets being greater than after 2000 ms in the

control experiment (panels (b) and (e) in Figure 8.2), Yeh et al. suggested that the colour-

change reaction induced mixing “100 times as efficient as for unreactive fluids mixing

inside the coalesced droplet”. As first pointed out by Wilson et al. (2018), the apparent

increase in mixing efficiency seen in the phph case may be due to material (in particular,

surface tension) differences between the coalescing droplets that could induce Marangoni,

Laplace-pressure-driven or density-gradient-driven flows. Moreover, since the dynamics

were only observed from below, surface and internal flows can not be distinguished, as was

the case for the surface jet in Chapter 7 (see Figure 7.3 in particular). It is therefore not

clear that the coalesced droplets were completely mixed in the colour-changed areas, or

whether mixing occurred only at one depth (e.g. in a thin film on top of the droplet, as

in Figure 7.12 for example). Furthermore, it is not clear whether the fluid properties of

the blue/yellow droplets were the same as the colour-change reaction case in Figure 8.2.

Note that chemical reactions in general between coalescing droplets can clearly have

a significant effect on the internal and mixing dynamics. For example, Khaw et al. (2018)

demonstrated an approximate ten-fold increase in mixing rate for magnetically-actuated

droplets involving an exothermic acid-base neutralisation reaction between iron oxide and

hydrochloric acid, compared to controlled non-reactive droplets. Moreover, reactions in-

volving the production of materials with different physical properties (precipitation, so-

lidification, etc.) may well influence internal and mixing dynamics too. However, the
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Table 8.1: Impacting droplet radius, rf and velocity, u of the ethanol-water mixtures used
in the study of mixing via colour-change reactions.

Ethanol Mass % rf (mm) u (m s−1)

0.0 1.16± 0.02 0.50± 0.04
4.0 1.07± 0.02 0.51± 0.06
8.0 1.02± 0.02 0.50± 0.04
50.0 0.87± 0.02 0.54± 0.03
100.0 0.85± 0.02 0.51± 0.07

hypothesis considered in this chapter is that the observations with respect to internal

flows and mixing involving colour-change reactions previously made in the literature can

be explained by Marangoni flow, due to the different surface tensions of the precursor

fluids used in those works.

In particular, it is important to determine whether a colour-change reaction itself has

a significant effect on surface tension driven flows such as droplet coalescence – in the case

that it does, such a visualisation technique clearly cannot be used to passively monitor

internal flows and mixing efficiency. It is also desirable to elucidate the results of both

Tsuji and Müller and Yeh et al., which exhibit interesting physics to explore. In this

chapter, similar experiments to those in Chapter 7 (impacting and coalescing droplets)

are reported, where phph was used to engender a colour-change in mixed regions, in

addition to an inert dye (as a control) to visualise the internal flows/advective mixing,

and thus conclusively determine the influence of colour-change reactions on internal flows.

Moreover, a colour-change reaction is used to monitor mixing in configurations with surface

tension differences between coalescing droplets, studying the effect of lateral separation to

identify mechanisms of mixing due to Marangoni flow.

8.2 Experimental details

The experiments discussed in this chapter are very similar to those found in Chapter 7, but

with a slightly wider range of ethanol-water mixtures deployed. The full range of ethanol-

water mixtures used are reported in Table 8.1, along with the velocity and radius of the

resulting impacting droplet. Furthermore, phenolphthalein (phph) is used to achieve the

desired colour change, as discussed in Chapter 3. Full details of the experimental setup

can be found in Section 3.5, with the appropriate approximate dimensionless numbers

given in Section 7.2.
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Figure 8.3: Front and bottom views of a 50.0% ethanol-water mixture impacting droplet
coalescing with a 0.1 M NaOH sessile droplet in a non-axisymmetric configuration, at
a lateral separation such that the impacting droplet hits the sessile droplet before the
substrate. (a) The impacting droplet contains phph at a concentration of 5.0 g L−1, so
mixed regions appear pink. (b) The impacting droplet contains an inert dye. (c) A repeat
of the experiment shown in panel (b). All scale bars are 2.0 mm.

8.3 Effect of colour-change reactions

8.3.1 Non-axisymmetric impact

The non-axisymmetric coalescence of a 50.0% ethanol-water mixture impacting droplet

with a 0.1 M NaOH (aqueous) sessile droplet is shown in Figure 8.3. Unlike for impacting

droplets of higher surface tension, no delay is seen between impact and coalescence (cf.

Section 7.3.1). In Figure 8.3a, mixing is visualised using phph, so mixed areas appear pink.

After 4.0 ms, some mixing has occurred, but the front view confirms that it is localised to

the narrow interface between the two fluids. With this initial configuration, both inertia

and the induced Marangoni flow act to spread the impacting droplet across the higher

surface tension fluid of the originally sessile droplet, leading to significant mixing near the

free surface (front view at t = 15.0 ms), but there is little mixing in the bulk. However,

in the bottom view most of the droplet has experienced a colour change by this point,

despite significant mixing only occurring near the free surface. Colour-change area itself

(in the bottom view at least) is evidently not a good indicator of the extent of mixing.

The large initial surface tension difference between the coalescing droplets in Fig-

ure 8.3 leads to vigorous Marangoni flow (‘Marangoni ripples’ are clearly visible at t =
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4.0 ms), which primarily circulates fluid around the free surface to the right (with respect

to the bottom view) and back through the middle of the droplet. The majority of the

fluid volume appears completely mixed after 250.0 ms, though there is a small volume of

fluid (from the impacting droplet) near the left contact line that remains unmixed even

500.0 ms after impact. The lack of mixing there is perhaps unsurprising since there is no

mechanism driving fluid from the originally sessile droplet to the left contact line. As de-

termined in Section 7.4.1, depositing the higher surface tension droplet first (as is the case

in Figure 8.3) is generally beneficial for mixing, so the lack of mixing near the left contact

line seen here may be a persistent undesirable feature of non-axisymmetric coalescence

featuring droplets of different surface tension.

The experiment seen in Figure 8.3b has the phph replaced by an inert dye (Malachite

green), compared to Figure 8.3a, in order to remove any influence that the colour-change

reaction might have on the flow. Whilst only advective mixing can be directly perceived

with the inert dye, the internal flow structures seen are clearly very similar to those in

Figure 8.3a. In particular, the interface between the dyed and undyed fluids has the same

structure as seen with phph, which is especially clear at t = 8.0 ms and t = 15.0 ms. At

later times (t = 250.0 ms and t = 500.0 ms) by comparing the different ‘shades’ (i.e. hues)

of the dye in the bottom view it is clear that the region near the left contact line is unmixed,

as identified with easily using phph. The dye is darker in the unmixed regions, but appears

as a pastel colour where the droplet is well-mixed at all depths (towards the right). Note

that the front view becomes beset by reflections at later times (i.e. t = 250.0 ms) when

the contact angles and overall droplet height are low, though the extent of mixing is much

clearer with phph. Figure 8.3c is a repeat of the experiment shown in Figure 8.3b with a

slightly smaller lateral separation. Whilst the precise details of the flows seen in the two

panels are slightly different, the general dynamics are remarkably similar. That is, these

experiments are repeatable.

The crucial conclusion that can be drawn from Figure 8.3 is that the presence of phph,

and the consequent colour-change reaction, does not significantly alter either the internal

dynamics or mixing efficiency, otherwise considerable differences in dynamics would be

expected between Figure 8.3a and Figure 8.3b/8.3c. Whilst a minor effect due to the

colour-change reaction cannot be ruled out, which may be exothermic (as phph/NaOH

represents a Brønsted–Lowry acid-base pair), it evidently does not greatly influence the

internal dynamics. Hence, these results strongly suggest that colour-change reactions

utilising phph can be employed as a faithful passive (with respect to the flow) indicator

of mixing. In particular, no significant increase in mixing rate, or change in the internal

dynamics, due to the colour-change reaction is expected from the observations made here.

Similar experiments to those in Figure 8.3 are shown in Figure 8.4, where the impact-

ing droplet fluid is 100% ethanol, which has a lower surface tension (by 6.0 mN m−1) than

the 50.0% ethanol-water mixture used in the former figure. Two different lateral separa-

tions are shown: 1.8 mm in Figure 8.4a and 3.5 mm in Figure 8.4b. Excessive evaporation
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Figure 8.4: Front and bottom views of a pure ethanol impacting droplet coalescing with
a 0.1 M NaOH sessile droplet, at two different non-zero lateral separations: (a) 1.8 mm;
(b) 3.5 mm. In both cases, the impacting droplet contains phph at a concentration of
5.0 g L−1, so mixed regions appear pink. All scale bars are 2.0 mm.

of the ethanol droplet made this experiment very challenging; some ethanol deposits on

‘dry’ areas of the substrate are visible in the figure, which have a negligible effect on

spreading of both the impacting and coalesced droplets, but were found to be virtually

unavoidable. However, the main aim of this figure is to confirm whether the dynamics with

a 100% ethanol impacting droplet are similar to those with a 50.0% ethanol-water mixture

(no preferential evaporation occurs in the former case), which would be expected due to

the similar surface tension differences with respect to the consistent sessile droplet. Note

that the time scales on which density-driven flows act are larger than both the inertial

and Marangoni time scales (Zhang et al., 2015), and so the increased density difference

between the precursor droplets with the 100% ethanol impacting droplet is inconsequen-

tial. Comparing Figures 8.3 and 8.4, similar internal and mixing dynamics are indeed

seen, supporting the conclusions made above.

8.3.2 Sodium hydroxide

The only difference between the colour-change ‘reactive’ and inert dye ‘unreactive’ cases

above was the presence of phph in the former and Malachite green in the latter, in an

effort to isolate the role of phph. In particular, the fluids were not changed, so in both

cases one droplet consisted of 0.1 M NaOH solution, whilst the other was an ethanol-

water mixture. This is acceptable with respect to elucidating the role of the colour-change

reaction, since no chemical reaction occurs between these two fluids, including between

ethanol and aqueous sodium hydroxide. Indeed, the proposed reaction would be

CH3CH2OH (l) + NaOH (aq) −−→ CH3CH2ONa (s) + H2O (l),

but since ethanol (CH3CH2OH) is a weaker acid than water and the Na+ & OH– ions are

mobile in solution, such a reaction does not occur.
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(a)

(b)
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0.0ms 8.0ms 15.0ms 30.0ms 100.0ms 250.0ms 500.0ms

Figure 8.5: Front and bottom views of a 18.0% ethanol-water mixture impacting droplet
coalescing with a 4.0% ethanol-water mixture sessile droplet in a non-axisymmetric con-
figuration. (a) The impacting droplet contains phph at a concentration of 3.0 g L−1, whilst
the sessile droplet contains NaOH with molarity 0.01 M, so mixed regions appear pink.
(b) The impacting droplet contains an inert dye. All scale bars are 2.0 mm.

In the interest of completeness however, Figure 8.5 exhibits the non-axisymmetric

coalescence of an impacting droplet consisting of an 18.0% ethanol-water mixture and a

sessile droplet consisting of a 4.0% ethanol-water mixture. In panel (a), the impacting

droplet contains phph at a concentration of 3.0 g L−1, whilst the sessile droplet contains

0.01 M NaOH. Note that the pink colour of the phph in mixed regions is less intense here

than in the figures above, since the concentration of phph used is reduced as the proportion

of ethanol is not sufficient to dissolve phph to the 5.0 g L−1 concentration used above. In

panel (b), the impacting droplet contains an inert dye (Malachite green). In particular,

neither NaOH nor phph are present in the experiment shown in Figure 8.5b. As seen, the

dynamics in both panels of Figure 8.5 are very similar, which suggests that the presence

of NaOH does not have any significant effect on the dynamics (as already confirmed for

phph above). Hence, it appears that colour-change reactions can be used to study mixing

without any significant influence on the dynamics, i.e. as a dynamically-passive indicator

of diffusive mixing.

8.3.3 Reassessment of colour-change reactions

The results above indicate that colour-change reactions do not have a significant effect on

the dynamics of coalescence. Given this inference, and with the knowledge of the mixing

mechanisms identified above, the flows seen in the works of Yeh et al. (2015) and Tsuji

and Müller (2012) are now elucidated.

In the case of Yeh et al. (for the phph sessile droplet coalescence configuration),
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Internal Interface between Misicible Fluids
(No Marangoni Flow)

Marangoni Flow
Leads to Mixing

Figure 8.6: Sketch of mixing mechanisms during the impact of an ethanol-water mixture
droplet onto a NaOH pool, consistent with the work of Tsuji and Müller (2012) – see
Figure 8.1. The red arrows indicate Marangoni flow. The black dashed line indicates the
nominal internal interface between the miscible fluids.

surface tension differences between the coalescing droplets may play the dominant role

in the dynamics observed. Indeed, the difference in surface tension between the fluids is

likely to cause the fluid of the lower surface tension coalescing droplet to spread over that

of the other due to Marangoni flow, with mixing occurring only near the free surface of

the coalesced droplet, as in Figure 8.3 on short time scales. The smooth circular front

and internal fingers identified by Yeh et al. are also characteristic of Marangoni-driven

spreading (Keiser et al., 2017). It is thus expected that the provision of a front view

for Figure 8.2 would display colourless (i.e. unmixed) fluid in most of the bulk, and so

minimal mixing after 20.0 ms that belies the bottom view of the dynamics. This inference is

supported by any colour change only being seen within the region of one precursor droplet

in Figure 8.2a, as Marangoni flow would only act to drive flow in one direction in order

to cover the higher surface tension fluid and so minimise surface energy – the droplet on

the LHS therefore appears to have a higher surface tension. Hence, the dynamics appear

to be similar to those of impacting and coalescing droplets elucidated above.

With regard to the control experiment carried out by Yeh et al. featuring blue and

yellow dyes, since these dyes are not colourless any spreading of either fluid over the other

may not necessarily be visible (e.g. in Figure 8.2c). Moreover, the fact that the droplets

are not fully mixed (i.e. appear wholly yellow) after 2.0 s in Figure 8.2e despite the small

droplet volumes (0.2 µL for each precursor droplet) suggests that there is no significant

Marangoni flow in the control experiment, which as shown above (see Section 7.5) tends to

engender fast mixing in low-viscosity ethanol-water mixtures. Thus, the differences seen

between the ‘reactive’ and ‘unreactive’ cases shown in Figure 8.2 are likely due to fluid

properties rather than an active effect of the colour-change reaction.

Marangoni flow may also play a significant role in the experiment considered by Tsuji

and Müller. In that case, a low surface tension droplet impacts a pool of higher surface

tension, so Marangoni flow is expected from the impacting droplet fluid outwards along

the free surface of the pool (again, to minimise surface energy). This process is depicted

in Figure 8.6, which is a sketch representing an idealised vertical cross-section through
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the axis of symmetry shortly after impact. At the nominal intersection of the pool and

droplet fluids free surfaces, the red arrows identify the direction of Marangoni flow, with

the droplet fluid being spread across the pool fluid. Of course, droplet impact is a dynamic

situation, which is likely to propel the droplet fluid outward near the free surface, leading

to ‘retraction’ of the droplet-pool-air triple-line (akin to a contact line on a substrate)

towards the equilibrium height of the pool, from a depressed position due to impact.

These factors (Marangoni flow and mass transfer due to the impact dynamics) may be the

cause of the mixing in the equatorial band identified by Tsuji and Müller. Moreover, the

lack of mixing at the maximum penetration depth of the impacting droplet on short time

scales may be due to the lack of such factors, as the two fluids in question are miscible, so

there is no internal interface for Marangoni flow to act on. Thus, mixing there relies on

diffusion and other effects (e.g. density/viscosity differences) not apparent on short time

scales, leading to a lack of mixing there seen in Figure 8.1, which shows the situation only

1.5 ms after impact.

Both the new work for impacting and coalescing droplets presented here, and the

existing works of Yeh et al. and Tsuji and Müller, demonstrate that coalescence and

mixing of droplets is a complex process that can be significantly influenced by surface

tension differences, which give rise to Marangoni flow. Moreover, with the benefit of

multiple views of the dynamics and careful consideration of fluid properties, the analysis

presented here strongly suggests that such mixing processes can be well studied using

colour-change reactions without a significant influence on the dynamics, i.e. colour-change

reactions effectively act passively with respect to the dynamics.

8.4 Mixing in different droplet configurations

8.4.1 Axisymmetric impact and coalescence

Having verified the utility of colour-change reactions to assess mixing above, phph is used

in Figure 8.7a to study the axisymmetric coalescence of a 50.0% ethanol-water mixture

impacting droplet with a 0.1 M NaOH sessile droplet. An equivalent experiment using an

inert dye for visualisation is shown in Figure 8.7b. After 10.0 ms, mixing is seen across

the whole droplet in the bottom view, though it is clearly localised to a thin layer near

the interface of the two precursor droplet fluids based on the front view. By t = 40.0 ms,

significant mixing near the contact line of the coalesced droplet is evident in Figure 8.7a,

with circular pink regions in the bottom view highlighting the location of the vortices

there, which is not conspicuous when using only an inert dye to visualise the internal

dynamics, i.e. in Figure 8.7b. Meanwhile, the bulk is poorly mixed at this time. The

vortices identified are likely to be primarily due to internal flow generated by the impact

dynamics (i.e. down and outwards toward the contact line in the coalesced droplet),

but earlier frames in Figure 8.7 indicate asymmetric spreading of the impacting droplet
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 8.7: Front and bottom views of a 50.0% ethanol-water mixture impacting droplet
coalescing with a 0.1 M NaOH (aqueous) sessile droplet in an axisymmetric configuration.
(a) The impacting droplet contains phph at a concentration of 5.0 g L−1, so mixed regions
appear pink. (b) The impacting droplet contains an inert dye. All scale bars are 2.0 mm.

fluid across the free surface of the originally sessile droplet fluid, which contributes to the

asymmetry in the mixing dynamics seen.

The well-mixed vortices subsequently merge and ‘erupt’ away from the contact line,

as is already visible in the 40.0 ms frame of Figure 8.7a, leading to the formation of several

well-mixed (likely through the whole droplet depth) ‘cores’ by t = 150.0 ms (especially

visible in the bottom view). This means of mixing is very interesting since the length

scale of the cores is much smaller than that of the whole coalesced droplet, thus enabling

more efficient mixing within each core before they merge together to yield a homogeneous

coalesced droplet 500.0 ms after coalescence. Whilst repeated experiments showed devia-

tions in the precise number and structure of vortices and cores seen (as can be perceived

by comparing Figures 8.7a and 8.7b), these structures are a persistent feature of repeated

experiments, of which the two shown in Figure 8.7 are typical. Since the cores expand

from vortices in the contact line, the latter being primarily due to the impact dynamics,

it is expected that such internal dynamics would be robust to modest variations in fluid

properties. However, the rapid mixing seen in Figure 8.7 is clearly enabled by vigorous

Marangoni flow due to the large surface tension difference (≥ 40 mN m−1) between the

precursor droplets. Moreover, between Figures 8.3 and 8.7 the only difference is the lat-

eral separation, yet no unmixed regions at t = 500.0 ms are seen in the latter. Hence, the

axisymmetric configuration leads to improved mixing efficiency here.

8.4.2 Non-zero lateral separation

Finally, the effect of varying lateral separation on mixing is considered for a case with

a lower surface tension difference than that considered above, thus yielding less vigorous

Marangoni flow and so enabling inertia-driven flow structures to be more clearly identified.
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Figure 8.8: Front and bottom views of a 18.0% ethanol-water mixture impacting droplet
(containing phph at a concentration of 3.0 g L−1) coalescing with a 4.0% ethanol-water
mixture sessile droplet containing NaOH with molarity 0.01 M. Only mixed regions appear
pink. The lateral separation is varied between panels: (a) 1.2 mm; (b) 1.8 mm; (c) 3.2 mm.
All scale bars are 2.0 mm.

Indeed, Figure 8.8 displays the non-axisymmetric coalescence of a 18.0% ethanol-water

mixture impacting droplet (containing 3.0 g L−1 phph) with a 0.01 M NaOH 4.0% ethanol-

water mixture sessile droplet, at three different lateral separations: 1.2 mm in Figure 8.8a,

1.8 mm in Figure 8.8b, and 3.2 mm in Figure 8.8c.

For the smallest lateral separation considered (1.2 mm in Figure 8.8a), mixing is con-

fined to the free surface in the central region of the coalesced droplet (roughly coinciding

with the droplet overlap at t = 0.0 ms) at early times (t . 100.0 ms), after which re-

circulatory flow develops that is directed around the outside of the droplet to the right,

and returns back through its centre. Such recirculatory flow was seen for equal surface

tension droplets at a similar lateral separation in the previous chapter (see Figure 7.2).

The recirculatory and Marangoni flows are not particularly strong though, so even after

700.0 ms the droplet is not fully mixed, especially toward the LHS of the droplet and near

the contact line. The lack of mixing in the LHS of the droplet is to be expected, as the

primary flow due to impact is to the right.

The lateral separation is increased in the other panels compared to Figure 8.8a such

that the impacting droplet either just collides with the sessile droplet before the substrate

(Figure 8.8b), or strikes the substrate first (Figure 8.8c). For both of these larger lateral

separations, mixing is seen in the centre of the droplet as in Figure 8.8a, but appears to be

only near the free surface for early times (t . 150.0 ms). However, in these cases the impact
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dynamics somewhat partition the coalesced droplet into three regions: a central region in

which mixing is seen, and two outer regions (left and right with respect to the front view)

that remain unmixed even at t = 700.0 ms (especially for the lateral separation prevalent

in Figure 8.8c). Indeed, the fluids from each precursor droplet are only brought into close

proximity near the point of coalescence (which becomes the central region of the coalesced

droplet), whilst the impact dynamics generally transport the fluids outwards (i.e. away

from the other) towards the extremities of the coalesced droplet. Moreover, there is neither

an impact-generated internal flow structure (e.g. bulk recirculation) to transport either

fluid across the central region and towards the other in order to mix the outer regions,

nor sufficiently strong Marangoni flow to dominate the impact-generated internal flow and

engender good mixing in the extremities. As expected due to reduced initial overlap of the

droplets, for larger lateral separations the extent of the unmixed outer regions is greater,

whilst poorer mixing is seen in the centre (comparing Figures 8.8b and 8.8c).

Such a lack of mixing in the outer regions of the coalesced droplet for the larger lateral

separations in Figure 8.8 would clearly be an issue in applications for which good mixing

and a homogeneous coalesced droplet is required. However, good mixing in the centre is

seen and unmixed side regions are made up of fluid consistent with the initial configuration

(i.e. impacting droplet fluid on the left; sessile droplet fluid on the right). Hence, good

mixing might be expected if multiple droplets were sequentially deposited with non-zero

lateral separation (i.e. line printing) and the fluids alternated. Such a configuration could

avoid unmixed outer regions by bringing the other fluid into close contact with it via a

newly deposited droplet to transform the as-yet unmixed outer region into a new central

region in which good mixing would be expected. Moreover, for increased lateral separations

(especially when the impacting droplet spreads into the sessile droplet as in Figure 8.8c),

as both outer regions are unmixed there would be no significant risk of ‘trapping’ newly

deposited (unmixed) fluid between the premixed region on one side and the subsequently

deposited droplet of the other fluid on the other side. Such line printing is typically

utilised in additive manufacturing to build-up structures sequentially in layers, or to print

conductive circuits (e.g. Li et al., 2009), with Figure 8.8 suggesting that a careful choice

of lateral offset appropriate to the fluid properties utilised could lead to good mixing and

thus a homogeneous line via droplets of different fluids, as is required in reactive inkjet

printing for additive manufacturing applications.

8.5 Discussion and summary

This chapter has considered the dynamics of mixing within impacting and coalescing

droplets of non-equal surface tension. The fluids used were all derivatives of ethanol-

water mixtures, thus exhibiting surface tension dominated flow at low Ohnesorge number.

Whilst Chapter 7 showed that inert dyes are excellent for studying internal dynamics in

general, this chapter has demonstrated the efficacy of colour-change reactions for studying

mixing, in which a colour change is only seen in mixed regions. Through a careful and
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extensive comparison to equivalent cases without a colour-change reaction, it was con-

firmed that a colour-change reaction itself does not have a significant influence on droplet

dynamics. Moreover, previous unexplained observations regarding mixing during both

droplet-pool and sessile-sessile-droplet coalescence were shown to be consistent with the

effects of Marangoni flow, which is supported by and builds upon the results of Chapter 7.

The use of a colour-change reaction uncovered that large surface tension differences

can lead to efficient mixing, especially for small lateral separations. In the axisymmetric

case, an interesting mechanism of mixing was identified in which mixing occurs around

vortices near the contact line, which expand to form several well-mixed ‘cores’ that subse-

quently merge to yield a homogenous droplet on a desirably short time scale. For smaller

surface tension differences at non-zero lateral separations, good mixing is typically seen

in the central region of the coalesced droplet, whilst outer regions remain unmixed. How-

ever, by depositing multiple droplets sequentially and alternating the droplet fluid between

each deposition, a homogenous (i.e. well-mixed) structured deposit could be expected via

droplets of different fluids, as is required in applications such as reactive inkjet printing

for additive manufacturing.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Summary of the work

The internal dynamics of coalescing droplets determine the extent of advective mixing

within the coalesced droplet, and hence the efficiency of molecular diffusion to homogenise

the fluid. Efficient droplet mixing is required in a wide range of applications, from inkjet-

based technologies (e.g. reactive inkjet printing) to microfluidics (e.g. lab-on-a-chip), and

especially where a chemical reaction is intended to take place between the fluids from

each droplet. Many of these applications involve droplets on substrates, though the effect

of substrates on internal flows has received limited attention. A better understanding of

internal flows in such configurations is vital for controlling the efficiency and extent of

fluid mixing within the coalesced droplet.

This work has elucidated internal flows within coalescing droplets in multiple config-

urations, but with a common theme of a substrate and its properties being an important

factor. Both high-speed imaging experiments and OpenFOAM numerical simulations were

used to study such flows, often working in complementary ways in order to fully explore

and understand the mechanisms underpinning dynamics observed. In particular, two ex-

perimental setups (detailed in Chapter 3) were used to visualise internal flows ensuing

between either initially-static free and sessile coalescing droplets in an axisymmetric con-

figuration, or impacting and sessile coalescing droplets with various lateral separations.

Both setups acquire a front view of the dynamics, but the latter also features a bottom

view enabling a thorough assessment of mixing to be made. Moreover, numerical simula-

tions were carried out using an OpenFOAM solver that was customised during the course

of this work. The modifications included the addition of the Kistler dynamic contact angle

model to capture substrate wettability and the transport of an additional bounded passive

scalar used to assess advective mixing. Extensive validation of the solver was provided,

plus examples of free droplet coalescence considered, in Chapter 4.

The results derived from the high-speed imaging experiments and numerical sim-
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ulations are summarised in the next section, whilst a more detailed discussion of the

conclusions can be found in the last section of each respective primary results chapter.

9.2 Key results

In Chapter 6, both high-speed imaging and numerical simulations were deployed to study

internal jet formation during the coalescence of an initially-static free droplet with a sessile

droplet in an axisymmetric configuration. Qualitative and quantitative validation of the

numerical simulations against the image-processed experiments was achieved. The Kistler

dynamic contact angle model was separately shown to match the experimentally-measured

contact angles with respect to the contact line speed too, confirming that its use was

appropriate in this work. A mechanism of internal jet formation was identified, which

relies on the formation of a thinning neck at the top of the coalesced droplet to generate a

‘tip’ with high curvature (and thus high pressure) that accelerates downward flow towards

the substrate, imparting significant momentum into the bulk. This mechanism is distinct

to that leading to internal jet formation in free droplets, with jets seen at very different

volume ratios between the two configurations. In particular, it was demonstrated that the

formation of the tip depends on reflected capillary waves, and thus on substrate wettability

principally through the receding contact angle. Hence, substrate wettability directly affects

jet formation and mixing efficiency in coalescing droplets. Moreover, the dependence on

wettability was systematically demonstrated via regime maps concerning the advancing

and receding contact angles, volume ratio and droplet viscosity, which show that contact

angle hysteresis is not necessarily an accurate predictor of internal jet formation, indicating

a more nuanced relationship between substrate wettability and mixing than has been

appreciated previously.

In Chapter 7, high-speed imaging was used to study internal flows during the coa-

lescence of impacting and sessile droplets at various lateral separations. For droplets of

equal surface tension at large lateral separation such that the impacting droplet struck the

substrate before spreading into the sessile droplet to initiate coalescence, a surface jet atop

the originally sessile droplet was identified, through the provision of two camera views.

By quantitative image processing, the mechanism of jet formation in this configuration

was determined to be a reflected capillary wave from the contact line that gave rise to

a travelling wave across the coalesced droplet, engendering both an internal and surface

flow to transport fluid in the direction of wave propagation. By introducing a difference

in surface tension between the droplets, surface jet formation and mixing was controlled

via Marangoni flow according to the direction of the surface tension gradient. A simple

time scale analysis showed that the Marangoni and inertial time scales were similar for re-

markably small surface tension differences, from which the precise influence of Marangoni

flow on such internal dynamics was elucidated with respect to the surface jet formation

mechanism. Either enhanced mixing (via the surface flow) or fluid separation was seen de-

pending on the order of deposition. For higher surface tension differences, Marangoni flow
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was shown to result in vigorous internal flow and efficient fluid mixing in a wide variety

of configurations, with the conditions required for the various flow structures elucidated

with respect to lateral separation and a modified Ohnesorge number.

In Chapter 8, a similar droplet configuration to that in Chapter 7 was considered,

but with larger surface tension differences and the focus being on mixing, using a colour-

change reaction to identify mixed regions. Careful comparisons to cases with inert dyes

to visualise internal flows showed that colour-change reactions have no significant influ-

ence on the dynamics of surface-tension-driven flow. Moreover, certain observations made

in the literature with respect to colour-change reactions within coalescing droplets were

shown to be consistent with the effects of Marangoni flow, with this work thus provid-

ing important clarification of some key results in the literature. Different mechanisms

of mixing were identified when droplets with larger surface tension differences were in a

(nearly) axisymmetric configuration, compared to when the lateral separation between the

droplets was greater. Good mixing was shown to be possible in the former case, which

is generally not expected for droplets of equal surface tension, whilst undesirable areas of

unmixed fluid were seen near the contact lines in the latter. These observation emphasise

the influence of Marangoni flow in coalescence mixing dynamics, but also the importance

of the direction in which it acts with respect to the impact dynamics and initial droplet

configuration.

9.3 Implications of the results

Whilst there are a wide variety of important fundamental conclusions to be taken from

this work as mentioned above, there are also several practical implications with respect to

droplet mixing in applications.

First, substrate wettability can have a significant influence on the internal and mix-

ing dynamics of coalescing droplets, which seems to have gone relatively unappreciated

in practice. In particular, substrates can either enhance or suppress mixing depending on

their properties. Hence, it is important to characterise the effect of substrates in applica-

tions which rely on certain mixing behaviour. This observation is particularly important

for applications in which the substrate evolves in time, such as additive manufacturing

in which the product is built-up in layers. Here, the changing substrate properties (e.g.

of the support structure and the printed material at different stages of drying/curing)

could potentially lead to different mixing dynamics throughout the printing process. As a

general rule, low hysteresis substrates give rise to improved mixing efficiency, though the

precise influence of substrate wettability is far more nuanced.

Furthermore, surface tension differences can either enhance or suppress coalescence-

induced mixing depending on the order of deposition of the droplets, i.e. the direction of

the resultant Marangoni flow. As a general rule, it is better to deposit the higher surface
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tension fluid first in non-axisymmetric configurations, so that Marangoni flow does not

directly oppose the flow due to impact. Moreover, even for relatively small surface tension

differences, Marangoni flow can have a significant effect on mixing due to the short time

scale (especially compared to the inertial time scale) on which it acts. Indeed, applications

involving coalescence between droplets of different fluid properties (not only different sur-

face tensions) are becoming increasingly prevalent with the emergence of technologies such

as reactive inkjet printing. In such cases, the effect of the resultant Marangoni flow must

be carefully considered due to its likely significant influence on the dynamics, including

but not limited to those of mixing.

9.4 Contributions to the literature

The most important contributions to the body of scientific research on the internal dy-

namics of coalescing droplets made by this work are concisely declared in this section.

Specific contributions to scientific methods for studying such internal flows are:

� A quantitatively-validated customised numerical simulation code, implemented within

the flexible framework of OpenFOAM, that is suitable for the study of advective mix-

ing in coalescing droplets on substrates, with substrate wettability captured by an

accurate dynamic contact angle model.

� A means of generating a truly-free effectively-static droplet with which to study

internal flows during the coalescence of initially-static free and sessile droplets.

� An experimental setup featuring two synchronised colour high-speed cameras suit-

able for assessing advective mixing between impacting and coalescing droplets with

variable lateral separation (from axisymmetric to coalescence being initiated by

spreading of the impacting droplet across the substrate).

� Careful analysis of colour-change reactions demonstrated that they can be used to

passively assess diffusive mixing in coalescing droplets, clarifying several key results

in the literature.

The primary novel results claimed are:

� Determination and explanation of a mechanism of internal jet formation in coalescing

droplets on a substrate, where jet formation arises at very different droplet volume

ratios compared to free droplets.

� Systematic demonstration of the influence of substrate wettability on advective mix-

ing in coalescing droplets on a substrate, comprising various specific results.

� Discovery of surface jets between impacting and sessile coalescing droplets of equal

fluid properties with non-zero lateral separation, elucidation of the mechanism of
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their formation and control of such jets via Marangoni flow for droplets with non-

equal fluid properties.

� Elucidation of various mixing mechanisms in impacting and coalescing droplets of

different surface tension, where mixing was visualised using colour-change reactions.

This includes the demonstration of the effects of Marangoni flow.

9.5 Outlook for future work

There is a wide variety of ways in which the research presented here could be continued and

extended, many of which have been mentioned already. Moreover, a better understanding

of the internal dynamics of coalescing droplets in non-classical droplet configurations, such

as those considered in this work, is highly-desirable given that droplet mixing is key feature

of an increasing number of applications.

Due to current experimental limitations in visualising mixing in micrometric coa-

lescing droplets (see Chapter 2), the droplets considered in this work were millimetric.

However, applications such as RIJ utilise micrometric droplets, so it is desirable to un-

derstand internal flows at this smaller scale. It is important to realise that matching the

Weber and Ohnesorge numbers to smaller length scales can not give a complete picture

of micrometric droplet dynamics derived from millimetric data due to the effect of molec-

ular diffusion – the Péclet number must be matched too. Using numerical simulations

(including molecular diffusion), coalescence at smaller scales could be studied, thus open-

ing a window into the as yet unexplored micrometric world of droplet mixing dynamics.

In particular, it would be preferable to systematically scale down from a well-studied,

validated millimetric configuration to understand how, and at which scale, the dynamics

significantly change, especially in relation to the importance of molecular diffusion. As

described in Chapter 2, advances in technologies such as confocal microscopy may make

such a study experimentally feasible in the next few years; preliminary work with a front-

lit high-speed imaging setup (not discussed here) has highlighted the challenging nature

of studying micrometric droplet mixing using a traditional visualisation setup.

This work (especially Chapter 6) has demonstrated the complex ways in which sub-

strate properties can affect mixing, but only for dry solid substrates with relatively high

contact angle hysteresis and θeq ≈ 90° (as placed). As the set of applications requiring

efficient mixing between coalescing droplets diversifies, coalescence on a wider variety of

substrates is likely to arise. Hence, it is important to understand their effect on the in-

ternal dynamics of coalescing droplets, both from a practical and a fundamental point of

view. Particularly interesting examples of different substrates that could be considered

include very low hysteresis substrates (e.g. SLIPS), soft substrates, substrates with pre-

deposited fluid (perhaps an evaporating layer) and (for the configurations studied in this

work) substrates with a wettability gradient.
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In addition to being suitable for deriving the physical conclusions outlined above,

the rationale behind the choice of an OpenFOAM numerical framework was to develop a

flexible quantitatively-validated code suitable for studying a wide range of droplet (mixing)

dynamics. Indeed, the customised solver described in Chapter 4 could be used to study

coalescing droplets in a much wider variety of configurations than reported in this work,

such as non-axisymmetric initially-static free and sessile droplets, impacting and coalescing

droplets (as for the equal surface tension experiments in Chapter 7) or jumping droplets,

i.e. with superhydrophobic substrates. Moreover, the code could easily be extended to

support droplets of different fluid properties (e.g. surface tension) or additional physics

such as heat transfer, with most practical issues regarding handling droplet coalescence on

substrates in OpenFOAM having already been overcome in this work. The latter addition

would enable droplet-based thermal management technologies to be studied, perhaps to

improve their efficiency via an improved understanding of the internal dynamics and formal

optimisation.

Returning to a key motivator of this work, in RIJ (discussed in Chapter 1) there

is a complex two-way coupling between mixing and the reaction kinetics (exothermic/en-

dothermic reactions), which needs to be tackled in tandem to fully elucidate mixing in such

applications. Hence, an extension of this work to include application-relevant chemical re-

actions would surely provide a significant leap forward in the understanding of mixing in

exciting emerging technologies involving reacting flows in coalescing droplets.
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Appendix A

Sessile droplet geometry

derivations

Here, extended derivations of spherical cap geometry formulations noted in Section 2.2.6

are provided.

A.1 Droplet height in terms of contact angle

In this section, it is desired to express the droplet height, h in terms of the contact angle,

θ and spread length, s as in Equation (2.9) and rewritten here:

h =
s

2
tan

(
θ

2

)
.

First, eliminating R between Equations (2.7) and (2.8) yields

h =
s

2
· 1− cos θ

sin θ
=
s

2

(
1

sin θ
− cos θ

sin θ

)
. (A.1)

Now, it is already known by elementary trigonometric identities that

1

tan θ
=

cos θ

sin θ
=

1− tan2
(
θ
2

)
2 tan

(
θ
2

) . (A.2)

Therefore, it only remains to express sin θ in terms of tan
(
θ
2

)
in order to eliminate cos θ

and sin θ from Equation (A.1). Indeed, since sin2 θ+ cos2 θ = 1, tan θ can be expressed as

tan θ =
sin θ√

1− sin2 θ
.
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Eliminating tan θ between this equation and Equation (A.2),

sin2 θ

(
1− tan2

(
θ

2

))2

= 4
(
1− sin2 θ

)
tan2

(
θ

2

)
.

Rewriting this equation in terms of sin2 θ,

sin2 θ =
4 tan2

(
θ
2

)(
1− tan2

(
θ
2

))2
+ 4 tan2

(
θ
2

) =

(
2 tan

(
θ
2

))2(
1 + tan2

(
θ
2

))2 .
Taking the positive square root,

sin θ =
2 tan

(
θ
2

)
1 + tan2

(
θ
2

) .
Hence by substitution of this equation for sin θ and Equation (A.2) into Equation (A.1),

h =
s

2

(
1

sin θ
− cos θ

sin θ

)
=
s

2

(
1 + tan2

(
θ
2

)
2 tan

(
θ
2

) − 1− tan2
(
θ
2

)
2 tan

(
θ
2

) )
=
s

2
tan

(
θ

2

)
as required.

A.2 Droplet volume in terms of contact angle

In this section, it is desired to calculate the droplet volume. To do so, it is required to

integrate a horizontal circular cross-section between the apex of the droplet, z = R and

the substrate, z = R− h. Hence the volume is given by

V =

∫ R

R−h
πr2 dz,

where r is the radius of the cross-section. But by Pythagoras’ theorem,

r2 + z2 = R2

so

V =

∫ R

R−h
π(R2 − z2) dz =

[
πR2z − π

3
z3
]R
z=R−h

=
πh2

3

(
3R− h

)
.

Finally, substituting Equation (2.7) yields

V =
π

3
R2
(
1− cos θ

)2[
3R−R

(
1− cos θ

)]
=
π

3
R3
(
2− 3 cos θ + cos3 θ

)
as required.
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Appendix B

Contact angle implementation as a

boundary condition within VOF

The derivation of the correction to the free surface normal at the contact line (Equa-

tion (4.18)) which is required to implement the substrate boundary condition on the

volume fraction, α and passive scalar, β is elucidated in this appendix. Within the frame-

work of FVM, the correction is applied to the free surface normal for each cell with a face

coinciding with the substrate boundary – face notation is omitted here for simplicity.

Recall from Section 4.3 that n̂0,i denotes the outward-pointing free surface unit normal

at the contact line emerging from the fluid flow on each time step, which needs to be

corrected to n̂c,i in order to satisfy the boundary condition imposed by the dynamic

contact angle model, Equations (4.15) to (4.17). Further, n̂s,i denotes the unit normal to

the substrate. Since n̂0,i is rotated to n̂c,i within the plane indicated by the normal to the

substrate, n̂c,i must lie in the plane spanned by n̂0,i and n̂s,i (Kunkelmann, 2011). Hence,

n̂c,i is a linear combination of n̂0,i and n̂s,i as expressed in Equation (4.18) and reprinted

here for convenience:

n̂c,i = a n̂s,i + b n̂0,i, (4.18)

where a, b ∈ R are scalars which will now be determined.

First, the cosine of the uncorrected contact angle, θ0 is by definition given by the

inner product of n̂s,i and n̂0,i, so

n̂0,jn̂s,j = cos θ0. (B.1)

Similarly, the updated contact angle derived from the dynamic contact angle model, θd

satisfies

n̂c,jn̂s,j = cos θd. (B.2)
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Taking the inner product of Equation (4.18) with n̂s,i yields

n̂c,jn̂s,j = a n̂s,jn̂s,j + b n̂0,jn̂s,j = a+ b cos θ0,

using Equation (B.1) and noting that both n̂0,i and n̂s,i are unit vectors. Equating this

equation and Equation (B.2) yields

cos θd = a+ b cos θ0, (B.3)

which is the first of two simultaneous equations for a and b. Note that θd is prescribed

by the dynamic contact angle model and θ0 is the uncorrected contact angle which is

calculable from Equation (B.1). Therefore, only a and b are unknown in Equation (B.3).

Now, taking the inner product of equation (4.18) with n̂c,i instead yields

n̂c,jn̂c,j = a n̂s,jn̂c,j + b n̂0,jn̂c,j = a cos θd + b n̂0,jn̂c,j ,

using equation (B.2). But since n̂c,j is a unit vector, this equation reduces to

1 = a cos θd + bn̂c,jn̂0,j , (B.4)

so it only remains to eliminate n̂c,jn̂0,i in order to have a second simultaneous equation

for a and b. Indeed, taking the inner product of Equation (4.18) with the third and final

unit normal, n̂0,i yields

n̂c,jn̂0,j = a n̂s,jn̂0,j + b n̂0,jn̂0,j = a cos θ0 + b, (B.5)

using Equation (B.1) and noting that n̂0,i is a unit vector. Substituting Equation (B.5)

into Equation (B.4) yields

1 = a cos θd + b
(
a cos θ0 + b

)
= b2 + a

(
cos θd + b cos θ0

)
, (B.6)

which is a second simultaneous equation for a and b.

Equations (B.3) and (B.6) can thus be solved simultaneously to find expressions for

a and b. Eliminating a,

1 = b2 +
(
cos θd − b cos θ0

)(
cos θd + b cos θ0

)
= b2

(
1− cos2 θ0

)
+ cos2 θd.

Rearranging for an explicit equation for b2,

b2 =
1− cos2 θd
1− cos2 θ0

=

(
1− cos2 θd

)(
1− cos2 θ0

)(
1− cos2 θ0

)2 . (B.7)

Using standard trigonometric identities, the numerator of the last expression can be rewrit-
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ten as

(
1− cos2 θd

)(
1− cos2 θ0

)
=
(
sin θ0 sin θd

)2
=
(
cos
(
θ0 − θd

)
− cos θ0 cos θd

)2
.

Substituting this equation into Equation (B.7) and taking the positive square root, the

equation for b reads

b =
cos
(
θ0 − θd

)
− cos θ0 cos θd

1− cos2 θ0
. (B.8)

Finally, eliminating b between Equations (B.3) and (B.8) gives an equation for a which

reads

a =
cos θd − cos θ0 cos

(
θ0 − θd

)
1− cos2 θ0

. (B.9)

Hence, using Equations (4.18), (B.8) and (B.9) together, the free surface normal at the

contact line can be corrected to satisfy the boundary condition on α and β imposed by

the dynamic contact angle model.

Of course, Equations (B.8) and (B.9) can simplified but the form given here is the

most useful for numerical implementation. Indeed, only θd is explicitly computed within

the OpenFOAM implementation before a and b are, whereas θ0 is only known implicitly

via Equation (B.1). In particular, the exact equations implemented within OpenFOAM

to compute a and b are

a =
cos θd −

(
n̂0,jn̂s,j

)
cos
(
arccos

(
n̂0,jn̂s,j

)
− θd

)
1−

(
n̂0,jn̂s,j

)2 (B.10)

and

b =
cos
(
arccos

(
n̂0,jn̂s,j

)
− θd

)
−
(
n̂0,jn̂s,j

)
cos θd

1−
(
n̂0,jn̂s,j

)2 . (B.11)

Equations (4.18), (B.10) and (B.11) together are implemented in a private member func-

tion (correctContactAngle) contained within the interfaceProperties.C file of the

OpenFOAM source code, to ensure that the free surface normal at the contact line is

consistent with the dynamic contact angle model-imposed boundary condition during the

computation of the free surface curvature, κ (i.e. correctContactAngle is called within

the calculateK function) on each time step.
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Appendix C

Iterative algorithms and

parameters

The full details of the algorithms used for the solution of the system of linear equations,

resulting from the discretisation of the PDEs, within the OpenFOAM PISO solution algo-

rithm are given in this appendix. Details of the solution procedure itself, which is based

on the PISO algorithm, are given in Section 4.4.5.

For all such algorithms, the residual tolerance was set very low to ensure convergence

at each time step, thus favouring accuracy over speed. The relative tolerance was always

set to zero (i.e. its influence was rescinded) to ensure that the prescribed tolerance was

reached. Whilst a maximum number of iterations was set, the value was chosen to be very

large so that it was not an effective constraint.

Subcycling of advection-diffusion equations is often performed in OpenFOAM simu-

lations in order to relax the strict Courant number limit on the time step. However, in

this work it was preferred to maintain a strict Courant number limit (see Section 4.4.8)

Table C.1: OpenFOAM solver settings for α. Equivalent settings are used for β.

Option Value Notes

nAlphaCorr 1
nAlphaSubCycles 1 Time step tightly controlled instead of subcycling.
cAlpha 1 Small to avoid too much interface compression.
MULESCorr no Keep MULES explicit rather than semi-implicit.
nLimiterIter 1 One MULES iteration over the limiter.

Preconditioner DIC
Solver PCG
Tolerance 1× 10−9 Set low to ensure convergence.
Rel. Tolerance 0 Forces solution to converge to the tolerance above.
Min. Iterations 50 Ensure stable converged solution each time step.
Max. Iterations 1000 Set high so as not to be an effective constraint.
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Table C.2: OpenFOAM solver settings for p rgh – the modified pressure, p′.

Option Value Notes

Smoother Gauss-Seidel
Solver GAMG More efficient (far fewer iterations) than, e.g., PCG.
Tolerance 1× 10−7 The final iteration tolerance is 1× 10−8.
Rel. Tolerance 0 Forces solution to converge to the tolerance above.
Min. Iterations 2
Max. Iterations 1000 Set high so as not to be an effective constraint.

Table C.3: OpenFOAM solver settings for pcorr – the pressure correction required for
the adaptive mesh refinement algorithm.

Option Value Notes

Smoother Gauss-Seidel
Solver GAMG More efficient (far fewer iterations) than, e.g., PCG.
Tolerance 1× 10−8 Set low to ensure convergence.
Rel. Tolerance 0 Forces solution to converge to the tolerance above.
Min. Iterations 2
Max. Iterations 1000 Set high so as not to be an effective constraint.

Table C.4: OpenFOAM solver settings for U – the velocity, ui.

Option Value Notes

Preconditioner DILU
Solver PBiCG Computational cost not enough to warrant GAMG.
Tolerance 1× 10−10 Set low to ensure full convergence.
Rel. Tolerance 0 Forces solution to converge to the tolerance above.
Min. Iterations 5
Max. Iterations 1000 Set high so as not to be an effective constraint.

for the contact angle model implementation. Therefore, no subcycling was carried out.

An explicit version of the MULES FCT solver (see Section 4.4.6 for details of FCT and

MULES) was maintained for the bounded scalars, as seen in Table C.1 which contains the

settings pertinent to α (equivalently β).

Details for the modified pressure, p′ (called p rgh in OpenFOAM) are given in Ta-

ble C.2. Meanwhile, Table C.3 give details of the algorithm for the pressure correction

required for the adaptive mesh. The velocity is determined from the updated pressure

in each time step with the settings seen in Table C.4. A momentum predictor step was

employed at the beginning of each time step (see Table 4.2).
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